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PREFACE

s

I.. A CASE FOR A HARLEM HIGH SCHOOL

. tt

V

"Less than half of Central' Harlem's youth seem destined to corn-

plete high school, and of those that do, most will join ,the Tanks of those

with no.vocational skills, no developed talents and, consequently little or
1

no future."
1'

....... ,, over three-fourths of the diplomas received by Central

Harlem students were general diplomas and only one-seventh were

academic diplomas. This stands in sharp contrast to the data for all

New York City academic high school pupils in that about half received

academic diplomas, and only two in five received general diplomas.

Unprepared to continue on to college, and lacking any certified com-

mercial or vocational skill, students with general dtptomas enter the

labor market in what is but a slightly better pos-ition than students who-
2

,,,
never completed high school."

THE PIZtOBLEM

An toiamend the New York.State education law was intro-

K

duced andfpassed during the 1969-70 Senate and Assembly sessions

1-8Yestablished a Community School District System in New York City.

1. Yodth in tbs6 Ghetto, Haryou, 1144, p. 188.

2. Ibid. , p. 180' 1 2

.,,

1.



One of the proViS ions of the Act (290-h, 3a) prided for the establish-

ment of comprehensive high school) facilities within each Community

District within three years .following the effective date of the Statute.

Harlem, and more specifically, Community District #5, has no public

high schepl: With more than one-quarter of a million people, and about

17,.000,potential high school students., Harlem has been forgotten by the

City,of New York in its high-school planning. Presently, these.17, 000

(8, 000 in District #5--and 9, 000 in -adjacent districts )'students must

travel outside of their own community to more than'45 high schools

scattered throughout the city; tht closest facility being Benjamin

Frai klin High. School located on East River Drive, effectively outside

of. the'comniunity.<

The-City appropriated funds for high schools for. Manhattan
, , , .

based upon Board.of
:
Edueatiori figures for projected needs through 1973.

. Three,Of,these schools were planned to the LincOln Center area ,(E, Ho

LaGuardia, 'Martin Luther King,- and Park,West); and.the fourth (1 F'
'

Kennedy) for the northern most tip of Manhattan or' the lower south-
.

. .

weit Bronx. sApparently, no thought has been given to Harlem's needs.-
. . ..

, -, .

- , .The proposed 196?-1970 Capital Budget recomenended thi,-.,ee additional

high schools:: New Central Commercial, Seward Park Addition, and ..r.

Park

Park East,. all outside of Harlem. .

Over the-past feW years,- c:tmt-tiunity sentiment-has been growing
.

for a new Harlem High School. Spurred on by the impending construe-
.

thin of the State office building on 125th Street, some 20,.000 1-larlemites

signed a petition demanding a high school on the site of ,the proposed

state buildings. The recent s ool situation, focused by activity at the

I. S." 201 Complex and dece tralized community districts, 'demonstrates

13.
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the Harlem community's sincere desire for quality education and local

control of schools. As a result of current problems, there is a grow-

ing demand on Harlem for the creation of an Independent Harlem School

System in Which a Harlem High School would play a signifidant role.

BAC KG ROUND

About fifteen years ago, there were three High Schools irk Harlem.

The old Wadleigh High School at 114th Street and Seventh Aven a as con-

verted to j.iH.4S.4 88 about fifteen years ago, and the old New Y k Voca-

tional High School was converted to a Public Elementary School about ten

years ago, because both facilities were too old to function efficiently as

modern high schools.

The main reason why no new high school has been built in Harlem

is The Board of Education's avowed policy of school integration. A

memorandum from the Board entitled "Ethnic Distribution of Pupils in

the Public Schools of New York City" states that" to eliminate de facto

segregation, (the Board) has launched several programs to bring about

true integration in the school." "The existence of six high schools (in

the city) with more than 85% Negro and Puerto Rican population is not

satisfactor3 y, and plans are now being made in the effort to reduce this

number." The memorandum goes on to describe the following actions

by the Board to encourage integration: changes in high school zoning;

changes in school organization allowing ninth grade pupils to enter high

school earlier; changes for academic and vocational high schools to

comprehensive high-schools.

3. Ethnic Distribution of PUpils in the Public Schools of New York City,
New York City Public Schtiols, Central Zoning Unit, June 15,1966, p. 6

-4- 15 -



The following table shows that 'the Board's actions have not been

very effective. Three of the eight major academic high schools in

Manhattan still hale about 85% Black and" Puerto Rican registration;

and six of these eight high schools are over 70% Black and Puerto Rican:

ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION OF HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS IN MANHATTAN

Board of Education, October 31st, 1971

School Negro
No. %

Puerto Rican
No. %

Other
No.

Total

Benjamin Franklin 2038 42.5 2553 53.2 208 4. 3 4799

Charles E. Hughes 1846 62. 7 , 657 22, 3 443 15. 0 . 2946

George Washington ' 1033 31.0 605 18.2 1693 50.8 3331

Haaren 1032 40.3 1017 39.7 511 20.0 2560

Julia Richman 2227 51. 6 1481 34, 3 606 14. 1 4314

Seward Park 1161 25.1 1686 36. 4,1783 38.5 4630

Louis Brandeis 3572 60,2 1329 22, 441029 17. 4 5930

Washington Irvin:,
T

1488 35, 6 1549 37, 0 1149 27.4 4 86 0

TOTALS 14397 10877 ..7422 32696

-5-
16



As a result of this misguided policy, no new high schools have

been planned for Harlem, When sites were considered for the seven

new high schools planned for Manhattan, Harlem was purposefully

I omitted, since the Board reasoned that a Harlem Eigh SchOol would'

mean de facto segregation, since no white students wouldsvoluntarily

come to Harlem. Indeed,' in a booklet entitled "Improving Ethnic

Distribution of New York City Pupils," the Board states that " fors more

than 20 years, with the support of community leaders iu minority group
4

areas (sic), no high schools had been built within these areas."

. By maintaining this policy of integration, the.Board of Education
g.

has clearly placed itself at odds with community desires. The Harlem

community has clearly expressed its desire not for integration or de-

centralization, but for community control, including a Harlem High

School, which will provide for the specific educatioRal needs of residents

within the'community.

C. IMPACT ON THE COMMUNITY,

Underlying all other considerations in the need fcl a Harlem High

School is the primary need to Meet community goals for a school system

which enSurdas community control and quality education.

In i.erMs of quality education, a Harlem High School would be

more conducive to learning for Students living in Harlem than the existing

city high schools. Teenagers attending a Harlem High School would have

an identity and involvement With the problems of their own community.

4. Landers, Jacob, Improving Ethnic Distribution of New York City
Pupils, 'Board of Education, May, 1966, p. 35.

17
-6-
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Educational programs would be specially prepared so as to be relevant
,

to Harlem Students. At present, the high drop out rate and low academic

achievernent of many students from Harlem attests to the, fact that the

existing city high schools do not presently satisfy the needs of the Black

and Puerto Rican studentS. "; over three-Jourths of the diplomas re-

ceived by Central Harlem students were general diplomas, and only one-

seventh were academic diplomas. This stands in sharp Contrast to the

data for all New York City academic high school pupils, in that about

half received academic ,diplomas, and only two in five received general

diplOmas. Unprepared to cdritinue oh to college, and lacking any certified s

commerical or vocational skill, students with general diplbmas enter the

labor market in what is but a slightly better position than students who
5

never completed high school."

A high school_ Is to a community what an elementary school- iS to a

neighborhood. In sometsmaller towns a highschool is the focus of the

town. With a population of more than one-quarter of a million people,

Harlem is larger than Syracuse, New York,, and therefore surely merits

at least one high school of its own. As a source of civic pride and commu-

nity involvement, a Harlem High School would be an important asset to the
itcommunity,

On numerous occasions, Harlem residents have declared their

desire for community control of an independent Harlem school systerb.

The Harlem community will have no effective control over the total edu-

cation of its children unless therels a Harlem High School planned for the

community.

5, Youth'in the Ghetto, Haryou, 1964, p. 180.

-7- 1 8



D. CURRENT SITUATION

Currently, Harlem students travel from. their.own community to

more than :45 existing academic and vocational high Schools scattered

throughout the city. This constitutes an out-migration from Harlem,

and supports the city's policy.of school integration.

Accoi-ding to data for June, )968, -85% of the students graduating

frorn.CentrarHarlem Junior High and Intermediate Schools (present

Distrjct #5)ttend academic high schools,' and 15.% attend vocational

high schools: Of all graduates, 91% attend high schools in Manhattan,

and 9% travel to other boroughs, predominately the Bronx, Note also

the data from the June, 1971 report, which indicates that this status has

not been altered in the succeeding three. years; In fact, there has been

a Slight increase in both the student population selecting academic high

schools and the student population attending high schools outside the

borough of Manhattan. The tables on the following pages show this out-

migration from Harlem very Clearly. Although the Board of Education

professes to have greatly encouraged and increased the number of Black.

and Puerto Rican students attending the city's special academic high

schools, the following figures prove that attendance at these speeial

schools is still extremely low. For example, out of 2, 082studertig

graduating in June, 1971, from Central Harlem Junior High and Inter-

mediate Schools, only 6 were going}o attend Stuyvesant High School,

and only 29 were going to Music and Art or Performing Arts High Schools,

an attendance rate of 1.7%. Furthermore, the attrition rate of Black

and Puerto Rican students in these specialized schools is extremely

high.

1-9
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL- AND INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

GRADUATES ATTENDING ACADEMIC HIGH SCHOOLS

(Source: ,Board of Education, June, 1971 - J. H. S. Form 837 A)
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL AND INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

GRADUATES ATTENDING VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOLS

(Source: Board of Education, June, 1968 - J. H. S. Form 837)
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL AND INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL

GRADUATES ATTENDING VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOLS

(Source: Board of Education, June, 1971,- I. H. S. Form 837 A)
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E. HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING NEEDS

The Board of Education in December, 1968 prepared its pro-
s

jections of high 'school building needs throw h 1973, on the basis of

number of births, enrollment, and drop-out ates of students. Accord-,-
ing to these figures, the Board of Educatioriroposed 110 new high schools'

_ _

for Manhattan aside from ,those already on the New York city Capital and

prOposed Budgets.

HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING NEEDS FOR MANHATTAN

(Board of Education, December, 1968)

1967 High School Crowding .2, 100

9th Grade still in JHS (6, 800)

1973 projected 9-12 enrollment. 51;000

Current Capacity & net capacity J Park West H.S.
M. L. King H. S.

increase from schools in pipeline 51, 300 J. F. Kennedy H. S.
F.H. LaGuardia H. S.

Additional CapaCity Needed - 300

'Capacity of Schools H. S. of Commerce-
Haaran H. S.

Being Replaced 7, 000 MuSic & .

Small Vocational H. S.'s

TOTAL NEED IN 7.3 6, 700.. To be taken care of by
Proposed 1969-70
Budget for:

2

- 14-

1. 'Park East High School 4, 000
2. Seward Park Addition 1,200
3. New Central Commerical 1 500

6, 700
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Thus, the Board of Education projected an enrollment of 51,000

by 1973, and suggested that current schools in the "pipeline", plus those

propcsed for the 1969-70 Capital BuAget were sufficient to cover this

projected enrollnient.

.s_We take issue with several points in the Board's analysis and

method of projecting high school seating n d . To start with, the 2

Board's calculations do not take into account the inand out migration of

Manhattan students. The Board's projection of 51,000 students by 1973

is based on births in Manhattan; yet birth rates vary greatly in diffe?ent

parts of the borough, as do rates of attendance at private and parochial

schools. In addition, many students frodManhattan attend high schools
:A.

in other boroughs, and a disproportionate number 'of students from other

boroughs attend academic and vocational high schOols in Manhattan.

An evaluation of the need for high sc 1 seats in Manhattan

must take into consideration the changes in birth rates, in-and-out

migration figures, numbers of new househo d es, and anticipated

housing growth which will affect future needs. In eased enrollment
,

may be ,necessary due to new housing presently being studied and

planned fOr'in Harlein. For example, St. Nicholas (Urban ReneWal

Authority), East Harlem Triangle, and Riverside are either under

study or in, the planning stages, with the possibility, of at least 13,000

new dwelling units being allocated in these areas. , Obviously, this will

increase the number of potential high school students.

. -

In addition, assessing the need for high school facilities is

e

6. Board of Education,City of New Fork, School Planning and-Research
Division, Utilization of School Building and Data on Large scale
Housing (Uctober 30tfi, 197(1)

' . 26i
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complicated by the enrollment of children in parochial and private schools

outside the area. It is not known how many children are' so enrolled, or

whether' this pattern would materially change ilquality education in un-

crowded schools were being offered in the community.

Other factors whioh tend to increase the'neecrfor Igh school seats;
.

are, two decisions by the Board of Education; (f) to,transfer ninth'graders

from junior high schools to high schools, adding thousands of students to

the high school registers, city-wide, .since 1965, with many others wait-.

,4.ng to be transferredaS soon as room is available; and ,(2) to create _
401system of comprehensive' high schools, (although this propoSal has re-

cenily been abandoned) putting pupils taking both academic and vocational,

courses in they_ same schools, which would eventually. add 46,000 students

city-wide to the high school registers..

The overcrowding probleM.in Manhattan high schools, is so ex-'

cessive'that projected new schoolSlmay solve the ptale-M, on pater, but

' construction schedules are not fulfilling needs. According to the Bbard

Of Education's "School Profiles, 1970-1971, five of the ten Manhattan
,

academic high schools have registrations 15% to 77% higher than they

.were'bt.iilt to hold.

, PERCENTAGE OF OVER-UTILIZATION -(1970-71)

School Above Capacity

1, Banjamin Franklin 77%

2. Louis D. Brandeis 65%

George Washington. 31%

4. Seward "Park 30%
4

.5. Julia Richman 15%



ry

.. Even these figures are deceptiVe* since the numbei of seats:

actually available in a school always is smaller than the Board's
A:.

records show. While st ndard classfoom's haVe 35 to 40 seats, the

United Federation of T achers 'contract liMits- class site to 34 seats.

The problem continues unresolved as clearly illuminated in

the Board of ducation''s rezoning plan for Manhattan high schools

commencing September, 1.972, and 'predicated upon the opening of the

new John F. Kennedy High School in the Bronx.
S

This plan confines prospective Manhattan students, from feeder

Interrnediate and Junior High Schools, from attending co- educational

academic_high schools outside their Community District. The only

exception to the procedure is Community District #5 whose schools

will feed into specific high schools outside the district since there

is no secondary facility'in Harlem. ik

Analyzing the data in the following tables, it indicates that there

Is 'a projected over - utilization in eight of the ten Manhattan academic

high schools and a total, combined over-utilization of 245% if rezoning

isn't effected. These figures, when compared with the 1970-1971

statistics-, establish the fact that there will be an increase in the number

of high schools over-utilized and an increase in the total, combined, over-

utilization percentage of all schools in September, 1972. However, if

rezoning is executed, the number of high schools above capacity re-,

mains at status quo but a decrease (177%in the total, combined over -

utilization percentage transpires in September, 1972,

Although ttlaere-is a reduction in over-utilization if. rezoning is

consummated, the grave problem of overcrowding will not be alleviated

28
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by these pro dures.

PROTECTED PERCENTAGE OF , OVER-UTILIZATIONI,

WITHOUT REZONING (Sept. , ,1972)

School .

hu

% Above Capacity

Benjamin Franklin 107%

Louis..0 Brandeis 01. 63%

Seward Park . 34%

Washington Irving 19%=

Stuyvesant 10

Haaren 5%

,Music & Art 4%

Julia Richman' 3%

PROTECTED PERCENTAGE _OF OVER-UTILIZATION.

WITH REZONING (Sept.', 1972)

School % Above Capacity

Benjamin Franklin 100%

Louis D. Brandeis 41%,

Seward Park 30%

Julia Ric.hnian 5% ,

George Washington

Haaren*

Washington living*

*Not .Available

Despite this owding and the fact that,. by far, the largest

29 '"
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the largest majority of Harlem's Intermediate and Junior High School ,

graduated enter academic high schools, the only action the Board

planned was (1) to replace Music and Art with F. H. LaGuardia High

School, (2) to build an addition to Seward Park and (3) to construct

a John F. Kennedy High School in the Bronx.

Recent decisions by the City in regaid to the seven proposed

high schools have further dispe&d any hopes of solving the problem

of overcrowding. Only one of the proposed academic high schools,

John F. Kennedy, will be prepared for intake by Septembei, 1972,

and will only partially service a Manhattan student population; plans

for Seward Park Addition, Park East. High School, and Fiorello

LaGuardia have been discarded. The other two high schools on the

. west side, Martin Luther King, Jr. and Park West, both replacements

foi Food and Maritime Trades, have an estimated completion date of

1973 and 1974, -respectively. Downtown Commerical (not indicated

In the December, 1968; Board of Education's building needs projec-

tions for Manhattan high schools) and New Central Commerical, both

fully funded through the Educational Construction Fund, will not be

available until 1974. Therefore, it is highly doubtfdl that the proposed

high schools can advance the Board of Education's projected needs.

Consideration must also be given to the time lapse between

putting a school into the building program, and its completion, is now

an average of six years. It presently takes about three years to find,

buy, and clear a site for a high school; about-14 months td-plan it and

have- the plans approved; and about 18 months to actually build it.

Thus, through the Board of Education professed to have solved

t he problem of high school seating needs through 1973 on paper, in

-19-
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reality, many construction plans have been abandoned, others will .

not actually be built in time to fiilfillthese professed needs, and still

others will not accommodate the largest enrollment - the academic

student.

F, GRADUATION, DROP-OUT AND STAY-IN RATES

A major fallacy of the Board of Education's projected enrollment

of 51, 000 is that it assumes a graduation rate continuing at the same

leve as at the present: The fighres computed below show that the grad-

uation rate for high school students residing in Central Harle, is a very

low 31. 8%. We maintain that it is reasonable to assume that with increased

educational opportunities and job, possibilities, this graduation rate will

have the potential to greatly increase, thereby providing enough students

to justify at least one new high school in the building program.

Because of lack of sufficient data, it is difficult to calculate the drop-
_

out rates for Harlem stUdents. The best one can do is to analyze recent

pupil discharges for the borough of Manhattan. Data obtained from the

Board of Education shows that for Manhattan high schools only 20% gradu-

ated, and 20% graduates, and only 15% drop-outs. 'Thus, Moliattan high

schools have a considerably higher drop-out rate than other high schools

in the city, These statistics, however, do not indicate in the drop-out

column those students that arp retained on registers but who are truant

'nor those Students who report for attendance taking but disappear-for the

remainder of the day.

. ,...

31
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44, .

PUPIL DISCHARGES-- ACADEMIC HIGH SCHOOLS

(Source: Bureau of Attendance, 1970-71)

Received Employment
.

353 - 3,029 NO

\ Over 17 years 4,112 - 22, 677

TOTAL DROP- OUTS 4,465 20% 25, 7@6 15%

TOTAL GRADUATES 4,380 20% 36,213 20%

Other Discharges 362 - 2,100 t -

TOTAL' ATTENDANCE 22,279 100% 167,.265 , 100%

....,

.

More complete figure's are computed in a paper on "Education Trends' in.

the final report of the Harlem Development project of Columbia University

(an 0E0 Demonstration project).

. ...

The Economy of Harlem, Vol. 1, Harlem Development Project, Development
Planning workshop,c.olumbia University, September 15, OK pp...139-161. ,

32
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This paiier estimates the high sChodl grCluation rates of residents of

Central Harlem; and The tendency of Harlemites to reMain in school

between the tenth and twelfth grades. To compute the graduation rates,

graduates of junior high school located in Central Harlem were traced

to the high schools of their choices. 'These data were then Convented

into school graduation rates for classes of 1966 and 1967 as follows:

Central. Harlem Gradualion Percentages

1966 1967

Total 41.7 31. 8

Academic 42.4 31.7

Vocational 38.3 32.5

Source: Figures computed from data obtained from the NYC Board of

EdUcation.

I

Thus., the graduation rate for-1967 is 31. 8%. There is a tendency for

these rates to decline markedly between 1966 and 1967. "The decline in

academid high school graduation rates of residents of Central Harlem be-

tween 1966 and 1967 is consistent wi th the trends in high school graduation

in the entire city during the 1960's although it is magnified somewhat."

"The estimated higti*hool graduation rates for residents of Central

Harlem can he placed in better perspective by comparing them with the

educational data of the 1960 Census. These figures yield, after some

manipulation, the gradUation rates shown in the following table) for var-

ious age groups in Central Harlem and the non-white population of Manhattan."

33
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a

tay-in Rates for Central Harlem (Per Cent)

High Gchool Class

1966

Total 54.,6

Academic .56. 8

Vocational 44. 3
s.

19'67 1968 1969. 1970

39. 4 41.58 38. 6 49.1

40. 0 40. 35 36. 8 49. 5
A

'34.1' 43.92 47. 7 47. 2

Source: 'Figure computed frdm data obtain from NYC Board of Education.'

Again, -the picture painted by the data is not a pretty one. There
-

was a rather dramatic decline in .the tendency of Central Harlemits to

remain in 'high schools of all types between the high 'schools bf all types

between the high school classef 960 and1-967".

The paper Concludes that ", the state of high school education for

residents of Central Harlem would have to be discouraging."

All of these data point to the same fact: namely, that the graduation

. rate for students from Harlem has been markedly low over the Past few

years. It seems apparent that any new high school building in Manhattan

shOuld attempt to increase the graduation rate, thereby increasing the

number of total students in high schobl. This naturally results in the

need for additional seating. Thus; we emphasize our argument (1)

that the Board of Education has not careffilly considered changes in the

high school graduation rates in projecting its 1973 high school building

needs; and (2) that a needed increase in the graduation rate will justify

the addition of at least one new high school in the Manhattan building

. program. -
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"Not only were graduation rates for residents of Ce ntral Harlem

below those for, the non-white population of Manhattan in the same age

group in 1960, but the educational system does not seem to be any more

effective, at least in terms of producing high .school graduates in Central

Harlem, in 1966 and:1967 than it was in1960."
4 4

.

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION RATES FOR CENTRAL HARLEM AND

ANHATTAN= 1960.

Age Group.

Central Harlem -

25 years bid and over
a

Graduation Rate (per cent)

25.1

Manhattan Non - White- 28. 5

25 years'old and over

Central Harlem-

25-34 uear old

'Manhattan-Non-White-.

25-34 years old

4

37. 9 ,

44.3

Source: United States Census of Population, 1960

"Finally, we can compare the educational picture for the high school

of 1966 and 1967 with that for the class of 1968 in terms of the "stay-in"

rates between the tenth and twelfth grades, that is the ratio of twelfth

graders in .each year to the number of tenth graders present two years
t,

earlier. These stay-in rates are presented for residents of Central

Harlem in the high school classes of 1966-1970 in ;the following table)

broken down by tyrfe of school".

3
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G.' POTENTIAL

The potential impact of a new high school in Harlem could be

staggering. As a $20-million project, a high school would provide

many new community facilities in addition to the needed educational

facilities. Facilities for which the community would otherwise have

to fiht (or individually would .be provided in one package: a library,

auditorium, indoor. recerational facilities, swimming pool, athletic

field, workshops, meeting rooms.

A high school planned for community participation would nec-

essarily have to be a very different kind of facility frond existing

schools, Opportunities for multiple use, shared facilities, and

scattered site development must be carefully considered. The de-
.

velopment of a'single site with all activities concentrated could be

less beneficial to the community than a dispersed facility.

For example, the school cafeteria which functions poortrat best

could become a lea"Sed community restaurent, providing jobs and income

to the community; the restaurant could also function after school hours

for the general public. The school auditoriurri could be lea'sed our for

evening performances by professional groups.

With proper planning, the investment of $20- million in a high school

could encourage additional develcpment in the surrounding area. Low-

income housing could be provided in the air-rights over the school, and

commercial facilities could be built on theh ground floor. The new New

York City Educational Construction Fund is already working on several

projects involving air - rights development in the city, and could possibly

-25- 3 6
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.be invited to invest seed money in plarth for a Harlem High
...

school.

The idea of scattered site developinent suggests that
,.

a 'central core facility composed of the central administration

offices, and auditorium and library could be situated on any

important block, with the additional facilities scattered. For

example, the.site on 125th Street could be developed as the

core-facility, pith other facilities dispei-sed in adjacent blocks.

The development of a high schOol on a scattered site along

Eigth Avenue could provide the impetus for redevelopment a-

long a long stretch of the Avenue,. and thereby haye a greater --'--

impact on thee Harlem community that the development of a

'single site,

-26- 37
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II.; PRELIMINARY EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING

A. DETERMINATION OF NEEDS OR PRIORITIES WHICH

IDENTIFIES THE RELATIVE DEGREE OF URGENCY OF

THE PROBLEMS FACING HARLEM WHICH RELATES DI-

RECTLY OR INDIRECTLY TO EDUCATION

The participation of urban Blapk youth of schOol age in riots

from Watts to New York, conforntations between Afro-American par-

ents and white school boards from Oakland to Boston, school boycotts

involving children of all ages, north and south,' all have served to focus

attention upon the problem of the culturally different and the poor as

they relate to educational programs in the Unityd States. And con-,

current with this evidence of "grass roots" dissatisfaction, the com-

piling of statistics and research-derived data has tended to center.

attention upon the " educationally short changed' portions of the-popu-

lation.

Corroboration that indeed something is urgently wrong with

_ education as it embodies racial and cultural minorities and low-in-
14

come groups has been increasing for years. Scholars and leaders

familiar with Afro-Americans have been concerned with their special

educational needs for more than a century; and concern with defects in

traditional programs have been mounting for years. But it has taken

the so-called "Black revolt' of the laSt decade to force educators to

take a new look at old assumptiors

MajDr periodicals, such as, The New York Times, continually

-27 3 8-



re-echo the mounting consensus that appears to concur that the pre-

eminent current target for educational change consists in upgrading.the

education of low income and curturally-different youth.

Similar notions were reflected by James E. Allen, Jr. , former

New York State and National Education Commissioner when he' prodded

educators frcrn numerous states, convening for a meeting in New.York

City in 1966, to consider the following topies:

What kind of schools will turn the tide of hope in the ghettos? .a

What patterns of coopeiation involving whites, negroes, business,,

industry, labor and gOvernrhept can rejuvenate slum-area-schools?

What can be done to assure parents in slum areas of a more mean-

ingfuKtole in the schools and education of their children?

Similarily, the American Anthropological Association's 1966

meeting condemmed existing practices in the inner city-area schools

and called for changes.

Perhaps of greater significance in illustrating the dimensions of

the problem of the culturally diftrent is the suggestion' that the quality

of five to nine years of school to which they are ordinarily exposed is

significantly poorer than that experienced by the majority White-
o-

American population. In fact, the laSt few years especially are edu-

cationally worthless 'and psychologicdliy destructive.
1

A symptom of this

process is "Withdrawal" of "lack of response " of students in the junior

high schools and the high schools. This pheonomenon of gradual alien;-

ation and withdrawal was stated by James B. Conant in "Slums and

Suburbs" when he quotes a teacher as saying, "We do quite well with .

the children in the lower grades But.whenthey reach 10, 11 or

-28-
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12 years of 'age, we lose them In terms of schoolwork, pro-
.

,gress ceases; indeed many pupils begin to go backward in their studies!' ,
.

, .

4

1. Achievement r

.`Achievement test results also demonstrate that not only

are non: White-American groups exposed to fewer years of formal
1

"schooling ,(Black adults average only an eighth grade education ),

than White-Americans, but the level of achievement involved is

much inferior, For example, the Urban League of Greater New

York indicated that one-fourth of the youth they serviced left

school' y reason d academic failure. Indications are however,

that acadethic failures, as a reason for dropping-out is far more

prevalent than the study illuminated, when one commences to,re-

view the statistics on the levels of attainment in reading and math-

ematics of drop-outs in Central Harlem. The New .York City Board

of Education in a 1960-61 repoft on Central Harlem revealed that

89. 5% of the boys and 84. 6% of the girls who left high school were

two to five or more grades below their g vel in mathematics

and 88. 1% of the boys and 68. 5% of t14 'rls wer two to five or

more grades beloW their grade levels in eadyng Comparable

figures and results were also aVaigalalejunio high school drop-

fl`

Likewise using data on file in city school offices, HARYOU

found 1962 third grade pupils in Ceritral Harlem were fully one

1. Conference on- Economic Progress, Proverty'aml Deprivation in the
United States The Plight of Two Fittns of a Nation (Was nington, u. C. :
The L:onterence, 1962)

40
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Year behind the mean achievement levels of New York'City pupils; ,

2
by the sixth grade they were nearly two years behind Further-

'more, an analysis, of sixth grade reading test scones,:, obtained

from the Board of Educadori reports'cf 1963, showed a mean of
3

5. 0 of Black Students, 4. 4 of, Puerto Ricans., and 7. 0 of all others

4
More recently data from the COleman Rep) rt demonstrated

conclusively that non-white youth in the metropolitan area con-

sistently scored lower on achievement tests, than their metropoli-

tan white counterparts - at every grade level and in .relation to all
.

baSic skills. In the Northeast,the average score student in grades

one through twelve scores is 8 points less on' a reading examina-
.

don and 10 points less on a mathematics exarirination.,. The Cole- .

man Report substantiates the findings of the HARYOLT report in

that it indicates that not only are such scores loWer; but the gap

seems to accelerate over a period of time. ; The urban Black student

tends to-fall further behind. the white student as they complete suc-

cessive grades in school.. The average Black core student in the

.Northeast,is 5. 2; grade levels behind his white suburban counter-

part in Mathematics by the twelfth glade and 2;0 grade levels be-
,

hind in Reading. Thereris 'little reason'to believe the facts -would

2. Harlem Youth Opportunities Unlimited, Youth in the,Ghetto: A Study
of the Consequences of Powerlessness and a Blueprint for Change
(New York: HARYOU, INC.', 1964)

3, Teacher's College, Institute of Urban, Studies, "The: Educationally
Disadvantaged Urban Child: A Proposal to.Establish an Urban td
cational Research Center" (New York: Teachers College, Colu is
University,, 1963),' (Memographed)

4. Coleman, James, etal, Equality of Educational Opportunity,
_Office of Education, Washington, D. C, ; Government Printing Office,
1966

,;
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be altogether diffeient in the last five years.

The latest evidence from the Board of Education's " School

Profiles" report of 1970-1971 further verifies pattern. In

this statement, the percent of students reading wo or more years

below grade level in each New York City academic high school was

reported along with an overall, city7wide percent. Since it is vir-

tually impossible to determine the specific number of students
st

from Central Harlem attending each school, an assessment will

be made of the Manhattan high schools in which a majority of the

Central Harlem students feed into. Scanning the data,- it indicates

reading deficits of two or more years ranging from 36.,5% of the

student population at Charles Evans Hughes ,High School to 60. 9%

at Louis D. Brandeis High School. The average for all eight

Manhattan academic high schools was 47. 5% as compared to a city-
..

wide Overage of 29.6%. Obviously these 'statistics mirror the wide

gap between Manhattan high schools'and the city-wide performance.

percentage. Manhattan high schools compare inauspiciously with

.both the city-Wide percentage and the other borough percentages

for each of which was considerably lower than the,Manhattan high

schools;

2. School-Completion and Income

In 1969, the Bureau of Census in a report entitled Trends

in Social and Economic Conditions in Metropolitan Areas revealed

some piquant data on the median years of,schooling completed for

persons 25 to 29 years of age by raceand the median income of

,Black and whiteMaleS by.the years of school completed. The re-
.

port specifies that the median years of schoc:Iing completed by
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Blacks were essentially the same as that of whites in the central

cities. However; the really depi-essing fact which emerges is

that the income level of the Black make is markedly. less than

for his white-counterpart - regardless of his education,. It was

clearly illustrated that the medial) income of male Black high

school,graduates was about the same as that of white males who

had only attended elementary school. A-Black college graduate

was barely making more annual income that a white high school

raduate. This was further confirmed in the 1970 census
. ,

Bureau Report entitled: e: The Social and Economic Status of

Negroes in the United States".

Aside from the. fact that ethnic job discrimination per-

vales as a casual factor, one can also surmise that the quality

of the education which whites and non-whites receive are di-
,

tinctly different. Obvioukly when school performance, pre-
--

paration, training and achievement for high school graduates

are inserted into the-overall picture, one can understand the

discrepencies imincome between whiteS and non-whites.' Mos't

Harlem youth enter the job market only equipped to do menial -

tasks. This was their-preparation. The process of increasing

substandard academic performance culminates in failure to

achieve what education considers fundamental to effective

functioning in an increatiCily comikx and technologically orient-
,

ed society. In addition,. failure to achieve and subsequent drop-
-

out reflects irrelevant and nonfunctional activities, experiences,

and personnel.within the educational stricture. 4*,

Thus we may assert that while Black youth are being
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exposed to a year or twc.5 more of sch6oling than were their

parents, it is questionable whether the "educational gap",

in a qualitative sense, is being narrowed. The result of

Selective Service tests, achievement scores, in depth studies

Ofspecific schools, .employment and drop-out statistics, and

other data not necessarily cited here tend to point out the "gap"

is as great as ever and may,- in fact, be-widening.
,,.t

3. The" Cultural Deprivation" Response

The reaction of the present educational system to the

problem or under-achievement, Jalienation;-and withdrawal as
'1/4

it relates to racial and cultural minority-groups has been, largely,

to intensify the.use of traditional approaches and to focus the

blame for failure upon the minority group. Intimations are that

the pupil and his culture should be manipulated, while the tra-

ditional school which has served majority group pupils well,

should not be seriously challenged. Minority groups must ad-

just, must conform, must change while the schoolS' and their pro-

grams are basically sound and need no fundamental revision.

Operation Headstart and other "compensatory" educa-

tion. programs are generally based upon the assumption that in-
,

creased.exposure to any school environment coupled with an in-
,

tensified remedial approach will solve or at least ameliorate the

problems of "culturally deprived'. This assumption may, how-
,

ever, be totally erroneous. The National Advisory Council on

the Education of Disadvantaged Children reported in 1966 to

President Lyndon Johnson on the effeCtiveness of 2.50 million

dollars worth of summer education projects aimed-at the poor,



and their study was reported as "gbonly".

. .
For the most part, projects are piecemeal, frag-

mented or vaguely directed enrichment. is ex-

tremely rare to find strategically planned, Com-

prehensiVe programs for change

Most of the Programs ,

took place in ordinary schoolhouse classrooms

and were, at best, mild variations on ordinary

classroom work the program was as un-

creative and unimaginative as .1 have ever seen.

,Pupils dropped out in large numbers.
4

Another serious weaknesein these programs are that

. they are basically remedial_ An initial assessment is made

of the students deficits and they proceed to concentrate.cin these
>,-

weaknesses. Superficially this seems reasonable, but the actual

effect of concentrating op the past failures of the s tudent_ is to

an already negative 'self-image. When one realizes that

minority group youth lack of motivation is primarily based on the

fact that they believe the myths of inferiority that have been per-

petrated about them, it becomes apparent-that these remedial

programs are doomed to failure..

°SucCessful remedial work can take place only after the ,

students haVe enjoyed a success experience which raises their self-,

image and consequently their motivation. After all, if "more and

better of the same' is not working, then the obvious alternative is

change.

4
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The concept of "cultural deprivation" as utilized in these

programmatic approaches simply 'recognizes the-belief that non-
,

white minority groups dO not posseSs a '1'culture" which can be

used or en-hanced.by the schools. The youth of the minority

group are" deprived' because they are nottransporters of the

white middle-class heritage and the task of the school is to

make up for this "deficiency and mold the United States into a

homogeneous nation of multihued white Americans..

Not all educators who seek to force the non-white into

a white-middle class model dO so because of a conscious de-

sire to exert a superiority complex or because of a compulsive

4

monocultural prejudice. Many have never regarded the Uni ted

States as a culttirally heterogeneous nation and, secondly, as-

sume that minority groups must conform in order to compete
=

in the dominant white society. But the reality of America

points into a different direction. For example, the Chinese-

American wlao speaks only English and who lost contact with

the Chinese community-is not better eqUipped to "make a living".

On the contrary) he.is competively inferior to Chinese-American

who possesses a dual culture and who can operate successfully

either on "Main Street, U.S ': A." or in " Chinatown", and this is

today nothing of the advantages that a bi- cultural Chinese-
.

American haS in the .qualitative a)eas of life (access to a dual/

heritage in literature, art and theatre, for example) or in se-

curing'academic or governmental jobs which require two or more

languages.

4. Community-Relevant Schools

4 6
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It is quite common nowadays for writers td.assert, as

Conant does, that '

the nature of-the community largely determines what

goes-on in the school. Therefoi-e, the attempt to di-

vorce the school from the community is to-engage in

unrealistic thinking The community and the

schools are inseparable.

Likewise, it is fashionable to stress the development

of" rapport' between the school and its clients in order to en-

hance pupil motivation. Frank E. Karelsen, (former) Vice-

, President of the Public Education Association and member of

the National Advisory Council for the Education of Disadvantaged

Children, stated to 'the' New York Times that:

the most important element in the education of a child

is the rapport between the child and the teacher. The

parent-eacher relationship is vital to the development

of the rapport. It is imperitifie to the educative pro-

cess that parents and schools establish a close and on-

going working relationship.

The Council of which Karelsen is a member found that

the most important single factor which distinguished Success-

ful summer "compensator}' programs from those that failed

" was the difference intle quality of the relationship-the rapport-
,

between teacher and child".' Therefore, the test of the school is

not necessarily-what it teaches, but rather the atmosphere that

it creates.

4
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Recently unpublished findings of Bernard Spilka have

shown'a close correlation between degree of alienation and -

lack otachievement. Similarly, the Coleman Re Port identi-.

.. fied the feelings of " powerlessness" as being closely corre-

lated with negative achievement among Black students.

The recommendations contained,in the Bundy Report

to the New York City Schools reflected the, same philosophy
. .

in that parents and neighbors shape the child's atti-

tude, If.peers and family regard the school as an alien, un-

responsive, or ineffeciive institution In their midst, the Child

will enter school in a mood of distrust, apprehension, or hos-.

tility If, on the other hand, -the community regards the
. _

school as an agency in which they can identify, which.acknow-

ledges a responsibility. for pupils achievement : in short'as their

'own - children will enter the schoorwith pOsitive expectations.
c

. : The ultimate test of a successful school system or edu-

cational institution is perhaps not so much the measurement of

the progress of individual students along some arbitrarily - con-

ceived curricular path but rather how the commu ities served

by that systetn or institution have enhanced t ir lives, individu-

ally and collectively; because of the pre -nce of 'that edudational

system.

5. Self-Image

Black youth, like others,

,

nterpret their environment,

largely, in term's of their p- ceived,relationshiPS to it. Quite

.realistically they appr possible opportunities for rewards

4
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..
and success. They deVelcobehavior mechanisms necessary to

avoid confrontation of insuperable difficulties or failure. These

pervasive efforts to do what appears necessary, possible and

satisfactory under perceived circumstances affect their concept

of themselTes.

- 4

Studies indicate that a destructive self-image.emergegm
5

quite early in the lives of most Black children. Goodrhan re-

ported facts indicating that by the age of four, " color

casts a shadow faint or strong over the lives of those children." .

They learn early" that the world is white and they are

black that beauty, success and status all wear white
6

skin.",

They acquire an awareness-of stigma, a handi-
- 7

cap which disqualified them from full social acceptance. ",

Deutsch asking intermediate age Black children what

they saw when they looked into a mirror, obtained evidence in-

, dicatirig- cuhiulative development of inferior selfimages. He
ti

concluded that a negative self-image is one of the most impor -

tant syndromes as associated with being black.

5. Goodman, Mary Ellen, Race Awareness in Young-Children
(Cambridge: Addison - Wesley Press, 1952).

6. Silberman, Charles E. Crisis in Black and-,White (Ne York:
Vintage Books, 1964) .

7. Pettigrew, Thomas F.., "Complexity -and Change in American
Racial Patterns: A Social Psychological View," Daedalus,

.94:996, Fall, 1965.
8. Deutscir, Martin, Minority Group and Class Status as' Related

to Social and Personality in Scholastic Achievement, iSociety
for Applied Anthropology, Monograph No.2, 1960, Ithaca,
New York: Cornell University, 1960)

e.,
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One may generalize that, regardless to race, negative

self-concepts develop in part from the child's sensing that

larger society views him as inferior and expects inferior per-.

formance from him.

. Contemplating the. probability Black youth are heir not

only to the characteristics of lower-class status,. but as mem-

bers of a minority group which has historically been considered

inferior, they carry the scars of every kind of discrimination,

forded segregation, and limited channels of mobility. Krugman

noted such characteristically low self-concepts adversely in-

9

fluence the achievement rates and levels of children of all races.

Together with low self-fulfillment expectations, many

Blacks are aware of personal and group powerlessness. This

sense of impotence is reflected in many aspects' of our yOuthijs
10 -

development. Gordon has developed two stratification scales

for measuring power. One is based on socio - economic and po-

litical power;' the Other, on racial, nationality and neighborhood

influence. Urban Black youth usually rates at the lower end of

both.

6. . Occupations and Unemployment

According to the.1960 Cenius, a higher proportion (62%)

of New York City labor force was engaged in white collar

. Krug-man, Morris, "Educating the Disadvantaged Child, "The
Schools and the Urban Crisis, - August Kerber. and Barbara
Bommarito, editors (New York; Holt, Reinhart and Winston, 1965).

10. Gordon, Milton M. , Social Class in American Society (Durham,
North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1958)
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occupations and skilled jobs. Correspondingly, a smaller pro-

portion (38°Z) helf semi-skilled and unskilled jobs.

For Blacks, in Central Harlem, however,- the situation

was radically different. In 1960, 68. 5% of Black's in the labor

force were employed in occupations that required few if any

skills and only 32.5% were erdployed-in white collar or skilled,

jobs.

On a national level, the 1970 CenusBureau,report,

which also drew information from other governmental agedcies,

disclosed that Blacks helf 8% of theotal in nine key or high-".

pay industries. However, Mucks possessed only 1% of the pro-
.

fessional and managerial jobs in these induStries, 5% of the

foreman and craftsmen jobs, and 24% of the lower paid jobs.

A close scrutiny of these factors indicates that the -

bulk of Central Harlem's wage earners fall into the 'semi-

. skilled or unskilled category. Predicated on this information

one can assume that the rate of`unerriployment is much more

prevalent among these groups.

Confirmation of this conjecture was firmly established

in the 1970 Census Report wihch verified that the unemploy-

ment rate for Blacks is almost double that for whites and that

the unemployment rate for Black youth rose to 29.1% in 1970.

Further analysis revealed that the rate of unemployment for

Blacks is higher than whites for every major occupation group.

B.' . GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

DEVELOPMENT IN HARLEM
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4.

Doubtless, the data just dispensed in the previous section

indicates that the contemporary educational sturcture has not

met the needs of students in' Harlem and have failed to educate

thousands of these students.

Our youth have come through the classrooms of that

system and have experienced years of unrewarding, unpra-

dUciive, and frustrating experiences in the school situation

and as a result have internalized feelings of low self-esteem,
4

lack of success, and ego-destructive attitudes. They have

found school. boring, negative, unproductive since most of the

content was not relevant, not functional, and not within their

frame of reference. They have been conditioned to a low level

of aspiration,- below average achievement level, not to think and

ask questions and inquire, and not to care about their. heritage.

Consequently, they are unwilling to relate to and to involve them-

selves in traditionalized and time worn curriculum and,curriculum

approaches and have psychologically or,physically drdpped out.

Upon abandoning school status, they are totally unprepared to

participate in the world of work and*cOnsequently end up with

low-paying, dead-end -jobs and are repeatedly unemployed. On

the other hand, if they remain in school until graduation, the'

quality of their education is such that they are unable to move

into, the realm of higher education.

School in any society-is Merely an extension of the child's

home in that it perpetuates the values, the goals, the culture,

and the aspirations of the society. Based upon this premise,

educational institutions in Harlem .should function not only as

r



an educational instrument in a narrow sense,, but as the accul-

turption tool for the community:. It must provide an educational

and psychological model that reflects the Black cultural and the

strengths in Black youth.

The arts and'humanities can perform a significant role in

strengthening the general education of today! s youth. They can

create heightened awareness of the human concepts and the im-

portance of the individual to himself and to his culture and his

community. His self-development and the values and standards

he carries with him into adulthood can be cultivated through his

. understanding of the creative eff4rts of his culture.
ti

The education of the senses and the sensibilities of the

student will 'be enhanced by making the arts an integral part

of his education. How perceptively he sees .and hears the

visual and written expressions of the artist, 'poet, musician,

composer, and playwright, particularly, the Black artist°,

poet, musician, composer and playwright will depend on the

depth and quality of his exposure to the arts in his educational

experience.

Relating to the past through the vehicle of the arts and

the humanities makes the present and the future more relevant

to our youth. The progress of civilization is based on man's
(1

ability.to communicate with understanding and the study of

past civilization through man's artistic expressions is an in-
,

herent factor in this comprehension.

Jn recognizing the influence of scientific-technological

l/ t)
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environment on our lives, the arts and hunianities can afford

new insights into-the study of mathematics and science, and

thus establish relevance and interrelatiOnships, among the

various disciplines.

The arts and humanities communicate beauty, meaning

and truth to our lives. Through increasing self-awareness

and self-understanding, we can develop people who will create

the society necessary for survival.

The labor force in the United States will have higher

educational qualifications in, the next 10 years, indeed, the

proportion of workers with at least 4 years of high school will

rise among all workers. By 1980, only 1 in 16 adult workers,

(25 years and over) will have less than 8 yews of schooling

while 7 out of 10 adult workers will hane graduated from high

school. Contrast these figures to out present population in

which 1 in 10 adult workers have completed less than 8 years

of schooling and 6 out of 10 adult workers haye completed 4

yeats of high school.

Nearly 1 in 6 workers (25 years and over) will have

completed at least 4 years of college in 1980; presently, 1 in

7 workers (25 years_ and over). have a similar amount of educa-
,,-,

tion.

Moreove.r, the United States, as a wholezi, will be

characterized by a larger and much younger (averaging 35

years of age) work force by 1980. "I)

These, projections have dire implicationsior Black
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employment. Despite gains made by Blacks in the acquisition,

of professional or skilled,leverjobs during the 1960's, Blacks

still remain disproportionately concentrated in unskifled or

semi-skilled employment. The yrospects for improved Black,

employment in the future will not only' depend upon open em-

ployment opportunities but upon continuing improvement in

the quality of education.
%.`

Since a large number of youhg people will be, entering

the labOr force directly from high schOol and vocational school,

educational development in Harlem 'must vncentrate on improV-

ing the preparation for obtaining the technical-vocational-aca-

demic skills and work attitudes needed for success. in the work

world. Young workers, will, also, need better guidance and

counseling as they enter .the labor force. If, we don't upgrade

our preparatory educational designs, we will perpetuate the

existing condition whereby our young people, who don't corn-.

plete high school, will find it increasingly harder to obtain em-.

plovrrient as they must compete with their peers who have more
.

and better schooling for entry level jobs.,

Vg

In conclusion, .educational development in Harlem must

embrace the concept that all those involved in the program at

any level and any rold are companions in the educative pro-

dess. This concept implies'that previo,usly unrecognized

associations;' such as, students,, parents, and local commu-
.

nity residents,' must be included in the decision-making about

'what is to belearned, and why it should be learned, ,More

specifically the following propositions are fun amental as a
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a.

basis- for corrective action or what education in Hailem should

accomplish:

1. Education must concentrate upon, essential learning and

dispense with irrelevant attacks upon the cultural value

of the community.

2. Education must furnish techniques through which parents

can communicate their needs to'scliool personnel.

3. Educational programs must not rely on outmoded attitudes

and techniques but must make major departures from the

status quo to effect progress in learning.

4. Education must tap the many-diverse resources in and out-

side the community. Although the students live and go to

schobl in a highly developed area, they have few oppor-

tunities for direct contact with ,the world of work and the

cultural resources of the community.

Education must utilize the assets and skills of minority

group personS as a positive educational force.

6. Educational programmirig must develop around community-

relevant curricula and the diversity of American life.

7. ',A-community developmbnt approach which emphasizes

community people participating in educational or non-

educational programs in order to gradually diminish

negative non-school Sactoi.s.

8. All parents must have a voice-in overall educational
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planning and policy making.

9. The ktool must (a) accept a home as a home, (b) try to

understand and-support its particular functions, (c) not

try to change.the bane or undermine it; and (d) seek a

union with the home to the point of common concern-the.

successful-progress of youth in school.

10. . Creation of an'educational atmosphere that will foster

a relationship of,mutual respect between teachers and

. pupils:.

11. The school must haVe an. Afro-American dimension,

"from mosaics on the walls to formal instruction. No

more identical structures'of cement and ,steel without

,character, and no more mass production of .a single

culture under the guidapce of educators conforming one

to another as two peas in a pod.

12. Education must make the maximum use of techniques

which are designed to enhance self-concept.

13. -The elimination of the age-segregated, secondary,

continuation, and-adult schools in order to add to

the, total educational resources of the community and

-to improve community-school relations. Sedondary

facilities must be transformed into multi purpose

"educational centers" for the total community, after

the pattern of the junior college. These facilities

must:

ra t
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(a) Open up all evening adult classes to older day .

students who might want to complete high school .

gradual on requirements sooner.

(b) Provide a nursery and a pre-school so that mothers

of small children may enroll for classes.'

(c) Utilize teenage, students as much as possible in

working with nursery, pre-schOol, and other

projecti, so as toprovide opportunities for de-

velopme.nt of self-confidence and other-desirable

qualities.

(d) Abolish all age-grading system s; so that each

class consists of students capable of doing the

work. regardlesS of age.

(e) Allow older teenagers to carry a partial load and

still remain involved in the school's program.

(f)

(g)

Encourage work-experience programs.

Encourage the school personnel, parents,' and

students to-elect a council to develop school

policy, curriculum,' innovations, and enrich.:

ment experiences.

(h) Conduct a series of intensive community-teacher

workshops to develop a full awareness of the con-

tributions which both groups can make, and the

character and social dynamics of the cal Commu-

nity.
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III. OBJECTIVES OF THE HARLEMHIGH SCHOOL ,

(School, Program, Experiential)

One offhe functions of an educktionalprogram in Harlem is to

help its students establish an identity in this society. Each student must

not be an imitation but should have a sense of value of self and shbuld de-

velop a responsibility to his community. He must appreciate his own

work, have a direction and Control his e vironment and some knowledge

of how to go about obitatningovhat is nece sary for him; This includes

the ability to make decisions and v a1ue Qdgments.

Overall the Harlem High School must assess the needs, interests,.

and abilities of its-individual students in order to initiate, the best possible

program for its students. It Mus5encourage, understand, and guarantee

the success of its youh
()

Mindful of this, the Harlem _High School will be designed to involve

the resources of the entire Metropolitan community in planning -and im

.plementing an innovative andxern blary high school. It is planned that

this will be a school which will disseminate and demdnstrate to other

inner-city schools and teachers the exemplary aspects of the innovative

program. In the light of these goals, the objectives of the Harlem High
Jr

School are:

A. FL1)'CTIONAL OBJECTIVES (Overall School Objectives)

xpeilmentai
,

resource

humanities

nucleus

Serve as an experimental teaching -

and resource denter involving the

humanities as-the nucleu
'

of general

and vocational-technical education.

-18
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. A.

community 2. Serve as a community resource in

resource developing, preparing, and dig-
..

development tributing curriculum material& in

the arts and humanities, sciences,

and vocational-technical areas.
,

building 3. Serve as a point of study in re-.

design and lating problems of architectural

program design to program needs.---___,

area media 4. Development of media and resource-

and resource center to serve school community

center . as well as the community.

constant

evaluation

5. Establish criteria for constant eval-

uation of the effectiveness of pro -

grams employed. .

., utilize 6. Utilization of planning and evalu-

consultants ation ccn sultants for assisting in

establishing concepts, activities,
....

and criteria for pfogram develop-

ment and evaluation.

communication 7. Establishment and maintenance of

avenues of communication with

those interested in the activities of

the school and its students, namely

the community.



wide 8; Undertaking of experimentation

expert- in administration,.staffing and

mentation scheduling; use of artist-teachers,

visiting artists, photographer -

involvement

teachers, lawyer - teachers, inde-

pendent study, plaStic scheduling,

museum programs, galleries, satellite

library r source centers, multi-

media reso rce centers, film and

video-tape as mods of expression,

vocational-technical desi gns, student

self-development programs.

9. Providing the opportunities for commu-

nity involvement in decision-making

as it relates to school policy

school 10. Responsivenesb to student's progress

responsive- or to their lack of it.

ness

achievement 11. Improvement in the scholastic achieve-

ment of all students.

emotional 12. Promotion of an emotional climate in

climate the school most conducive to learning.

program 13. The establishment of a program foster-
. --

design ing cooperative, creative, and produe:

v

tive learning situations.

-61
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leadership 14. Development of a focal point for

development experimentation and leadership in

program development in the area

of arts and humanities, sciences,

hub

coal

vocational-technical education.

n. Serve as a catalyst for the develop-
,

ment of the school as a place for

adults as well as for youth, with

all the implications of continuing

education, family recreation and

town meeting place.

B. CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES (Program Objectives)

values -

oriented

1. Establishment and maintenance of

an educational program (general

and vocational' - technical) dealing

basically with values and ideas- as

embodied in the arts and huma 'es.mti___,..

in-depth 2. Establishment of special programs

studies

arts-sciences -

vocational -

offering in-depth involvement in the

humanistic studies, sciences, physical

education, media and communication

arts, and numerous vocational- techni-

cal areas.

3. Development and establishment of

courses of study whereby learning

_ 62
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technical:

ar.

in the behavioral and social sciences,

mathen\atics and the physical- and

natural sciences and vocational -

technical areas will reflect insights

derived from the arts and humanities.

past = present - 4. The establiihment of a meaningful

future relationship 'between the present

hunian condition And a knowledge

of Black achievements and traditions

(literature, philosophy, history, art,

music, dance, drama).

concentrated 5. Opportunities for concentrated study

studies in the Black arts and humanities, and

inquiry

environment

scierc es for students of demonstrated

abilities and interests.

6.. Establishment and maintenance of

environment centered around inquiry

iito the arts and humanities, mathe-

matics, sciences, and vocational-

technical areas within the total

school program.

continued 7. Interpretation of continued evalua-

integral

evaluation

continued

tion as an integral part of the school

program.

8. Development, establishment, and

G3
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self-

eva luation

continued use of abundant self -

evaluative Means and instruments

for purposes of noting progress

and achievement;

method 9. Utilization of non-traditional

and curricula materials and methods'

materials

total

community

resources

of teaching and development of

assessment devices for measuring

these materials and procedures.

10. Employment of human and cultural

resources of the community as they

relate to" the individual and group

needs of the school community on
.

a voluntary or sub-contractual basis.

., .

'self- 11. Opportunitfes ror human interaction.,

development ,, and activities *hich will improve the
l '

,4
_

student' s` infra- personal feelings and

self-image and set in motion a process

of reconstruction of emotional atti-

tudes and their concomitant behavior

tendencies.

C.. EXPERIENTIAL OBJECTIVES (Designed to locate functional values

within the individual)

1. An understanding of the meaning of the evolution of Man

and an appreciation of the place of the individual within
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this development.

. 2. An understanding of the chrononlgy of Man's development

and an appreciation of the persistence of themes through-

out this chronology.

3. Seeing vocational-technical-activities in their cultural

setting.

4. An ability to skillfully and effectively apply the human

resource to the solving of problems.

5. An ability to integrate knowledge from divergent areas

and apply it to search for truth.

6. The understanding that one's chosen life-work isn't only

a means of developing personal economic viability but

as a channel of making a contribution to one's own

comm unity.

7. The establishment of functional values within the in-

dividual and this understanding of their relationship

to the values of others.

8. A regard for professionalism and artistry, and an

appreciation of the role of training in ,the arts and

other fields of human endeavor.

9. Becoming sensitive to and competent in using logical

thinking and problem -solving processes.

10. Self-realization through the development of specific
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11.

i

12.

13.
......

14.

15.

16.

17.

.f

18.

19.

basic skills.

The encouragement of a desire for self-expression

and self-discipline, and an understandiniof their

relationship.
4,

A regard for the intellect of man, its nature, achieve-

ments, and.potential.

Familiarity with and regard for the cultures of man in

both-their unique and urtersalroles.

'The ability to employ effectively numerous media of

expression and communication for the broadening of

one's own experience.

An understanding of the role of technology in solving

human problems.

The ability to formulate opinions about proposed

solutions to some of the principal problems and
4. -

issues on a local, national and world level.

The understanding of learning as an instrument of

social change, and a desire to contribute to the

creative, progressive reforming of society.

The establishment of a high sense of purpose toward

academic, vocational, artistic, professional,, and

humanistic goals.

The development of aesthetic and humanistic

Cr)
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sensitivity and the willingneSs to encourage their

growth in others.r

67
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IV., AN OVERVIEW OF THE HARLEM HIGH SCHOOL

PUPIL ORGANIZATION

The Harlem High School will consist of four (4) sub-

units or self-containedoschools. Its two thousand (2, 000)

students will be enrolled in four (4) separate sub-units, each

administered by an Administrative Council. Each unit will

enroll five hundred (500) pupils. Each unit will have its owl

identity in the form of: a name (selected from those who have

made- a significant contribution to the history of the community),

an aphorism, and a bannr. While the pupilg' remain identified

- with the unit to which they are assigned, they share in over-all

facilitie, such as special laboratotieS, the gymnasium, the
diagnostic center and the auditorium: ,l-lowever, each unit has

its own Administrative, and Guidance facilities, Library-Re-

source-center, and a tivities center(lounge), and teaching

spaces. Central a inistration will be-housed in the shared

facility.

B. TEACHING TEAM

To further capitalize on smaller group possibilities-for

individual attention and integration of subject.matter, the school

will establish teaching teams within the sub-unit. This permits'

a small group of teachers to concentrate on a more limited

number of stUdents.than are in attendance in the entire sub -unit:

One teaching team will service one equivalent "grade

68
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lever' * comprised of 100 Studenth for a two (2) yearperiod of

time.

Four (4) to nine (9) teachersWilibe assigned solely or
`e

partly to the teaching team. Central to the grouigs, success are

meetings involving all teachers working with the team. The

meetings, as well as the entire organization, will focus upon

pupil growth.

4

C.' PHILOSOPHY AND PLANNED PROGRAMS

This will be a comprehensive high school., It is a school

that will meet the heeds of the Harlem community, and will pro-

vide opportunities that to not exist elsewhere. Any high school

must reflect the wishes and desires of the people it is to serve,

and this is no exception.

It will be designed as an exemplary school, a unique

general and occupational education program gall incorporate

,innovative ideas and practices withthe, best and most effective

aspects of traditional and contemporary learning. The basis of
4

the curriculum will be the study of the human condition and human

values. And the human condition involves all that man says and
.

does - Communication, Scierices, Arts,' Humanities, and Work.

. ,
*Sinte each sub-unit will have.five. (5) ditisions of 100 students with an
equal repreSentation for, each 'equivalent " grade level" ( 100 Puloils),
:roof theclivisions must overlap' equivalent "grade levels'''. (see
Figure 1),*
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Figure I

, DIVISION OF THE SUB -UNIT (PUPILS. AND TEACHING TEAM)

9th grade 10th grade 11th grade 12th grade

7--- --.1.-- --.Ni.-- --,,.-
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100
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100
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.

'

..

'100
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(teaching Team)
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1.

The School will offer:

school - industrial skills deyelOpment arrangement

Which can include students recruited from this commu-,

nity who are currently attending vocational and techni-

cal schools, in addition to, students emerging from

junior high schools and intermediate schools.

A college preparatory program which is predicated

on the concept of individualized student programming

providing basic minimum requirements are satisfied.

3. An over-all program that will dispense both academic

,,and vocational-technical skills to all students.

4. A creative Black Arts and Development,Program which

involves studentswho demonstrate creative or artistic

capability.

5. The development of an on-going occupational orlob

development operation that will be coordinated with

a team of in-house school guidance personnel where

students can acquire jobs related to some areas of

educational interests or acquire work to meet the

obligations of financing future educational pursuits.

6. A basic skills development program based upon a

more realistic approach to remediation through the

specific subject area.

7. , A diagnostic center for students with severe learning

71
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Jearningdisabilities that may reflect a neurological,

physical or emotional foundation.

D,' DUAL-PURPOSE EDUCATION

Since 80% of the students in the United States don't

graduate from college and often must enter the labor market

unprepared and lacking the skills needed to earn a decent

living; the Harlem High School will equip all students with a

-saleable skill ani at the same tirreprepare them for entry
r

into college. Consequently, an occupational Sequence will

be required for all student's.

Aside from tie usual vocational requirements for

vocational majors, all students in their freshman or sopho-

more year are reqUired to take 4 modules (80 minutes) per day

day of exploratory wdrk in '5 different occupational skill areas

of their choice and'college bound students are required to

take an occupational skill area of their chot ce for 9 'modules

(3 hours) daily for a period of one '(1) year.

It is less wastful in time and money for both the

community and the student; of the student-can be trained in

a skill while in attendance at the school; rather than to enter

the labor market upon graduation from an academic high school,

find no employment, and then have to re-enter school to learn

an occupational skill.

Concomitantly, the Harlem High School wi ll accommodate

those students seeking vocational training without neglecting
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requirements needed for entry into college should they change

their minds. 'In effect, those students could, therefore, move

on to higher edation'after graduation without the additional

burden of becoming prepared. The dilemna of having to make

a choice bptween general and occupational programs would be

eradicated. Furthermore, a mandatory occupationarsequence,

will tend to-discourage dropouts,, and thus preve t them from

becoming unemployable or ending in unskilled, ead-end fobs.

Typing and Nychology will also be required for all

students. The length of the sequences are still undetermined.

E; THE TIME FACTOR

...

To'provide for the time needed to complete the general

and occupational curricula, the standard student day will be

8 hours, including lunch, during each of four years of high

school.

Students, however, may complete high schocirrequire-
1

ments (general and occupational) at their own rates: Through

the medium of independent study and an optional summer ses-

sion, advanced work can be pUrsued whereby a dent could

graduate prior to the usual four. years, On the oth r hand, if

five or six years are needed for- completion of requireMents,

the student can also be accommodated./ ,

F SUMMARY

This school is comprehensive in character, including
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both general and vocational education programs. 'It will meet

'Regents requirements. Sciences and occupational skills will

be emphasized, as well as the humanities and arts.

Its organization has marked advantages:

1. Since all equivalent " grade levels" (9 through 12) are

assigned to each sub-iinit rather than an entire equiva-

lent 'grade level" (9 grade only):

(a) The students remain in the same unit until they

graduate.

(b) It allows students to interact with others of

different maturity levels. These patterns of

interaction can be diverse, yet personal.

(c) 'Teachers may instruct classes on other levels

while 'remaining attached to a "team".

(d) It is less affected by varying grade enroll-

ments. than other forms or organization. For

example, a large increase in freshman enroll-

inent can be scattered among several sub-units.

2. The individual students has closer teacher-pupil-relation-

ships. He maintains his loyalty with his teaching team

mbile_still interacting aria identifying with his unit. Further-

more administration and guidance personnel can know each

pupil personally.

3. Increased opportunities for participation, socialization,
4



c
and leadershib'because of the small group structure.

4. ,Subject matter integration and continuity' are more

feasible.in the teaching ream.

5. Individual pupil abilities are more easily recognized

and developed along with the early recognition of be-

havior problems.

6. he student feels he is known. Eradicating anonymity

and improving feelings of belonging will usually cul-

7.

minate in better performance.

The increased supervision of instructional staff is

made possible since the chief school administrator

can delegate a number of his responsibilities to other

staff (see Administrative Council),\

8. Since, the views of community, students, and faculty

are given considerable attention in policy making, the

morale of the school should be excellent..

G. THE DIAGNOSTIC CENTER'

A diagnostic service for students with severe reading

disabilities will be provided.

A team of specialists in speech, hearing, vision, psychoP,

ogy, social work, as well as reading, "ill strive to ascertain why

the student can't read. They will then prescribe a program to

remedy that situation. The pupil will remaM in the clinical pro-
..

grani until the clinical staff is assured that he has made sufficient
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progress.

The pupil will be referred to tile diagnostic center by

the chief school administrator through recommeddations.from

the unit administrator. fie will be given a battery of tests to

help diagnose his pecific disability and the cause (s) thereof;

Based on test information (which may range from an informal

reading 'inventory to standardized Spache Scales), he will be

assigned to -a clinician working with students with similar dis-

abilities, Fa physical, neurological, or emotional basis for

his .disability is suspected or Indicated by the diagnosis, he

will, at this point, be referred to one of the clinic's team of

specialists in the various disciplines.

For the ensuing two (2) n-nnths and longer if necessary,

he will continue to come to- the clinic each day (luring the

Specials portion of the school day) in a program custom-de-

signed to meet his needs. Ina typical 40 minute period, the

first 15 minutes will be devoted to group instruction; the se.-

cond to independent instruction; and the remaining 10 minutes

to individualized reading.

H. BASIC SKILLS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The traditional high school basic reading course has

,largely failed in its objectives - student progress in reading

skills and ,achievement gains. Generally students who were

siphoned.out of the classroorri to attend special reading classes

had the same problems when they returned to the classroom..

ttN The existing pattern was a success in the reading laboratory,
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but 'contained failure in classwork. The student was still fail-

ing
. I .

in those subjects most related to,reacing, such as, English,.

Mathematics, Science and History. Obviously, we must con-

clude that a more "realistic approach to remediation is through

. subject matter - remedial reading instruction be integrat-

ed into subject area instruction.

Once this philosophy is effected it becomes necessary

to 'recruit teachers with subject matter majors who have or

will be given special training to become reading teachers as

. well."

Initially students will be identified as candidates for pro-

gram at the intermediate and junior high school level (feeder

schools) by teachers and counselor recommendations. As well

as by their cumulative records and, their own desire to enter

the program.

.1,

During the first few weeks of the school term, the entire

incoming class of Harlem High; School will be given a battery of

tests (diagnostic primarily). A print-out of the results detail-
.

ing specific-deficiencies of each student in reading ability goes

to each teacher in the program, enabling them to provide specific

help in areas of deficiency.
.

1,

The overall, curriculum areas, in terms of people.Oro-

gramming will ke individually determined as with all stu ts.

However, the required academic subjects (English, Social

Studies, Mathematics and Science), will encompass the basic

skill development program, with its dual-purposed teaching
.,-

1



staff. For example, the equivalent 9th year cUrriculum, for

those in the basic skills development program, may consist

for English, Social Science and Mathematics for those in the

equivalent 10th year, English, Social Science and Science.

The students will report for three hours (9 modules) to

a special area in a row of three adjacent classrooms (each

classroom entertains a different subject area). Each hour is

divided into one module (20 minutes), fOr reading skill develop-,
ment withthe main portion (2 Modules-40 minutes) devoted to

subject matter in the specific curriculum area. As the school

_term proceeds, the correlation between reading instruction and ".

the particular subject under study grows closer And closer until,

finally, one blends into the other;

This approach 'constantly reinforces the student'S. reading

ability. During the course of his regular studies, he gets a "shot'

now, comes back next day and sets anothbr "shot". Consequently,'

reinforcement, is the real .key in this methodOlogy.

Moreover, because of the adjacency of the three classrooms

and because of the close cooperation among all teachers partici-
.

pating in the program, students can easily be re-trouped on the

(basic of motivation and ability (note: students not participating
4

in the basic skills development program will also be assigned to

these subject area classes but will only be involved in the subject

matter portion,- '2 modules or 40 minutes). In effect, this setting

permits individual deficits to be more accurately attacked.

Instructional materials and equipment will be selectedto
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provide high-interest content and highly motivating methods of

presentation. In addition, to help integrate reading even more

deeply into subject area instruction, various -reading materials

will, be Cataloged with the end-goal of building a library matched

not only to subject but also specific plateaus of learning within

the subject area.
%

.

I. CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMANITIES EDUCATION AT HARLEM

.
HIGH SCHOOL

0 .

The rationale for Humanities education lies in the idea

that an individual learns ,and understands best when he obtains
7-

information for himself. Humanities education is based on the

guided pursuit of knowledge by the individual rather than on the

transfer 1 fact and opinion from teacher to student. HumanitieS

education attempts to link academicranfLoccupational disciplines

in a-sfudy of the human condition, rather than treating them as

unrelated topics of study. It aims to bring the student to A

realization that an interest and feeling for one of these areas

implies a regard for the others. Another goal is the encourage-

ment.Of social skill, such as the capacity to work cooperativply
40 .

with others. .

'Humanities education is generally understood to haVe the

following characteristics:

-
1. Student-centered - the individual is encouraged to

work along lines of his interests while teachers

direct and channel his talents towards meeting

. 7 5
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modein academic and vocational requirements.

Emphasis is placed on self-discipline and hard

work for the sake of fulfilling one's own potential

rather than some arbitrary, non -personal goal.

2.. 'Concerned with values- dealing with values

exprossed by humans in various situations and

in relation to various recurring problem,s;

encouraging each students to,examine his own

values and to choose a set of values from his

evaluative process.

3, Humanistic in procedure- emphasizing individual

growth as a whole person in addition to concern for-

academic learning; willingness on the part of staff

to design courses andunits and carry Out procedures

that are flexible and meet the needs of different
t individual students (while krping in mind the require-

ments (coKse, regents,. etc. ) of the overall state

educational system),

4. Interdisciplinary- conventional schooling had
, approached present day task. and problem solving

through the Context of traditional methods. Because

of this, the contemporary public educational system

by in large, has been unsuccessful, irrelevant, and

wasteful. Evidence of this can be seen in an objective

analysis of current curriculum which is largely

disorganized in its presentation of info.rmation. What

-69-
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evolved has been:

(a) excestre specialization

(b) breaking the complex reality of world

down into sub-systems

(c) knowledge of these sub-systems' had

grown enormously

(d) dynamicsof extending knowledge seem to

press us more and more in the direction

of fragmentation

,Recognizing the inherent weaknesses in the conventional

system; a Harlem High School conceptualizes a new approach

which would:

(a) start with a dedication to the quality, of

individual and social life

(3) start with, she belief that fragmentation .of the

object of investigation, while often necessary

and desirable , is not adequate for the basic

objectiveof action or decision.

concern itself more with the whole

concentrate more on-understanding the re-,

lations between the parts

(e) concern itself with that knoWledge which is

essential to the great decisions of life, even

though the knowledge is less valid from a

scientific point of view

(f), establish relevance rather than precision

as the criterion,
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Assuming this position, curriculum would comb disciplines
ta,

to study a period,e+titure, idea or problem as a whole; for
..,

examples, a program may combine English, Social StUdies,

Art, Music, Psychology, Vocational Studies, Anthropology,

Geometry, etc. (An area of study may be: A Thousand

Years Ago; West African States and Emp es.; Planning

the Black Community; The Black Identity: Investigation of

Philosophical, Social, Ethical and Vocational Concerns).

Science and Mathematics are studied in the Perspective

of their application to human problems or as expressions

of the human imagination, not as isolated subjects 'in

themselves.

5. Concerned with expression- the student'stmn,

and the-expression of past and conterrrpcirary

culture.

6. Flexibility of scheduling, grouping, evalttion,

resources- to support the individual's search for

knowledge, a-great variety of scheduling, grouping

evaluation and learning techniques come into pla.

Emphasis is on activities carried out by the student,
)

not on passive listening to facts. A rich supply of

resources and variety of opportunities to learn in

different ways (field trips, filfns, slides, tapes, TV,

lecture, research, drama, projects, etc. ) are im-r

portant.

7. Team Taught- to providerovide a stimulating,approach and

to combine thc, talents of different individual teachers,

as well as to insure a more unified program for students.

-1 82
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Harlem High ScirtoI proposes to challenge the process of trad-

itiorial schooling which invovIes itself in excessive emphasis upOn object-

ivity and rationality. Although the Harlem High School will no't discount

objectivity and rationality as part of studefit and,staff self:development,

its approach recognizes that human feeling and sensitivity have their
,--
. own kind of truth. In other words, it will question the proposition that

ispassionate research is the only important truth, and that human feel-

ing must be eleminatecl-from the search for knowledge, 4

,Moreover, this, newer approach will be based upon the premise

.,that full understanding of the really imboitant questions confronting the

hUman race requires The full involvement of the student and the. teachers.
. ,

,Consequently, there is no full understanding separate from commitment

One does not understand poverty unless one has a feelingfor the plight

of the poor. That feeling is as much a part of the reality as bad housing

and ill health. In essence, this approach wishes to compel the.students

and the staff at Harlem High School to feel honestly as well as think

honestly.:

The attitude of engagemenevill seek to start with the problems

of the existential world; but if it begins with problems, it will end by .

seeking knoveedge of a better order of things and of the means through

Which that order bah be realized.

It is not enough to say that each individual should be free to "do
4C

his own thing:" It is true that each individual lips to begin his journey

from where he is and that we do not all march to the same tune.
4



r.

4

.

Ones cannot develop a satisfactory individualjife without reference to
J. ..

=

our common life. Behind much of thedisactisfaction and unrest stands

a hunger and longing for a more meaningful community, for something

wprthy.of racrific, for social existence whiCh will give meaning and

fulfillment to individual existence.

SELECTION Ot STUDENTS

The student population of the school will consist of a cross sec-,

tion of youth residing in Harlem, representative of the student body. It

will be comprised of students in the Harlem community now attending

elementary Districts 3, 4,5, 6. These. di's'tricts will contribute the following

)3ercente of student of the school : District 5-6070,. District 3-15%, Dis-

trict 4-10%, District,6-5%. Therefore', 90% will come from Harlem, the

remaining 10% will come from other areas throughout New York City.

During the 8th or 9th year at the feeder schools and prior to

entering the high school, outside psychological test agencies will be con-
.

tracted to give-each prospective student a bettery of tests which includes
\

interest, dexterity, and aptitude tests. After considering the student's

record, findings of the battery'of tests, and the subjective ambitions of

the student, and occupational 'goals would be selected with its options,

choices, and requirements. The manpower needs of the immediate and

surrounding communities must be major factors in the selection. In the

interest of efficiency and economy, it is hoped that these objective and

scientific methods will provide guidance so the each student will be better

assisted in selecting his or her life's goal and has a reasonable chance of

succeeding.

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING AND THE SCHOOL DAY
ro
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As a part Sf our basic philosophy, the school program

is extremely pliant, eliminating grade Level's and not arbitrarily

setting as a basic for all courses of study one period per day,

five days a week, for one year. In order to decomplish these

purposes, the in-house school day for students and teachers,will

extend from 8:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M. or a 40 hour week. ,

Modular Scheduling - The periods of the school' day will

be divided ifito 20 minutes modules of time with a total of 24 modules

in the school day. The basic or shortest module will lie determined

as 20 minutes. Those study areas that need an ,inordinate amount of

time will be scheduled in multiple modules others may not. This

kind of schedule recognizes ,the need for varying ti.ne allotments for

various study areas.

Block scheduling with flexibility within a block of time- A core

grOup will be scheduled for 6 modules per day. The teachers involved

may divide the 6 modules into any type of scheduling arrangement they

desire.

Rotating schedules - The number of minutes each study area

meeis will be extended and the number-of class meeting per Week will

be reduced.

J
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VERTICAL PUPIL ORGANIZATION OF THE HARLEM HIGH SCHOOL

500 Students

Equivalent

9 gr = 400 students

10 gr .1 100 students

11 gr = 100 students

12 gr.= 200 students

500 Students

Equivalent

9 gr = 100 students

10 gr = 200 students

11 gr = 100 students

12 gr = 100 students

-75:.
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500 Students,

3_

Equivalent

9 gr = 100 students

10 gr = 100 Students

11 gr =:200 student's

12 gr = 100 students

500 Students

Equivalent

'9 gr = 200 students

10 gr = 100 students

11 gr = 100 si.udents

12 gr = 100 Students
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V. SCHEDULING

Traditional forms of.block scheduling, lock step programs, and seg-

mented"Curriculas will be set aside in favor of more functional procedures.

Administrative scheduling will allocate a specific number of students to a

pdrticular area at a given time.

ing teams ,within these areas.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

Further scheduling will be done by the teach-

(Modules of 2Q Minutes)
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,Humanities Sciences

Note: Schedule continues in 10 - day sequence

Specials

,>Tigure

1

Tile above example of an adininistrative schedule shows that the day

is divided into three portions. In this, instance, the first portion of the day
4

is Humanities, the second is Sciences, and the third is the "Specials" area.

The same sequence continues for ten (10) days. Half of an equivalent grade

level or 50 students is scheduled according to the diagram, the remaining half
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can be cheduled in exactly the opposite schedule, making modbles laid 8 a

large g oup period of time and keeping the teaching assignment period - stu-

dent loris at a reasonable level.

Administrative responsibility for the " Specials" portio of the day is

somewhat more complex. Here is where requirements are met for Physical

Education, Foreign Languages, Vocational - Technical Education, Typing (re-
_

wired) and electives.

.It should be kept in mind that three (3) portions of the day are revers-

ible and interchangeable and can be skewed 8 modules ("Specials") at either

end of the schedule to allay for an overlapping school day students.

k lunch period cats occur at any period before or after large group

instruction or between any" Specials"' periods of time, but will not occur

Mon.
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Thurs.
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(Modules of 20 Minutes)
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Note: Schedule continues in 10 - day sequence
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\ Humanities Sciences .

,Note: Schedule continues in 10 - day sequence.

between the Humanities Sciences six (6) modules block assignments. See .

Figure 2, modules 1 to 6or 9 to 14; Figure 3, modules 11 to'16 or 19 to 24.

Basically, scheduling would be done as follows. A specific team of

teachers, 1 teacher per 100 students per discipline, assigned for 14 modules

, during which the teacher's'rnain function is the participation in, supervision

of, 'and guidance of the teaching-learning process, will be scheduled together

for a specific block of time. There will be 1 teacher for each discipline re-

presented joereach 100 students. Hence, 100 students in Science, Mathematics,

English and Social Studies would require 4 teachers. Note, that the required

amount of class and large group time will not encompass the entire week in the

Humanities and Sciences, therefore, Art and Music will also be incorporated

into the weekly schedule during the regular Humanities block of time and during

th6 time Humanities and Science classes are not in session. The individual

scheduling of students into times of learning would be the responsibility of the

teachers in a specific area.
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Scheduling within areas would'be determined by the overall academic

purpose of a specific area at a.given time. Scheduling could be modified each

time the learning situationwarrants.modification.-
.

Grouping will also be done within the study areas and will be done by .
O

the teaching team. Regrouping will be done as often as the situation warrants.

No student is lock7steppod into any pattern of grouping or scheduling for an

Atire school term.

.
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VI: CURRICULUM PLANNING

- Much detailed curriculum (such as day by day lesson

plans) is not included since this is the realm of the classroom

teacher and the detailed, specific, daily planning is a large

part of,the professional obligation of the teachers responsible

. for its success. Such planning Must be a team effort (including

students, interns, collaborating resources, and aides) and 'must

be the collective work of all members of any team at any level.

Ipter-team activities and planning should be encouraged where-

ever feasible or possible. Should general education spark

several student's interest in a particular area or subject, a

four (4 or six (6) week "Mini-course" will be organized.

. .

Each level of the program(the equivalent of grade level) will

be characterized by overall objectives. Contributory objectives

will be established in a programmed sequence at all levels.

(See sample Humanities program- unit on Contemporary Man). It

should be kept In mind that objectives listed constitute only one

option out of many possible systems- for reaching the overall goal.

Therefore, substitution of equally appropriate alternative con-,. .

tributory objectives is a possibility 'at most phases o program.

The attainment of fulfillment of these objectives to the

best of a abiliti>tr1. to the satisfaction of the teaching

team involved, plus ample indication of the student's capability,
.

and desire to attempt the activities of the succeeding levet, shallr

constitute the criteria for -promotion. This practice is valid ,

for.flumanities and Sciences area as well as for Special areas. I
0
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Supervised Study

Modes of attaining overall objectives- may vary from

t-s dent to student. The practice mostnearly-resembling

th traditional classroom will be supervised study,_ . Here
,s d ..N.

the students pursue activities leading toward objectives as

a class, with strong teacher leadership and superVision.

Projects will encouraged as much as possible b t assignments

and direction will be made quite specific by the -achet.

Growing\out of supervised study is small group work,

where from five (5) to twelve (12) students will purSue a con-if-non

objective. Much more planning and direction must be exercised

by &111-b-dp which tends tinder effective guidance to establish

and follow its own activities. The opportunity for developing

student leadership is immense, especially when grouping re-

eals different kinds of leadership among interaction. It will

provide the opportunity for individual participation and sub-

sequent personal development, for discussing ideas raised

in the large- grouli, for strengthening basic skills, and for

establishing close teacher-student relationS-hip and student-

studentstudent relationshipg. It is during this poryon of the day

that the more advanced students shall be relied upon the

function as t,eachers in helping the slower students -in small

gro.up situations.

Independent Study

MaximUtii self - discipline is required of the student on inde-

,
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pendent study. Here a student in. a particular program has

almost sole responsibility for establishing and pursuing his

own activities leading to.ward his attinment- of specific
j

objectives independent of other students' and in large

part independent.of immediate teacker direction. Activity

areas encompassed in the independent study program include:

laboratory ex-experiments, study with local collaborating

artists, musicians, `health serwice'personnel, lawyers, and -
-,4

. other community resource people, or with personnel frorn-

the local universities, programmed learning laboratory,

materials, conferences with proctors and/ or with other
..

students who may be jointly working together on a project,

working with teachering machine programs or ottft4uto-

matic and special self-study instructional devices ( I. P. I. ),

work experienCes, research, club activity, reading ( infor-

mational, _remedial, and advanced skill development), writing,
_. ..

... tutorial help, homework, and_Field Studies, )1.

at,

a

*Field Studies are designed to place students in the actual enviorn"
ment they are studying, so they can broaderrtheir experience,
and bring their firsthand observations to bear on understanding
concepts and problems. Opportunities .to participate in one or
more Field Studies are open to every student. Lasting several
clays or weeks, Field Studies ma volve students insuch places
as their own communities, coastal w England and the rural.
South. Using the school's own camping vehicles, students, may
pack up and leave the school to attend an internatiohal-exrpe,i-tion,
live in a Mexican vhillage, run ecology studies in the Canadian
wilderness, or interview Californians. During the -summer, ex-
Xended Field Studies may visit other continents; foreign exchange
3rograms involving a years stay in another culture are also'
possible experiences for a small number of students, These
are arranged with the cooperation of various international study
groups;" #

93
, .
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Learning labora

facilities and opportuniti

projects and work (advanc

7
'ill be erected to,provide, .

students to undertake

and re:..-iedial) in individul .

and independent study he following facilities and

areas, will be ava ablecfor student use during independent

study time:

ART

1. Studio with all Media

BUSINESS EDUCATION

1., Practice typing area

2. Business Machine Center

3. Commerical SUbject Center

ENGLISH

J., Language Arts I. M.C.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

. 1. Listen, respond, and record language
lavoratory (Mdio-LingualMethod)

HOME ECONOMICS

Sewing, Child card, consumer,edUcation,
. and food preparation areas.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

1. General -shop area'

2. Graphic -Arts center
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MATHEMATICS

1. Mathematics I. M. C.

2, Data.Processing Laboratory

MUSIC
p

1.- Listening Center

2. Instrumental practice area

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

1. Gym arranged .with areas for use in
laboratory problems (includes dance
studio)'

SCIENCE

1., Areas for physical, biological,`Chemical,
and general science

SOCIAL SCIENCE-

1. Social Science I. M. C, for reading, ,writing,
18v̀iewing and Listening

o

SPECIALIZED AREAS

1. Audio-Visual Ctiuter

2, Main Reading and Resource Center

3. ° Study Centers

4. Publications

Students who. are invoiv'ed in independent and advanced areas
,

will initially agree with their advisors upon -what is to be learned

and will draft a central objective and ontributory objectives. A

-9
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pre-test in the study area yrill den be taken by each student.

The results of the test will b kept for reference by thO teac-

er-adlAsor who will n9),discuss the response with the student,

at that time. The examination will be used again as part of the

final evaluation of the Course. The glifferende between the pre-

test and the terminal test will -be used by the teacher-adviscir as

a measur of evaluating the student.., Following the pre-test

each student will fill out the "before the study" segment of

the self-evaluation report (see the sample of Self-Evaluation

Chart For measuring Progress In Reaching Objectives).

Students' will be responsible for keeping course material

in their personal folders. Among ;hese materials will be,a,

reading list (including all books and publication), experiments,

etc., which have a bearing on the bourse undertaken. Continuous

self - evaluation repOrts will be in the personal folder.

At the completion of the activities In the study area,

each student must meet the requirments of the specific area

by passing a terminal written or oral examination and devise

and carry out some interesting means of sharing al specific

eleme'nts of the study with his team; Final evaluation of student

,

In sharing informati9n the student is generally expected to
make a presentation in any number of avariety of possible
forms-. For example, a demonstration an;oral report, a
audio-visual presentaion (vino tape film, slides, etc), a .lec-
ture, a panel; discussion , an exhibit, a performance {music
or dance), a Skit,. 'a play, a picture analysis, and other may

.wiecided upon a student.

-85-
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mastery will be,determined by a two (2) dimensional series

of evaluations based on judgements by the student and the
. .

teacher-advisor considering what has been accomplished

in the light of course objectives (the teacher-advisor will

formulate a written comment-type of evaluation and the

student will complete the "after the study" segment of the

self-evaluation report). /

If the objectives have been met (through teacher-

advisor and student consensus), credit is given forthe

Study or course and the evaluations are retained in the

student's personal course folder. If additional strengthen-

ing is need, the student proceeds with supplementary activites.

Independent study students in advanced areas must

meet regularly with their teacher-advisor. Such meetings

will be scheduled by appointment, and an independent study

teacher-advisor may meet from one to all students assigned

to him at any specific time:

During their non group teaching part of the day, area

teachers will be assigned to Instructional. Media Centers and

other areas in independent study to answer questionS of ,students

. in their field, to tutor, and to undertake remediation with
,

slower students.

Students have the freedom to pursue independent study

activities in the various facilities and areas at any time during

their "specials" period of programming and during all other

unassigned periods of time.

"I , 97
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The intent independent study is to promote creative
/

though and independence, the capacity for self,development

through persona,' and self motivated responsibility for

learning the opportunity for study under optimum conditions,

the opportunity for studying ideas and problems and to en-

counter experiences beyond the realm of the usual curriculum

in order to strengthen cognitive development, the opportunity

for students to overcome specific weaknesses, maximum use
..,

of instructional resources, and the development of special

talents. ../

Large Group Instruction
I

c

All students in any program,. however, will meet

regulary for large group instruction, which means that all

students in any mode of study will meet in a large group for
. .

the purpose of sharing in a learning activity germane to all.

It assumes that the emphasis is on presenting materials with

a minimum of interaction. Such activities may be the intro-

duction of new topics, films-direcly related to the current
--:

unit being studied, slide lectures or multi-media presenta-

tions, student performance or presentatiors, or a demonst-

ration and talks by Pesourcetpersons:

Other large group presentations may consist of .a film

'series (see sample Humantfies CineCa.Workshop) or other

all-school meetings. These, however, ,tonstitue another
. . _

i, (notnece-ssarily unrelated) dimension of the-program.

The most important aspects of large groupVstruction

9 6
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is the "mass-Media" nature of its communication patterns, it

conserves teacher time, it makes more efficient use of audio-
*.

visual equipment and it consitutes maximum use of resource
A

people.

Overall Objectives For All Areas

In considering any facet of curicultim planning; of follow-

ing overall objectives will be complied:

HUMANITIES: Activies in purstat of required aid/

elected Arts and Humanities require-

ments; enrichment in these areas;

interdisciplinary association with other

areas.

SCIENCES: Activies in pursuit cfr required and/

SPECIALS:

-88- 9 1

or elected Science and Mathematics;

enrichment in these areas; intersci-

plinary association with other areas.

Nntinuation of study in areas related

tg Sciences or Humanities projects;

exploratory work in new or different

fields (general or vocational); inten-

sive work in fields of demonstrated

interest ancl capability (general or

vocational); completion of required

work or courses.



SELF-EVALUATION CHART

FOR

MEASURING PROGRESS IN REACHING OBJECTIVES

Early in the study, teacher and students should agree

upon what is to be learned, and should formulate objectives.

Students may measure their own growth in mastering

these objectives by rating themselves on the following scale,

Notice that the scale ranges' from ) (complete lack of experience)

to 10 (Complete mastery In performance.

As you read the contributoi-y objectives, change the

form of the sentences to the interrogative, This can be done

by placing before them this phrase. "To what extent do you

now have". Thus, every, question will be,stated in such a way

that the answer can be expressed in terms of degrees of per-

fenion as indicated by the scale below.

Compare your rating for each contributory objective

before and after' the study, Then compare your total score

before and after the study:, This survey can bevaluable to you if

you arecareful and hones.t in ranking yourself.

***********4,ic**********************'

STUDENT'S NAME

Comple,t lack' of Uncertain CoMplete
experience Performance Mastery

3 ,4 ti 6 / 8 9 IC)

5
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EXAMPLE: Objective I - (5)

BEFORE THE STUDY AFTER THE STUDY

DATE DATE

4

)
)

OBJECTIVE

#1

#2

- RATING .

t..
- ( )

- ( )

OBJECTIVE

#1

#2 0

,'RATING

- (

- (

#3 ( ) #3 ( )

#4 ( ) #4 - ( )

#5 ( ) #5
( )

(Use the back of the sheet if you need more space).

I
SCORE AFTER THE STUDY (Total of all ratings, divided

by the number objectivie rate)

SCORE BEFORE THE STUDY (Total of all ratings, divided
by the number objectives rate)

NEGRESS PF ! RPGRESS (S'cor After, minus score be-
fore I

SAMPLE

HUMANITIES CINEMA WORKSHOP

Humanities Cinema Workshop consists of a series of Mafor

films shown at intervals throughout the year. The purpose of the

workshop is, to establish an appreciation of the film as a contempe-
,

tary art form. Films are selected because their content is easily

correlated with the themes and concepts of the liumaniti,tesProgram,

101
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because they illustrate excellance in cinematography, and be-

cause they capture and excite the interest and awareness of

student

Each film is previewed by the Humanities Team. An

overview and discussion of the film with the stucbnts precedes

the viewing of each film. Worksheets to be completed by stu-

dents accompany each film. Past discussions in class are de-

signed to increase the tide is understanding of human values

and problems, to deep their appreciation of the film as an

art commUnication form , and to sharpen their overall per-

ceptive abilities. Related assignments may be written or

graphic, and they refer primarily to the films in themselves

'rather than t.9 the. units during which they are shown. However,

the film study culminates will all films are discussed and

compared in the final Contemporary culture. Some variation

is made in the selection of films each year So4 that student may

participate in_the workshop without too much repetition. In addi-

tion the presentation of student made film will also become an

integrate part of this workshop,

:Examples of some films that can be used are;

The Learning,Tree

Citizen Kane

The Grapes of Wrath
4

A Raisin in the Sun

Nothing But a Man

Requiem for a Heavyweight

Johnny Got His Gun

The Bridge on the River Kwaii

7
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SAMPLE HUMANITIES UNIT COMTEMPORARY MAN

Man searching for meaning and for answers to problbms

on a world scale-urbanization, technology (or lack of it), war,

proverty, illiteracy, hunger, disease, overpopulation,. discrimi-

nation,. political tyranny, the loss of individual freedom.

Man's place in the world: part of the world co unity

His understanding of the world: science and technology,

industry, and commercet' news media, politics, the arts,

religion.

Expression: traditional media (some new foams, such as

the novel, shortstory, jazz, rock & roll, soul, college,

etc. ) as well as photpgraphy, television, the film.

Overall Objective

An awareness of contemporary man's Concern of himself

and for the direction of civilization.

Contributory Objectives

1. An appreciatiOn pf the continuation of certain ,themes

in man's development in contemporary times:

the struggle for survival
quest to understand the unknown
the influence of enviornment
forces which divide and unite
expression in the arts

2, An awareness of the conflict of values in the contemporary

3. An awareness of contemporary trends in the arts.

103
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4. An awareness of the types and sources of contemporary

5. An awareness of the major political, social, .
t t

and economic problems of contemporary. man.

6. A consideration of the place" of the individual in

=temporary society.

7. An examination by the student of his own set of
/values.

. .

t

Contributory Objective #1. An apPieCiation of the continua-

, tion of certain themes in man's

,,
development in contemporary

., times:

Activity #1

41 I

-.93-

. a the struggle of survival

quest to understand the
unknown

'the influence of environment

forces which divide or unite
.

f expression in the arts
4

View carefully the film "Nothing But A Man".

Complete the accompanying work sheet and

participate in class discussions regarding

the film in relation to the struggle for survival,

forces which divide or unite, expression in the

art of the film, contrasting personal and group

values, influence of'he environment and other

ideas.

v
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Activity #2 View the film, "The Tenement" (C..B. S.

Reports, documentary) for some of the

same purposes as described in Activity #1.

Activity #3 Choose one of the themes or ideas brought

out in the disrussion of "Nothing But A Man"

or "The Tenement." and collect photographs,

drawl and illustrations to display as a

classroom visual exhibit.

Activity #4 Make a study of Harlem as an environment

for young people. Re-design certain ele- ,
.

meiss of 'the community in fight 5f humanistic

goals (example: beauty, stimulation of creat-

ivity and sensitivity, health, cultural under-

Activity ft

/
Activity #6 Using one (1) of the following recurrent themes,

trace its expression in literary works( from

the various time periods covered this year:

the struggle for survival

quest to understand the unknown

4.

standing).

Name five (5) factors in your environment

(more if you choose) and tell how they in-

fluence you. Are there any_you would like

to change? Why? 1ii this change possible
,

- even now?

-94-

the influence of environment

forces which divide or unite
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Activity #7

1

Write a short on some aspeet of city life

and its problems. Illustrate it With slides,

painting, drawings, tapes, or other devices.
I

Activity #8 Study the effects of War on children.

are a report using photographs and

illustrations.

Pre-

Activity #9 Analyze several contemporary novels, short

l

Activity #10

4.

stories, or plays portraying the' economic

struggle for life among minority groups in

this country and elsewhere.
I.

Read ",The Hidden Persuaders". Analyze what

makes you buy the things you buy. Prepare

a report ofdisplay with magazine or news-

paper illustrations to share your findings.

Contributory Objectives #2

Activity #1

, An awareness of the conflict

of values in the contemporary

world.
I.

Make a study of contemporary American toys

and games for children. Analyze the style

purpose, and implications of the example you

locate. What attitudes towards war, violencr,

speed, business, competition, urbanizaticrn,

science, medicine, and aesthetic do they show?

Where does the emphasis seem to lie? Whtch

10G
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Activity #2

1

J

.,-
games and toys are most popular? Which are most

expensive? Share the results of your study.

. .

Based on the insights gained from a study of pon-

tempdrary toys and games, create one or more toys

or games designed to stimulate humanistic tendencies
-

or awareness of children. Give them to children to

use and note their reactions.

Activity 49, Design-and make your own film or video-tape ill-

usttating conflicts of values which you observe within

the community. Choose accompanying music. Share

the film woth other students. Keep in mind such

examples as the Indian film "Two" and "The People

of a City" (E. B. F.) when considering the composition

and organization pf the film or video -tape.

Activity #4 Read "The Status Seekers": "The Black Bourgeoise": or

The Black Anglo-Saxons" and learn what determines

the things people value in their community. Perpare
Q

a report of some kind with actual illustrations., photo-

graphs, etc. on the status symbols ofteen-agers,

community residents, or other groups. a

Activity #5 Read some plays, novels, or short stories dealing with

family life. Visually portrays or dramatize some of

the conflicts. Write a paper or a series of short papers

dealing with the author's treatment of the conflict. .,

-96- 107
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Contributory Objective #3 Awareness of 'contemporary

trends in the arts.

Activity #1

Activity #2

View slides of contemporary paintings.

Participate in a classroom discussion con-

cerning the c oice of. subject, arrangement,

and rendition.

View the filmstrip on Collage. Using

variously colored and textured paper, create

your own collage.

Activity #3 View the filmstrip on Cartooning. Create

Activity #4

Activity #5

Activity #6

Activity #7

your .own cartoon and render it complete in

ink and pen.

View the filmstrip on Painting techniques. Do

a realistic or abstract painting) using either

water colors oil, or tempergaccording to sub-

ject matter.

Using the principles of form, line, balance and
ti

. ,

composition, create a 3-dimensional design out

of balsa wood and/or wooden toothpicks.

Design and make mobile, applying the principles

of design and using color.

Field work with cultural community organiza-

tions or individuals and/ or field studies in other

states and countries. Follow-up. reports to the

class. Reports maybe written, filmed, video-
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, Activity #8

Activity #9

11;4

Contrast the contemporary art of the United -

P

States with that of a nation of radically diffdrfP:7
;

ing philosophy.

1.'
Learn about the art of photography and its

concerns in:contemporary society. Create*

display illustrating some of your own photo-
. ''.. grapliy, explaining the elements of good photo-

. ,

gaPhy which they illustrate.

ACtivity #10 Learn about the design and production of a

television play. Write a televise your own

play based upori a. theme glrawnt from the

program and relevant to'colemporary affairs.

Actvity. #11 Go to see a contemporary play. Attempt to

discover its relationship to iddas andquestionsr

raised by the study of contemporary man.N

Activity #12 StudY, the programs available on television.

for viewing by students. Compile and post

a list of recommended programs wtich you

feel would enrich a student's understanding

of the arts and humanities.

Activk #13 Compile a list of current films which you

would recommend for humanities students.

Post this. Encourage students to review the

_fiams and compare their reactions.

Act" tilty #14 Learn about dance as a form of expression and

art. Invite resource persons (may be students)

1O3
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to talk about this field.
.--

cOntributory Objective #4 An awareness of the types

and sources of contemporary

music.

Activity #1 Examine ways in which music expresses the

harsh realities and social protests of the age.

Examine the character of the music, its form,

content, gpproach to subject, shock elements,

sense of audience.

Activity #2 Do research on the histdry of jazz. Reach an '

undegstanding of the elements of'jazz. Listen

to examples of the major styles of jazz and

learn to dibngilish their major characteristics.

Activity-#3 Make a study of show music. Learn about its

evolution. Learn the general format of a

musical exciting. Comp e some of the great

"hit" musicals. Choose fellow students to

sing some favorite show tunes in a presentar

tion for other students,

Activity #4 Explore expressionism in modern mitsic. How

do artists attempt to explore the world of mind,

spirit, and imagination? Do you see any par-

allels in the graphic arts?

Activity #,5 Invite professional musicians to class to dis-

cuss the implications of contemporary music.

-99- 1 i
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. Activity #6

$

Sing, play and listen to the blues and soul
,

music. Discuss the social implications I

and how the music and the lyrics express

the values and realities of this age and the
4

past. Write and read the lyrics from con.-

tent. Learn about the form of the music;.,

discover its origins. Try writing an original

song. )

Activity #7 Analyze broadcasting techniques of various

disc joc1eys on the soul stations. Assume

the roles of disc jockeys and prepare a

program to be recorded for radio production.
,

-ictivity #8 Study the Negro spiritual, its historical mean-

ing and its relevance to modern society's treat-
\

meals if the Black man.

Activity #9 'Compare and contrast the style, concerns, and

value of the music of var s c rent perform- 7'

ing groups.

Activity #10 Field work with community cultural organiza-

dons and individuals and/ or field studies in

other countries and states. Follow-up-reports

to the class. Reports may be written, video-

taped, recorded or a combination of the choices.

)
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Contributory Objectives #5

Activity #1

a

I

An awareness of the major

Political, social, and

economic problems of con-

temporary man.

.View the film "The Decision of Drop the Bomb"

Activity #2

Activity #3

'3. F. ). Discuss and react to the ethical,

military, political, social and historical ques-

dons raised by the bombing of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki. Locate and bring to the discussion

other materials relevant to this subject.

Obtain and view the. "21st Century' T. V. series

film. "The Mighty Atom" and use"it to illust-

rate and dramatize some of the future possible

uses cd atomic energy for man's benefit. Dis-

, cover and learn about an atomic electric plant.

Arrange a visit and share your experience.

-101-

Today an atomic bomb, similar to the one

dropped on Hiroshima, fall on Manhattan. You

survive the blast. ''describe your experienCes: .

Where are You?

What time is it and what are you doing?

What do you see, hear, smell, feel?

How do you explain what has happened?

What happens bp-you and your family,

friends, neighbors, and the people of

112
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Activity #4

I

.,

Activity #5

111

Activity #6

Activity #7

N

the surrounding communities? ,
ft,

What help do you need?

Where do you seek help'?

What dangers are there?

How long does it take to establish
order?

How is this order established? By whom? ,

View thetlm "Cities of the Future" from the

T. V. series "the 2lst Century'. E/ploreV

the area,of city planning and learn some of its

implications. Utilize, the "Planning for Change"

program to explore the organization for possible

city planning. Develop the activities in this pro-

gram with others, if possible. Discover what

nations other than the United States are dojng

about this problem. Construct some models

of your own design.

Compare "A Raisin in the Sun" and "Nothing

But a Man".

Study the 'work of VISTA'abd similar domestic

organizations. Invite resource persons to dis-

cuss with students some of the experiences and

problems involved in their work.

How is contemporary man's awareness of
4

major social, political and economic problems,

113
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reflected in the arts? Gather and share in-

formation and materials on this question.

Contrast styles and points of view; also point

out areas of agreement.

Activity #8 Study problems of water and air pollution in

New York ancLother areas. Obtain and ex-

mine some water from the Hudson River.

Explain your observations. Contact 14a1 and

national groups foi information *and project

ideas. What is the position of the community

in regard to this whole problem? What cln/

students ^clo to help?

,Activity #9 Assess the health problems in the community.

Con'tact Harlem Hospital for information and.

project ideas. Develop a project and report

to the class your results.

ctivity #10 Arrange a visit to a nearby IBM center and

learn about the possibilities and capabilities

of the computer in terms of the betterment

of man and his world.

Activiti #11 Study the background of the development of
f

"Cuba: Bay of Pigs" (E. ;T.) and determine the

thinking of the United States authorities in this

situation. What conflicts are evident in the

direction and handling of people by'the United,

States and Cuban goVernments?

-103 114 .
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)
read all the materials you can which illuminates

the question. Write a paper or present a

talk giving your conclusions after a careful

Study.

Activity It12 Trips to community organizations: Elicit

their insights into major problems effect-

ing the community. ,Report on these.

Activity #13 - Poor housing conditions have resulted in

tent strikes. Describe the conditions' that

have led to this type of protest. Find out' .

what the standards of healthful housing

should be. Find out the responsibilities,

city agencies have hi seeing that these

standards are maintained.

Activity #14 Interview, by tape, residents of the comm-

unity about their attitudes toward neighbor-

ho8d problems. Elicit their feelings on how

, they believe conditions can be improved. Film

or video tape some of the most dramatic comm-

unity problems. Share the results of the study.

kctivity #15 Prepare visual compositions (pictures taken

from various sources-magazifies, paper, .etc. )

related to problems areas. You can develop

these cam sitions from a theme (for example,

poverty, drug diction, sanitation, etc. ).

t, -104- t
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'Activity #16 Visit a court room while it is in session.

Report on and discuss what you saw.
,

Activity #17 Field work within the community with local
,

port-Cale social, or economic organizations

and/ or field, studies in other states or

countries. -Follow-up reports to the class.

Reports may be written, filmed, video-taped,

recorded, or a combination of the choices.

'Contributory Objectives #6 A consideration of the

place of the individual in

contemporary society.

Activity #1 View the film "The tenement' (C. B. S. Reports)

documentary for the second time. Compare

your understanding of the film in September

with your current understanding of its mean-
. Nr
ing and implications. What is its viewpoint

on the place of the individual in society? How

''' do you substantiate your answer? Are there

unanswered questions regarding this problem

which the film illuminates? Or does the film

give no i -isight into the area at all? State

your reactions.

Activity #2 Read the autobiographies or biographies of

) several well known contemporary community

figures ('Q Autobiography of Malcolm X", "Man-
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Activity #3

Activity #4

child in the Promised Land", etc. )

Determine for each person descried

a point of view toward the place of the

individual in contemporary society.

State this point of view, using material

from the sources you read. With which

do you agitee or disagree.

Create and dramatize a role-playing situation

in which you show the place of the various

individuals in contemporary societies other

than your own. Attempt to describe the:ex-

perience.

Organize and carry out a survey of members

of the student body, faculty, parents, and

various othersfrom the community. Deter-

mine and express their opinions on the place

of the individual in contemporary American

society. Ask specific questions related to

definite areas of consideration in the Human-

ities program. Construct a profile chart

illustrating your results.

Activity #5 Invent and use a "Game of the 20th Century"

(may be your own game) which is concerned

with the various roles of the individual in con-

2 temporary society. Teach other students to

play 'it. Solicit their opinions and criticisms

-106-
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Activity #6

as to its validity.

Choosefrseveral poems which give insight

into the 'place of the individual or ways in

which an individual comes to know his own

nature. Contrast and compare these examples

in an original and interesting manner.

Contributory Objective #7 . An eXarnination by the student

.s of his own -get of values.

Activity #1 View the film "People of a city" (E. B. F. ).

Without discussion state your understanding

of the film's purpose, technique, and effect.

Which of the characters do you like best?

Which do you like least? What aspects of

the culture of the people do you observe?

Characterize the future in terms of values.

Activity #2

When all students have completed their

answers? compare and discuss in cl the

various reactions. -View the film agail

Respond to the following questions throiigh

the media of tape and film or video-tape:

(1)" One carries his culture with him where-

ever he goes", (2) " Behavior is affected by

environment and tradition",. (3)" A person's

behavior affects the way others feel about

him". Share the results with others.

-107- ,
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Activity #3 Select a paper which you wrote during

the beginning of the year in which you

dis*iss some of your perosonal values,.

responsibilities, and aspirations. ^Re-

write the paper or write a commentary

on it. How do you account for change

or lack of change in your point of view?

Activity #4 Render in visual terms (painting, film,

' video-tape, sculpture, et al) an

expression of what you consider to be

your single most important belief. State

briefly the nature of this belief in the til

title of your visual creation.

Activity #5 Find examples of items which portary

your own pereeptfon of the values America

Activitt#6

-108-

should represent in its reality. Share with

otheis.

Considering all your knowledge of man and

of yourself, answer if five paragraphs the

question, " Who' am I"?

119
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VII. STUDENT PROGRAM

Overall programs will be determined by student choice, to a

considerable degree. Regents requirements will be fully met.. These
. _

will provide the rmimum content for all.students. Entichm'ent addi-

tions will be in the Arts and Humanities areas as well as the areas of

4

Sciences. Basic course requirements will be scheduled into the main//
areas of the Humanities and Sciences, Specialization and enrichment

will be included in the comprehensive planning of these areas primarily,

and the basic program in each area will suffice to exceed minimum re-

quirements. Therefore, the most simple student schedule would be a

simple division of Sciences for about 1/3 of the school day, Humanities

for a similar portion, and 1/3 of the day for "special" subjects.
4

The student day is planned into 3 major portion ; Humanities/
0

.

Arts, 'Sciences, and Special While the Sciences porti n may be theme

counterpart of the Humanities/Arts portion of tie day, the are neither

necessarily separate nor equal. While all 3 portions rema n generally

set for all students, they are subject to variations- and mbinations

in the following"ways;

a, As content changes quarterly

b. As content changes each semester

c, In type of grouping

d. As content changes knicourses) four to six weeks

6

The Humanities/Arts po tion of the ,day will be concerned with

the study of overall c ure-related units, i. e. , Man and Beauty,

Man and Nava. , or.Primitive Cultures; or Housing, public Opinion

)120
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and Propaganda; or Social ResponsibilitieS of Government. Activities

during this portion of the day will meet and exceed current State and

area academic requirements in the areas of English, Social Studies,

"Art, Music, etc.

A similar portion of the day is devoted to the Sciences. This

area includes all mathematics and sciences and will meet all State and

area requirements. 'In an attempt to minimize problems of teaching

and grouping, courses will be flexible and groups will be variable.

About a 1/3 portion of the student's day will be spent in special

areas not represented in the Humanities or Sciences programs. This

11
"Specials" portion of the school day will b devoted to further interests

or meeting Vocational - Technical education requirements. Several

combinations of time utilization are possible. Required Typing will be

undertaken. Foreign Languages may be studied. Intensive studies

in the Arts may be pursued. Also, Physical Education requirements

may be met, and co-curricular areas can be provided for. More .

important, this time can be used as extension or independent study

time related to a Sciences or Humanities project or to tutorial aid in

various subject areas. Finally, extensions of basic skills develop-

ment cap transpire during this time segment. 'Since planning is flex-

ible, innmetable options are presented.

As course levels become more complex and the student pro-

ceeas through his program, subsequent choices will become available.

AV as required areas of study are satisfied or as required objectives

are fulfilled, i, e, required basic work in Humanities and Sciences,

121
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more flexibility will exist in the student's program, and more elec-

tives or more independent projects can be attepted. By the 11th

and 12th grade level, equivalents, most students should be,woaing

at least a part of their time on independent study: In addition, a

student may then select electives from a 'catalog describing course

requirements. and outlines. This practice for upper grade levels is

similar to college practice. Also, as State Regents requirements

are satisfied, more elective programs can be considered.

Student programs will vary according to the method of study'`

as well. One student may concentrate on a program in a particular

area of expression - Literature, for example, and pursue only basic

requirements in the Other Humanities and in the Sciences. Another

student may, however, choose a broad background study divided

egually in areas of the Humanities and Sciences. Both students may,

howkver, be on an independent study program.

It
\Such pr gramming and a wide offering of many electives re-
'

quires*.great eal of advanced planning by students. High levels of

maturitif d sophistication will be encouraged. Choices will have to

be made.between equally attractive subject offerings. While some

muld-level electives may be offefed every semester, others may be

offered only every three or,fouPyears. This will, therefore, make

careful planning very important. But careful planning need not be flex-.
ible.

All grade levels and areas will be comprised of basis pro-
,

grammed units which a student can pursue through the modes of

122
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independent study, group work, or supervised study. Large group .

instruction, seminar groups, and team teaching will be fully utilized.

4

r
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VIII, . ELECTIVES

Electives consist of several types and several catjgories:

A. Electives in area of Humanities
. b

B. Electives in area of Sciences

C. Electives in combined 'areas

D. Exploratory or intensive work in the Black Arts

and/or Music

E. Exploratory or intensive work in Physical Education

F. Electives in special area, i. e. , Media and Communi-

cations, Business Education, Industrial Arts

G. Independent study or individual program in all areas

Electives in area of Foreign Language

Electives can vary in duration from four (4) to six (6) weeks,

quarterly, or an entire school Year. Year selections, once

undertaken, cannot be dropped in favor of shore term electives.

Therefore, careful selection is esgentini.

Sample ideas frz!eCtives:

Values ..

Film

People and Cultures of Africa

Black Musical Expressions

Communication Arts (T. V. and Radio)

Urban Law (Criminal, Youth, Welfare, Tenant and Land-

lord, Poverty, Consumer)

Newspaper (Journalism) .

Current Problems of Afro-Americans in Urban Areas
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li

Possibilities for leisure - Role of Many Types of Recreation

Non-Standard Black Dialect - Effects on Learning

Introduction to Black Theatre

Design and Functibn of the Home

Survey of West African Art

Tile Next Century

Human Life

Science and Emotions

Life Ghtmistry 11
.,,

Man and Machine - Partnetthip?

Contemporary Revolutions: Biological, Medical, Religious,

Media
,

,

Implications of Space Travel and Space Technology
5.

The Contemporary and Future City as a Humin Environment

Humanities and Technology

Appreciation of Living Things

Public Opinion

Labor and Industry

Siminar in World Affaits

Politics

125
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IX,' SOME SAMPLE STUDENT PROGRAMS

Ed, Not a strong academic student. He is

interested in his community and wishes to

plan for physical changes in his environ- .

ment. However he has 'a problem in assum-

ing responsibilities.

Module

8 Supervised study. Ed is working with an advanced student

8:20 as a partner on basic skills deVelopment in Social Studies.

'8:20 Supervised study. Ed is making a study of Harlem A an

environment for young people. He is redesigning elements

of the community in the light of Humanistic goals (example,
a:40

9 beauty, health': creativity).

9 Supervised study. Group work with fourother students. Ed

is helping to design and make a film illustrating the conflict
9:20

of values which fhey observe in the community.. They will

chose accompanying music and share the final product with9:40

their team.

10 Large group. Ed views a short filth whose content is related
1.0:20
10:40 to theme and concept of his humanities class

10:40 Supervised study. Ed's class is studying evolution and he is \
11 working with 2 other students in assembling, the skeleton

11:40 of a bird,

126
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11:40 Supervised study. Ed and two other students are studying

the significance of the Hindu-Arabic numbers system used

today as opposedlto the Rom'an numeral system, They

will report on its importance because of its relative simplie-

12:40 ity in terms of arithmetic, bookkeeping and algebra.

12:40 Ed goes to LUNCH i

1

1:20

1:20 Self-development or rap session with"his group. and directed

1:40 by counselor leader and including his teaching team.

2

2:20

2:20

2:40

3

Ed is working in the reading lab where he is getting help

from a teacher intern. Ed takes the bus to ARCH.

3

3:20

3;40

Arrives at ARCH for an Urban designing class where he is

planning and designing the rehabilitation of building for the

community which will be carried out by a team of Building

Trades students and_ specialists, He also works with a

teacher Internmath instructor to apply what he learns to

4 the practical matter of rehabilitating a house.

He will work at ARCH until 5:00.

1 2
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Ann. Better than average student. Talenited

dancer. Plans a career in the arts.

Module

8 Independent study. Ann is studying the significate and import-

8:20 ance of TV Es a social, -political, economic, and educational

8:40 entity in our society. She will culminate this study with TV

9 production &Tic tjEsi these effects.

9 Supervisei study. Ann is involved with a group of 3 other
8:20
8:40 students. She is working On the influence of black culture

10 on conterntnra'ry American music..

10 Ann is practicing typing in a large group session.

10:20

10:40

10:40 Supervised study. Ann is tutoring a team member with

11, deficiencies in mathematics.

11:20

rr.

In the latter part of the module she is making a study of the

Ancient Eoyptiaps on how they dealt with the problems of

constructing pyramids before the development of a Pythagorean

11:40 'theorem,.

11:40 1nterdisplinary seminar, "TheContemporary and Future City

12 as a Human Environment". Here Ann is doing a project invol-

12:26.- ving The effects of housing on other social institutions. As

128,
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12 :40 .part of the project she is interning at Model Cities

12 :40

1

:1:20

Ann lunches on her way to the Black House of Light

(Creative Arts Center)

. 1:20 She arrives at the Black House of Light and Works with

4:40 a small group in Advanced Sculpture. Ann travels to the

2 Center of African Culture.

2:20

2:20

2:40

3

Supervised study. Ann arrives atCenter ocf African Culture

and participates in a course in Swahili.

3

3:20

3:40

4'

4

Also, at the center she is studying Advanced African

Dance which satisfies her Physical Education require-

ment. She is preparing anoriginal dance to be presented

as Dart of the required students report/to her team.
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Tom. Excellent student, Wants to go to

college to study chemistry, posbibly for

a career in medicine. Special interest

in music. Comes from a large family.

Module

8

8:20

Independent study. Tom goes to the Spanish language

laboratory to complete an assignment.

8:20

9

9:20

9:20

9: 40

9

Torn meets with other student members of the Board

of Directors of the student non-profit corportation to

discuss,budget matters. He is the representative from

the Advertising Department of the corporation.

Tom takes a bus to Harlem' Hospital.

:40 Tom is taking a course in Medical Careers, a courses

Planned and carried out largely by interested students

10 with a teacher advisor and collaborating hospital

personnel. The course is held in the school and

10:20 at Harlem Hospital. They are "picked up" by a

doctor, lab technician, and other specialists and

10:40 divided into small groups to tour and learn.

10:40

11

11:20

He lunches and travels back to the school.
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11:20 Interdisciplinary seminar on the Psychology of Black Adolescents

11:40 and adults for the unit on Escape Mechanisms. Tohn is doing

12 independent research on the causes of and attitudes toward

12:20 suicide

12:20

12:40

1

Supervised study. The class is involved in typeeand sources

of contemporary music. Tom is working with 2 other students

(all have mus1 background) listening to work songs, blues,

jazz and soul. They are discussing the social implications

of how the music and,worcis express the realities of this age

and the past. They are learning about the form of the music

and are researching its originz. They will jointly write an

1:20 original song.

1:20 Large Group. One of the students' in Tom's team is presenting

,1:40 a culminating activity to be shared with the team. L-

2

2

2:20

2:40

3

3:20

Supervised study. -Tom'is pursuing a program in Advare ed

Chemistry which combines laboratory work with a group

and independent study time. Pis current project involves

antibiotics.

3:20 Tom tutors a tea mmember in geometry.

3:40

4

4 Since Tom doesn't have the necessary privacy and silence at

home for study, he was provided with his own private room

7 in the school for that purpose.
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John. Academically capable. He

demonstrated good self discipline

very creative. Interested in the

sciences.

Module

8
8:20
8:40

9

i
Supervised study. Tohn's class is working on Hinduism

and he is learniit to run the Video camera for the class

videotaping of the Meaning of Yoga.

9 lohn's class is working on the concept values in the

contemporary world. He is working independently

9:20 on a study of contemporary.Arnerican toys and games

for children. He is analyzing the style, purpose, and

9:40 implications of the examples, he located. In addition,'

he' will assess the attitudes toward war, violence, urban-

ization, competition, business, science, etc. He will

10 share-the results with his class

10 John will attend a large group session which will

10:20 introduce a new topic in the sciences.

10:40

10:40 In supervised study, he is working with a group of four

11 other,students on a study of electricity. At the moment,

he is completing an individual activity in hydroelectric
11:20

power, which he will share with the group of 4 students

11:40 as part of their total work._
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11:40 John takes a bus to the city university.

12

12 iohn is interning with an engineering student at the

12:20' University (CONY) in a pre-engineering exploratory

12:40 program.

12:40
1'

1:20
1:40
2
2:20
2:40
3
3: 40
4

He lunches on his way to the job site. His entire

afternoon is spent out of school working under the'

supervision of an electrician and involved in renovat-,

ing a building planned for rehabilitation by the stu-

dent non-profit corporation.

He will continue on the job until 5:00.

13 3,
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X. ALL, - SCHOOL EVENTS,

Performances by professional artists/ performers and by

students should be encouraged, so long as they enhance the total

educational effort of the. school. They' must always'be related to

some portion of the curriculum being studied at that particular

time and, although their power to entertain the whole audience should

certainly be a consideration, they should primarily be educative in

nature, That is, a performance should be accompanied by appropri-

ate explanations and/ or provision for discusalon between performers

and audience, Follow-up classes are to be planned, and every effort

should be made to include the performers in smaller discussion group

and curriculum activities in addition to the performance. Student per-

formancts may take the form of concerts, dramatizations, demonstrations,

revues, broadcasts, or sharing of original projects completed as part

of a course of study.

Festivals, Fairs and Exhibitions, organized and carried our

largely'or whollf by students, can provide as excellent opportunity to

feature original student work and to build school community spirit.

Community (parents nil other community people) as professional works

may also be show relation to,,some aspect of curriculum being studied

at the time. These events -should bring into play as many curriculum-

Arelated skills and learnings as possibile, and the experience as a whole

should be integrated with the curriculum and purposes of the school.

Exhibitions and festivals will also be held in community facilities, such

as The Studio Museum., Black House of Light, etal, and will be video
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taped by the students fbr use over Cable Television,

General School Meetings may celled by members of the ad-
.

ministration, faculty, or student government. Reasonable notice
,

should be given, as advance preparation is quite important. The wel-

fare and educational situation of the entire student body njust be kept con-

stantly in mind in the planning and carrying Out of such meetings.

Generally these meetings would be reserved for significant matters. .

affecting all or a large part to be student body, and should have been

judged the best means available for the purpose in mind. .
le."

Student Choice- students should have a major say in determining

the selection and scheduling of all-school sevents, either through their

own committee or through significant membership in joint committee
7

set,un for thisipurposee

1. Contemporary Problems Conferences. Everyone gets together for

conferences on current significant nroblems. Organized and carried
A

out by students, teachers, and invited resource people, are held two

(2) or three (3) times every school year, whenever such an activity is

ai5propriate. Conferences are a way of working on such things as stu-

dent rights, urban decay, military and political policies, etc. They

draw the whole school together for a week or more at a time for con-

centrated study of a currently significant problem or issue.
,..

/
.
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XI.I SELF-DEVELOPMENT IN THE CURRICULUM

. Since learning is an activity that all humans participate in, ultimately

learning becomes a process that involves the interaction of humans in groups.

Therefore, the group process is an accepted way to gain a greater under-

standing of a problem to make comments, to interchange ideas, to confront,

to reach an agreement, antisto determine an action. The "rap" session, then,

provides the staff and theitudents with an opportunity to "rap" without any

pre-determined rules or regulations to limit the "rap" or the direction of the

group. Students and staff can speak openly and candidly to,anything they wish

since no curriculum content will be pre-determined. The understanding is

that the" rail' is " off the record". The primary experience to be elicited

from the group is the scrutiny of values, attitudes, ideas, and questions.

Each student will spend twd(2) hours and forty (40) minutes a week in

the Self-Development Group. It is a required area of study. The group will

, remain a unit throughout the high school program. The group will consist of

a skilled counselor-leader, twenty-five (25) students of a specific team, the

teaching team* and the possible inclusion of parents, if feasible.

Problems of discussion may center around social or ethical concerns,

environmental (school and community) experiences and problemi, or the

implication of cognitive experiences in his study areas.

*the teaching team will only be involved in a forty (40) minute session per
week and without the inclusion of the counselor- le ader.

136 -
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It is hoped that these sessions would be utilized as a medium of help-

ing students diScove.r meaning, developing self-concept, identity, and verbal

expression, fostering decision making, developing increased commitment

to a set of values, strengthening groups cohesion, involvement and motiva-,

tion, developing in youth the ability to talk more freely with greater assurance

that they would be listened to and that what they said would be respected, ex-

amining the conflicts among the many sets of values and frames of reference

held by members of society, and setting in motion a process of reconstruction

of emotional attitudes and concomitant behavior tendencies. In addition, the

sessions would hope to raise to a conscious level among teachers and students,

the inter-relationship between instructional content of the school and the life

experiences of its participants.

From these sessions, the participants would gain some insight into

the source of their attitudes and from this coulddevelop an inner motivation

and direction. It provides the mechanism for a general understanding of

human behavior and motivations in a very real and functional setting and is

the basic element of the educational program.

2t

A. PROCESS

The p cess is one of conscious intervention into life styles,

ideas, eliefs and values of teachers and students involved in

the complex. Participating consultants will work with faculty

in the development of methods and techniques that are designed

to direct the discussion content and interplay toVvard the edu-

cational objectives of the school.

B. TRAINING

Our objectives during the training process would be designed to
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train teachers to ask: What is it the students are learning?

Where can we best look for answers to some of their social

and environmental dilemnis and to develop a process mere

answers are sought not only in the students, but in the be-
n

havior of the instructors;"instructional content; classroom

relationships; conflicts that develop out of beliefs and values;

as well as, the community as a curriculum resource.

The student-teacher relationship is not isolated in the class-

room, It takes place within theUntext of the school and the

community. Therefore, administrators, parents, teachers,

counselor, etc., represent the determiners of the total life

experience of the school. We must avoid duplicating the

Split between stated educational objectives and experienced

life realities in our educational process. t

C, RATICNALE

Student protest actions over the years have been aimed toward

a concern for a more humanistic education, one that focuses

upon self-development; man's inhumanity to his fellow man;

values; beliefs; behaviors, including those areas of human in-

volvement where most educators have refused to intervene.

This process will endeavor to experiment with a course, that

becomes a DrereQuisite for, all of our students and that primarily

concerns itself with the human development of all students in
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the complex.
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XII. ARTS IN THE CURRICULUM

Study of a sample Humanities Program shows how the Arts

are incorporated into the content of each unit, (See following

Humanities Sequence). The art and music background,ofan era
are content equals with literature and history, As form style,

and content are criteria for anyalysis of writing, so too are

they criteria for analysis of painting and music. As events in

history indicate the values of a culture, so too does that culture's

architecture and music. By this relatively simple means art .

and music become indigenous to the curriculum.
t

All student activities should be designed to involve as

many disciplines as possible. The nature of sharing activities

requires knowledge-of the most effective means of communication,

and this too involves all the arts. Within the context of the pro-

gram
.

all students learn abcut the arts as an expression of their

culture, as well as developing skill in analyzing it,

There are four dimensions, not necessarily interrelated,

of the arts in the program, Each dimension has,everal aspects;

while some of those overlap, recognizable distinctions do seem

to exist. The following outline may serve to indentify these four

areas:

A. STUDY OF WORKS OF ART

Analyzed as:
x.

PS

Painting I) Expression of an emotion
(content)\ .

7
140
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6.

S.

Sculpture

Music

Dance

Architecture

Literature

B. MEDIA-UTILIZATION

2) A Work of form and technique

(elements)

Compilation and utilization of arts for expression, of a practical

.nature, i. e., TV communication; skills in writing or other ex-

pression; utilization of technical learnings. This area may

combine aesthetic* artistic, humanistic, and technical aspects.

PERFORMING ARTS

Spectative - appreciation in viewing and enjoying performances

in the arts.

Participative - satisfaction from perfprming in the arts.

D. CREATIVE ENVIRONMENT

Appreciation and awareness of continuous role of the arts in

daily human life-building and arthitectuie, room planning and

decor.

Dimension I encompasA the situation where a work of art ser-

ves as a part of the curriculum content, 'whether approached as

an expression of human emotion or an object of study in terms

of form and technique. However, studying a work as a representa-
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tion of a particular culture gives ifenhanced values to the

learner.

Dimension II- provides for the utiliriatkon of an art: or the

arts as a practical means of expression, fanging from the

writing of a simple poem or essay to the coretruction of a

complex film or videotape. In addition to the analysis of a :

partiCular type of work, the student must,consider the

functionality and practicality of types of communication and

expression. And these considerations must reflect the

practicality of various forms of media, also.

Dimension HI emphasizes performance in two dimensions. An

important aspect of this dimension is the study of the nature of

a worthwhile performance. Hire is where the participation in

a performance for the sake of expression and discipline is

emphasized.

Dimension IV involves the awareness of the role of the arts in

human life, Emphasizing perceptive and valuing skills, students

can learn the 'nature and coMposition of their surroundings, what

is responsible for these surroundings, and the effeCtthat one's

surroundings have on his total self.

142
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XIII. PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE CURRICULUM

As in the Humanities and Sciences, all areas represented in the

"Specials" category will consist of overall objectives 'and activities lead-.

ings toward the attainment of these objectives. Physical Education require-

ments should consist of certain aspects of physical development, some

demonstrated ability in the use of one's physical body, and some mastery

of content related to the understanding of human values placed upon

physic alwell-being. Additional values of team cooperation for physical
4

dexterity and performance should be stressed.

Students should have the option of a set physical education curr-

iculum, participation in physical activities in conjunction with or in lieu

of this set curriculum, or an exploratory or intensive program in the arts

which will meet the physical education objectives.
...

0

Physical education electives should include as many participant-'"'"

sports as possible and practicaasons of the year will affect offerings,

but all possible emphasis is to be placed on participation by all students

in as many forms of activities as possible. .

Strenuous attempts at league team ,sports and championship team

is considered p al at this time, and attention of the physical

education teaching team wi e directed toward more`universal (participa-

tion. Spectator sports should n be encouraged for the few at the cost of

the many, As in the arts, elective offerings may be exploratory or inten-

t sive./ Any student should therefore have at least five optionsmto meet

physical education requirements each quarterc,
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VI*

7

Regular physical instruction program body development-

games.

Optional arts involvement, i. e. exploratory or advanced

work in dance in calitnction with or in addition to regular

curricular program.

C. Exploratory involvement in one of several electives, i.e.,

gymnastics, wrestling, track and field, tennis, bowling,

physical culture, swimming, etc. (the electives offerings

are dependent upon qualifications of staff and facilities

available, and number.of students selecting electives).

D. Intensive, involvement in electiv9-program, i, e. advanced

gymnastics, tennis, physical culture, track and field,

wrestling, etc.

E. Independent study in program propo9ecl by student and/

or physical educa,tion team and approved by the physical

education team.' Student-will develop potentialities and

demonstrate prdficiency and knowledge to satisfactions_of

physicaLeduCation teachers. Ekample: gymnastics, tennis,

track and field, or personal physical culture programs.

Combinations of the above should be avoided since the

program may change each quarter, providing ample

opportunity for exploratory work in many areas.

C
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XIV. OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATION

The history of vocational education in New York City *)

had essentially been for those students who the educational

`system perceives as not possessing the potential to pursue

higher education, On the other hand, students who pursue

academic programs are generally not encouraged to parti-

cipate in the vocational-technical areas on the assumption

that it will not aid them in entering institutions of higher

learning. It appears then that vocational education is either
-.

focused upon those Students who look upon high school as

terminal education in the development of a specific erailoy-
7- \- ...,

able skill or those whom the school classifies as being unre-

deemed failures. The. Harlem High School intends to termi-

nate the conventional division between vocational and aca-

demic education by requiring participation i oth areas by
u

all students. This approach negates the perception, by the
. .

.

students and adults, that vocational pursuits and experiences

Aite degrading. Pai=enthetically, there'develops an awarenes

that intelligence is a prerequisite to the execution of ski ed

work. In addition, we envision the vocational pr cesses de-
1

veloping out of the context of the academic proce ses. No

longer will there'be a program of related mathematics or re-
f .

lated science, but mathematics and science that conforms to

the conventional standards. Evolving from these general or

liberal education areas will be a.variegation of related voca-

tional operations and choices. Consequently, these procedures

-134- i 4 5
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reflect a variation in the team teaching concept, whereby students

can relate academic 'earnings to real life vocational skills that

they will put into actual operation. Therefore, a drafting class .

may include a mathematics teaching assistant or intern and an

English teaching assistant or intern (obviously, draftsmen must

be able to express their ideas), in addition to the-itea instructor.

Students then apply what they learn into actual operation by reno-

vating buildings and apartinents or constructing mini - parks. *

Initially, these operations and choices will dwell upon an

exploratory involvement in the interest areas of work and famil-

iarizing students with these areas, whereby, in the future, they

can make better choices of specialization. More intensive in-

volvement in actual work experiences outside .the physical con- ,

fines of the school will follow. This latter approach is pi,di-

cated upon not creating a maicei-believe atmosphere toward the

work experience nor perpetuating the existing obsolescence of

many contempo`rary secondary school vocational-technical pro-

grams.

A. DEFINITION

Vocational education as defined by the -New ;York State

Education Department indicates a training design to prepare

*See Two Sample Programs or Proposals (Development of Student Corpo-
rations - Section E in occupational ,tctucation component)
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individuals for a lifetime employment sp,ecialty as semi-

skilled
_ .

or skilled workers or technicians or sub-pro-

fessionals in recognized occupations and in advanced

technical Iucation'prograrns, but excludes any pro-

gram to prepare individuals for employment in occu-

pations which generally are considered professional

or which require a baccalaureate or higher degree.

Perhaps, it is.better-to install vocational edu-

cation in a broader perspective by identifying Qur pro-
,

. (

posed programs as occupational education. In this con-

text, it possesses the additional dimension of an aware-

ness of the changing employment needs of individuals

along with their immediate needs. Consequently, the

concept of occupational education emerging from the

New York State Educa tion Department projects a lati-

tude for pyograrrs to irepare for employment in jobs
1

from loW levels to those with skilbd or technical needs.

This they indicate, leads to the development of pro-

grams of varying lengths tor diverse populations con-

ducted when individuals have need at any gge or status

dtfring their working life.

/ \
B. SOME PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS

Recently a- conference was held in which a repre-

sentative from the United States Department of Labor re-

ported on the pre-work environments and institutional ,
arrangements that enhanced the orderly transition of youth

?
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from the world of.school to

European countries, Israel

the world of work in Western

and Tapan. Among the findings

that resulted fromthis inquiry were:

schooling of mcs t students were highly job-
:.

or iented.

2. vocational schools tended to be more flexible

and effectise than ours.

.3. apprenticeship and on-the-job training oppor-

tunities were more extensive than in the-United

States.

effective vocational guidance and counseling were

more extensive - in some countries manpower

authorities and schools collaborated in extending

these services.

5. industrial arrangements provided for the employ-

ment of youth at rates of pay below normal mini,-

mun rates, encouraging employers to accept

tTainees.

We are cognizant of the social and cultural differences

in the European, Iapanes and Israeli social system and ex-

periences as contrasted the United States . However, we

must earnestly consider the efficacy of these findings to the

vocational experiences of inner-city youth. Certainly, such

recent secondary school programs as Cooperative Education
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(Work-Study Program), Towards Upward Mobility (TUM),

School-to-Employment Program (STEP), and the Corre-

lated Curriculum Program within the NewYgik City area

have parallel components in the European, Japanese, .

Israeli design. Notwithstanding these predures, we
(---

must enzender new operational forms. As a consequence,

occupational education and information in the Harlem High

School will be geared to fostering a concept of internship

and merger among labor, business, industry, local commu-

,... nity organizations, and school toward establishing an occu-

pational design that will operate within the enterprises and

will address itself to future needs, desires and interests,of

N

its students, and economic growth of the community.

It will establish a close relationship with the commu-

nity college in developing the full potential of its vocational-

° technicalsjogram.

It will empower students to establish and operate
. t_ .

their own non-profit corporate occupational structures.

It will plan and utilize existing and heretofore unutilized'

instructional and human resources.

And it will establish an on-going occupational and job
.

development operation coordinated with a team of in-hous

school guidance personnel whereby students can acqu e
i

jobs, related to their areas of educational interes -t' or acquire

work to meet the obligations of financing fdture educational
..,..

<,

tt
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C.

pursuits. This approach permits students to attend school

part-time and work part-time, if necessary.

ASSESSING OCCUPATIONAL TRENDS

We have assessed- the current occupational trends

which will serve s an extended base for career develop-

ment. Likewis , we have endeavored to analyze and to

explore the occupational projections and manpower needs

of the coming years in New York City via the information

assembled by the Unite$ States Department of Labor,

Bureau of Labor Statistics, and conversations with its Re-

gional Director. Although occupational vistas repeatedly

, vary and many impending occupations haven't as yet un-

folded, the,identification of an area of interest by a stu-

dent permits planning in this area and closely related

areas of occupational choice. It is essential that thes'e

areas are characterized asspheres'of saleable skills

which offer upward mobility in.income phd status.

An overview of jobs and future trends through> /975

in the New York City area and through 1980 nationwide

indicate the demand for new workers is greatest in the

white-colldr occdpations. Within this category, there

are clerical, professional, technical, managerial and

proprietary, and .6ales personnel. The largest number

of jobs to be filled, according to the data from the
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United States Department of Labor report on Occupational

Distribution of lobs To Be Filled in New York City, 1965-

1975 are in the first three groups within the white-collar

category; clerical, professional and technical.

The blue-collar occupations are the second largest

category. Occupational projections in New York City

through 1975 show a decrease in employment prospects

although nationwide an increase is projected through the

1980's.

Having classified and surveyed the projections for

the major occupational ca tegories, the report identifies

and classifies individual occupations into related fields.

Predicated upon this information the format for develop-

ing occupational education in the Harlem High School is

formulated.

,
,

Professional type areas that has as a prerequisite

a baccalaureate or higher degree are obviously omitted

since they don't technically fit into t vocational-occu-

pational categories.

The following is a list of viable occupations and

their related fields which will be given priority and

cons id red strongly for occupational programmatic de-

velop entin the ihgh school:

Health Services Occupations

r-
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J
a. Registered Nurses

b. Dental Laboratory Technicians

c. Medical Laboratory /Workers
1itd. - Ra iologic Technicians

e. Licensed Practical Nurses

f. Medical Record Librarians

g. Dental Hygienists

2. Performing Artists Occupations
ES

a. Actors and Actresses

b. Dancers

c. Musicians

d. Singers

3. Technical Workers \a\ad Specialists

a. Draftsmen

b. 6 Engineering Technicians

c. Science Technicians

d. Broadcast, Motion- Pictures and Recording

Studio Specialists

e. Radio Operators and Teletypists

f; Data ProceSsing, Systems Analysis and

Programming Specialists

4. 3usiness Administration Occupations

a. Advertising Workers

5. Other Professional and Related Occupations
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a. Comnierical Artists

b. Photographers

c. Radio and Television Announcers

Managerial Occupations

a. Purchasing Agents

b, fcroprieters (Small Businesses)

c. 'lank Officers

7 Clerical and Related Occupations

a. Bank Clerks and Tellers

b. Office Machine Operators

c. Cashiers

d. Dental Assistants

e. Electronic Computer Operating Personnel

f. Stenographers, Recdptionists, Typists

g.

and Secretaries

Accounting Clerks

8 Building Trade s

a. Electricians (Construction)

b. Cement and Concrete Finishers

c. Plumbers

d. Roofers and Slaters

e. Sheet-Metal Workers

f. Glaziers (Construction)

g. Operating Engineers (Cranemen, Derrick-

men, Hoistmen)

9. Mechanics and Repairmen

a. Air Conditioning, Refrigeration, and
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1.

S.

.

Heating Mechanics

b. Appliance Mechanics (Servicemen)

c. Office Machine Mec han ids

d. Motor Vehicle Mechanics

e. Radio and TV Mechanics

10. Printing Trades (Graphic Arts)

a. .. Photoengravers

b. Lithographic Occupations
,.. ,

11. Other Craftsmen Occupations

a. Upholsterers

b. Jewelers and lewelry Repirmen

12. Semiskilled Metalworking Occupations

a. Electroplater Helpers
. .

13. Other Operatives\ a. Meat Cutters

1^

r.

o

b. Attendants, Auto Services

. The wide scope of occupational areas suggested by

these categories beckons for dramatic expansion and more

meaningful vocational-occupational education courses and

programs on the high school level.
c

\
D.' INSTRUCTIONAL AND 1,(1MAN RESOURCES INVOLVED. IN

OCCUPA'TI ONAL PROGRAMMING IN THE HARLEM HIGH

SCHOOL

Plans are for utilizing diverse human potential in the

immediate community and in the city.,atflarge,sas..instruc-
1-2-

tional and human resources. Industry, labor and business
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facilities and services,' cultural instituxions, governmental

agencies, and community organizations will be employed to

jointly implement, with the school, whole aspects or levels

of the occupational program. *

Communications were sera out to fifty-one (51) local

businessmen. Many of these proprietors operate businesses

of a very small nature, therefore, we were concerned with the

assignment of a single or sevPrallinterested studeng into

these business establishments for practical and paid work

experiences.

The following types of enterprises were contacted: ad-

vertising agencies, appliance-sales-services, data processing

services, banks, hydware and maintenance services, plumb-
.

ing services, photographic studios, printing services, station-

eries, electrical services, publishing companies, television

and radio repair services, insurance offices, and home improve-

ment services.

The use of additional resources have been firmly es-
(

tablished and committed and they wij.Lclinform to a wide variety

of designs in the form d services, equipmert, and space.

The following patterns are briefly illustrative:

The utilization of`a nearby artsiudio and gallery

*Formation of a Community Resources Council. See Community Organi-
zation" componener in the study.
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V

(Nyumba Ya Sanaa-Black House of Light) for

the teaching of various art forms using local

artists as instructors and supplemental in-

structors.

2. The services of a local dance theatre .(The Dance

Theatre of Harlem and Olatunji's Center of African

Culture) to provide space, to provide faculty mem-
',

bers to conduct classes, and to provide scholar-

ships for qualified students to enroll in their total

3.

program.

The development of a training program in health

careers at the community hospital (Harlem Hospital).

Likewise, the utilization of their services and fa-

cilities for independent, study projects. in the science

and health areas.

4. The utilization of community musical and theatrical

(drama) facilities and personnel (Olatunji's Center

of African Culture) as an occupational training com-

ponent, as 'en interest recource for students, and as .

a component of the required school program in these

areas.

5. The engagement of a community photographic studio

(Studio 'B') for career training in photographic skills

and technology.
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6. Utilizing the facilities and expertise of a local

urban planning service (Architeet!s Renewal

Committee in Harlem) as a training component

in career development.

/07.
The establishment of a training program for

N

careers in banking (tellers, clerks, officers,

. et al) 'at a community bank (Carver Federal

Savings and Loan Association).

E, VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

Some three (3) years ago, the then Secretary of Labor,

W. Willard Wirtz; indicated to the House Committee on Edu-

cation and Labor that:

"The availability of occupational counseling for youths

in schools is extremely slim indeed. During the school years,
F

a student in the United States has very limited access, if an

at all, to a person who knows what the employment world is

all abogt. There is seldom anyone to advise him about what
_ .

kind of employment exists, what employment he would like

to try, or how to go about getting that which does exist. The
z----

result is that young people are left to their own devises in

the employment search. ".
A

In a 1963 study, it was found that only 22.4% of the drop-

outs,. aged 16 to 21, received vocational counseling, while

56.1% of the graduates indicated they received some guidance
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Apparently, these figures establishes the fact tin t far great-
.:

er emphasis should be placed upon vocational counseling. Up

to now, guidance within traditional School patterns has been

academically oriented and aimed at those students who are

moving on to college. We perceive guidance personnel in

t he Harlem High School as being more aware of the role

of vocational counseling by working more closely with in-

dstry, business, labor, emplOymeit services and agen ies
.10

in the world of work.,

O
Considdration must also be given to another dimension

of counseling that would provide " career" officers for young
1

people fromathe age of 16 through 24. They would provide

such services as information and advice regarding placement

sources and job opportunities' and would help young men and

women think constructively about their abilities, limitations

and goals. Such a vocational guidance system would provide

for quarterly, semi-annual or annual" career check-ups"

over the span of eight (8) years. It would perhaps include

all, young people - even those who go on to college or leave

the labor force for understandable reasons.

The function of(the system would be to guide young

people through the mazes of our extremely complicated

society.

1. Herbert Beinstock, The Transition to Work Here and Abroad: Do
S. Youth Fare Wo.rQe? , (New Generation, Vol. 51, No. 1, Winter

1969)
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F. TWO SAMPLE PROGRAMS OR PROPOSALS

A MEDIA CENTER IN THE CENTRAL HARLEM COMMUNITY

The question may well be asked as to why Industry,

Health , Welfare, or governmental agencies should partic-

ipate in an educational enterprises which could be upsetting

to their present routines and purposes? Our response is

that the survival of the city, in which large work area real

estate and property investments exist, depends inevitably

on how social institutions work cooperatively. Each work

area depends primarily upon the schools for potential

workers and each has much to teach the schools in this city.

Secondly, current efforts by most of our public schools,.

renovate the existing teaching-learning arrangeMepts

as they relate to many of the systems failures, are fore-

doomed because they do not come to grips with the un-

willingness or inability o most students to grasp the re-

levancy of acquiring knowledge and skills in the present

for utilization in the future. What the schools are saying,

in effect, is that it's real out there in the world, but we

have no way of putting you into the picture until later on.

In order to reckon with this reality, we are seek g to

construct an educational experience with releva cy to

work, while recognizing that Educational Planners will

concern themselves within our proposed school complex

with other life requirements such as a vocational and
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personal pursuits. As the late educator, john Dewey, once

stated in a Havard 'Commencement, "while there is no

guarantee that an education which uses science and employs

the controdrprocess of industry as a regular part of its

equipment will succeed, there is every assurance that an

educational practice which sets science and industry inl

opposition to its ideal of culture will fail.". )

Occupational Format

A media center will serve as an educational - occu-

pational training component for the students, parents and

other community people interested in all forms of media,

i. e., photography, cinemotagrap'hy, film making, narration,
-,-)

creative writing, printing production, videotaping, radio

broadcasting, etc.

It will involve a number of media operations and

technicians in the New York Metropolitan area vbil o are

involved in various forms of communication in working

with students, parents and community people in their

respective specialties to implement a comprehensive

training program in the center. The current planning

efforts- have enlisted the support, counsel and partici-

pation of The:Community Film Workshop Council, Inc. ,

W.'0. R.I, TN.', New York Amsterdam News, Chamba

Productions, Inc. , Black Tempo, Teleprompter Cable
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processes, present and future work possibilities, instruc-

T. V. , Open Channel, and prominent individual media

specialists to assess and make major determinations

about equipment availability, material usage, technical

i

tional techniques and feasible training-work cycles or

sequences, technological trends, curriculum develop-

ment and organVation, product development, and in-
t,

dustrial organization and related problems.

Present projections also recognizes that jobs for

the hard core unemployed and underemployed must be-

come a national priority; that failures in existing train-

ing programs geared for minority involvement have been

victimized by shoddy economic planning, limited resources,

and token committments from both the private and govern-

mental sectors of our economy. While we recognize that

training programs geared to the economic realities of the

70's are to some degree experimental in nature, throughout

this operation we'll be engaged in collaborating with other

resources involved to build into our operation essential

services, i. e. , Basic Education, Cultural Enrichment,

Planning for Occupational Involvement, Problem Solving,

Material Usage, Economic Development; etc.

So that in a broader sense, the Media Center will

develop a reservoir of skilled - conietent operators in

all areas of media who will be capable of responding to

urgent communications needs in the minority communities,
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specialists who will be enNed in a vigorous search

for new knowledge of urban-minority issues as they

affect Harlem, New York City and the, Nation.

The Center will formulate an intimate and con-

but

tinning collaboration with Harlem residents, communiDy

organizations, and other urban neighbors through projects

and major probleMs that concern, them. The trainees and .

students would be involved with the staff of the Center as

part of their training in this type of product development

which might take many forms - slides, film-strips, films,

etc.

The Media Center's community resource capability
A

is unlimited and it will constantly strive to lift public under-

standing of issues in the community to a more sensitive

and sophisticated level. Long range, it will hope to culti-

vate in the community special understandings about Major

trends in urban change, in order to assist them in the

development of required action programs.

Eventually, a team of media specialists upon

completion of their training will be able, through the

Center's placement operation, to sub-contract their

services to existing community organizations and agencies

interested in concrete media products for their programs.

Areas of Occupational Capability in Education
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4 -It has been emphasized and re-emphasized by variou)

educational experts that visual experiences comprise an ex-

tremelS, important aspect of educational and creative growth

among students at all levels.

Contemporary research has demonstrated the efficacy

of employing visual materials in the educational process.

However, most large urban systems have only used these

materials for perceptual conditioning while developing

reading skills among students to launch token attacks on

reading disabilities or to enable teachers to effectively use

new methods and techniques while teaching students to read.

As valuable as this` may be,' attempts will be nLade to ex-

'plore the cognitive aspects of education' that may 'emerge

from the use of visual materials in the classroom.

1. To assist teachers in the development of lesson

plans and study information that will provide

them with some sense of how to proceed to clan0

b avior and attitudes formulated and related to

a student's response to a given social situation.

2. Lessons designed to help students develop posi-

tive attitudes toward the rights and responsibili-

ties of individuals within a societal framework.

3. Attempts to develop among educators, students,

and parents a broad concept of educational vi-

tality and relevance through the, presentation of
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1 situations and problems which are familiar

he pupils and which serve as microcosmic

models of the problems of society.

In essence, teachers and instructors from the high_

school recruited for_participation in the Center's pro-

gram would be workiig with experienced media special-

ists in concerted attempts- to monitor and upgrade curd-,

culum, to develop new teaching and training aids; -while

educating parents groups.

Conclusion
4

The use and value of any product whether "it be

social, cultural, or educational when it,gets developed

will not be restricfed, to in-school usage only. Such

valuajle educational products would be made available

to the community-at-large.

In addition, any media operation that comes into

being in Central Harlem must have some relationship

to the economic Pe,alities there. The intent is to aim

at the development of a local educational television net-

work through whatever franchise arrangement can be

created with industries in,the business, to promote the

type of relevance in educational programming and commu-

nications that the community has been demanding.

It will be deeply interested in expanding the context
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of existing network coverage while dealing, creatively

with problems and issues that have a direct bearing

upon community change.

DEVELOPMENT OF STUDENT CORPORATIONS

The intent of this cooperative occupational effort is to

provide a living, breathing laboratory experience for students.

It is designed to.provide a highly relevant vehicle for relating

academic classroom learning to concrete experiences outside
.

of the classroom.

. ,The planning will be directed toward students acquiring

the skills of organizing, Managing, negotiating, and imple-

menting th6ir own business enterprises. Therefore, the en-

tire planning process of the program from the outset will be

student centered and directed.

Arenas of Participation - .

Predicated upon the previous assessment of viable occu-

pational areas, there are currently five (5) arenas in which we

envision student involvement:

1. Design and Planning

Students in the Drafting and Urban Design classes held v

either at school or at local urban planning agency

s
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i (Example: Architect's Renewal Committee in

Harlem) will be engaged in planning and designing

mini-parks and recreational areas in the commu-

nity. They will also be responsible for designing

buildings and apartments for renovation iri the

neighbOr hood.

2. Rehabilitation

3.

Building Trades students will be working on the

rehabilitation of a building. This would be a, total

renewal process, conceivably involving gutting

the entire building, installing kitchens and bath-

,rooms, refacing the exterior, replacing all win-

dows and frames, et al.

Advertising

Students will explore the entire spectrum of adver-

tising, promotion,, and public relations. The activ'

ities will also include the organization and distri-

bution of a comrfiunity newsletter.

4. Media

Media students will be involved in product develop-

ment and distribution in the Areas of film, photog-

raphy, and video-Ape.

5. Child-Care
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Child-Cane facilities will be localized in or near

one of the high school sites. The center will be

staffed by the Harlem High School students who

are studying early childhood development under

the direction of a teaching specialist from the

school. The children who attend the center will

be of pre-headltart age an will come from the

neighborhood.

Consideration will also be given to the leasing of a service

station by one of the student corporations. American Oil Company,

in the past, has leased service station f cilities to self-help or-

/ ganizations in order to provide training in ervice station manage-

ment and operation, and automobile mainte nce and repair. The

station would be operated by the students un r adult supervision.

1 citation. entioned above - designing and planning, rehabilitation,

aduertis g, media and child-care) under New York State incorpora-

tion procedures. Consequently, they will not be legal fictions but

will meet all state requirements and are as real as any business

enterprise;

Operation of the Program

With the approvaMf the New York City Board of Education or

the Community Board, student and faculty- representatives will form

non-profit educational corporations (in the five (5) arenas, of parti-

The companies will function under boards of directors
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composed exclusively of students, aided by faculty representa-

tives, and counseled by technical advisors frorb theCommunity

Resoiarce Council.

It is expected that these snider corporations will negotiate,

implement, and complete work on prime contracts in their specific

areas: In addition, the contracts might include sub-contracting -
specialists from the community to implement portions of the Con-

tract.

lit*
Each of the corporations .will maintain a student work crew

interested in pursuing the development of these skills. They will

be employed by the corporations outside of regular classroom hours,
- t

paid at an hourly rate, and receive bonuses upon completion of a

contract for outstanding and noteworthy performances. "It is an-
_

ticipated that induStrial arts teachers will serve in a dual role of

job foreman and classroom teacher. Students invo ed in' thek

experiences will receive academic credit for their participation.

N

Fdliding

Contact and discussion will be made with the Urban Re-

n ewal Authority around, the corporative areas of advertising,

design and planning, an:Irehabilitation. We will pursue with the

Urban Renewal Authority the practicability of funding the costs

(student staff salaries, materials, and other operational costs)

of these enterprises. In other words, we would explore the
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feasibility of these student corporatiolivs "recipients of con-1

tracts from the Urban Renewal Authority. Furthermore, if

we can establish a:propitious relationship with the Urban Re-

newal Authority, we would expect that they would take the inir

tiative in securing the approval ofthe Department of Housing

and Urban Development for maximum participation of the high

s'c'hool in the renewal plans of the community as it relates to the

arenas of student corpoi-ative involvement. Once established, this

could conceivably solidify the granting of funds.

Additional funding sources will be solicited through arrange-

ments with the Neighborhood Youth Corps and the possible fundi ng

of the entire progriin by the Department of Health, Education and

169
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X4. EVALUATION OF STUDENT AND SCHOOL PROGRESS

A,. PHILOSOPHY OF EVALUATION-

The evaluative policy in any school evolves from the

specific style of the program. Harlem High School is a

school that guarantees success rather than failure. Perhaps,

the single most important procedure in the educational.
,

system of the United States that propagates the failure of

students in numerical or letter grading.

Grades have been used to distinguish the haves from

the have nots, thc; successes from the failures, the good

from the bad, and the intelligent from the u intelligent,

achievement from nonachievement. Grade haNe pre-
._

vented students from entering higher levels of education, pro-.

vided the justification for cheating, destroyed the thinking

r process by catering to rote memorization of facts, and dis-

couraged students from undertaking more difficult studies

for fear of failure.

Interegting enough research studies have shown that

there is almost no relationship between the grades a student

receives in school and his competence and achievement in his

life's work. In fact, there is ample evidence that those who

scholastically achieved at a higher level are most likely to be

in the lower profes'sional performande levels.

170
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In the Harlem High School evaluation is more than

testing. It will, among their things, demonstrate the

Yearning of some factual material, indicate a degree of

achievement in the mastery of subject matter, and, in- ,.

dicate changes' in attitudes and understanding. Further-

more evaluation will also expose continuing weakness and

lags in the areas evaluated.

It was previously indicated in the study segment on

Curriculum Planning (Independent "zoly) that any initiated

advance study or course will commence with a pre-test
' Aand end with a terminal test as one of the required measure

of mastery. The same material usedas a pretest will

likewise be used as an effective,terminal test. S ents,

as well as competence in subject matte' that has curred.

4.

c'. Other types of evaluation will be available or may

be created by the ydents and teachers cooperatively, so

long as they fulfill the aforementioned criteria.

%\

G up or individual examinations will not only take the

form of ditional tests but will be intermixed with "take home"

examinations. This wo ld help the student realize that the
.

educational experience doesn't begin and end within the classroOrn.
i

1.This procedure will also be utilized in) all other course or
study areas as it relates to final evaluation.

, s
2
'See Sample "Self- Evaluation Chart for Me'asuring Progress

in Reaching Objectives" and "Evaluation of Peer Group"

'.1
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It would also en ourage students to elicit solutions from

other non- clasr6om sources.

B. STUDY A COURSE EVALUATION
.s-

In evaluating the student's mastery and progress at

the completion of a course or study ar9a, traditional letters

and numbers will'be dispensed with, in favor or written

comments by the teacher and self-evaluation techniques,

which so a better job humanely encourageing improvement

in a student's work.

Self-development will alss)o be evaluated in terms of

written teacher, comments.

A student who does not achieve sufficient mastery

of the study area objectives is either eligible to repeat

the activities or to pursue additional strengthening acttivities.

However, if the student isn't al3ld to attain the 'required degree

of mastery; no record of failure is entered into his personal-

permanent record. The official record will only indicate an

evaluation of the completed subject areas.

C, REPORTING STUDENT PROGRESS AND RECORDING

Reporting to parents will be done in two ways: teg,cher-

parent conferences and by the use of Pupil Progress Reporting

forms which will embody (1) the study areas pursued by the

student; (2) the segments and activities completed in each study
,

( " -161-
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area; (3) an evaluative commentary of each study area; (4)

an evaluative commentary of the studeit's self-development;

(5) attendance and lateness.

Report will be given to parents four (4) time a year.

The Personal Permanent Record Card will incorporate

final evaluations of course or study areas and personal folder

of completed activities in each course or study area.

D. COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL AND STUDENT EVALUATION
/

In light of the objectives for the Harlem High School,

it is essential that the effectiveness of program, materials,

techniques, methodology, and approaches be appraised at

the termination Of each semester to determine the processes

if the goals have not been adequately achieved. Constant

evaluations of completed units of study will occur throughout

the school year. Student and teacher will share in the assess-

ments.3 It is expected that evaluation procedures similar to

the following will be utilized:

1. To measure the invent of the total
a

human resources of tCe community a tally

will be made of:

a. the number of people from the commu-

nity who are involved in an activity con-

nected with the Harlem High School.

3. See Sample "Criteria for the Evaluation of Units of Learning"
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c,

.V

t

b. the number of different agencies or

community groups represented by

the people involved in thee Harlem

High School.

c. the number of, hours spent by individ-

uals and agencies in working on act-

ivities related to the Harlem High

School.

2. To determine if students are learning via
koo,

1v. inquiry and are developing interest in learn-

ing the following tests and records will be

employed:

a. critical thinking tests will be admi- iptered

at the beginning and end of each year.

b. creativity test will/be administered at the

beginning and end of each year.

c, a questionnaire will be given to parents at

the beginning and end of the year which will

elicit their child's interest in learning.

d. a survey will be made of the student's per-

sonal permanent record card to.assess the

learning activities the student has been

engaged in.
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3. To measure the student's participation in hu-

man interaction the following activities will

be carried on:
We.

a: observations and ratings on such social

traits as social intercourse, aggressive-

ness, and cooperation will be made on

each student.

b: sociograms will be constructed at the

beginning of the year and periodically

throughout the year.

c. role-playing and socio-drama will be

employed to both encourage and evaluate

human interaction.

d. "rap" or self-development session will

be taped or video-taped at various times

throughout the year, These tapes will

be utilized to reveal growth patterns

and to Perceive changes in a student's

attitude and self-image.

4. To measure the improvement in the student's

self-image, self-rating`scales which will

elicit the desired information will be administered

at the beginning and end of the year.
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5. To measure the achievement gains in reading

and mathematics tests will be given at the

begining and at the end of the year.

6. To measure the quality and value of the demon-

stration and dissemination of the exemplary

aspects of the program, suitable evaluation

forms will be devised which will elicit the

pertinent feedback needed to evaluate the

different kinds of demonstration and dissemi-

nation procedures utilized. These evaluative

forms will be completed by each person who

is involved. A.log will be kept of the number

of, demonstrationS and methods of dissemination

along with unsolicited feedback which is received.

7. To determine if a student has been stimulated

to greater interest in learning a questionnaire

will be sent to parents to elicit their opinions

regarding their child's interest in learning.

8. To determine if the students are suceeding in the

community resource institutions, a written

evaluation will be asked from collabor\ating per-

sonal.

i7G



EVALUATION OF PEER GROUP

An Expression Of Opinion

To what extent has each number of the group achieved

eachso the contibutory objectives and the central objectives:

POORLY MODERATELY EXCELLENTLY

2 3 4 5

RATING OF LEARNING OUTCOMES
(Contributory Objectives)

NAME OF LEARNERS #1

1.

#2 it3 #4 #5 Central Objectives

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

9.

10.

11. el
t12.-
13.

177



CRITERIA FOR THE EVALUATION OF UNITS OF LEARNING

POORLY MODERATELY 'EXCELLENTLY

1 2 3 4

,/

1. focus on a significant and persistent life

situation?

2. meet the needs, interests, and require-

ments of *modern living?

3. encourage consideration of current and

future trends?

4. deserve credit for the qtiality and extent

of the pre-test?

5. deserve credit for the quality and clarity

of the overview?

6. employuggestions for teacher-pupil plann-

ing and cooperative organization which en-

courages self-direction and self-discipline?

7. suggest stimulating approaches to the study?

8., clearly state objectives in terms of changes

in behaviors?

-167-
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10. provide evaluation devices helpful to pupils in

mastering objectives?

11. enable the learner to proceed from the known

to the unknown?

12. provide for differences in interests and ability?

. 13. make use of resources and needs 'in de lotal

community?

14. cut across subject-matter lines?

15. include complete and exact reference materials

and A-V aids?
I 1

16. use appropriate performance tests and self-

evaludtion devises?

17. include effective instruments and plans for

terminal evaluition?

18. provide adequate plans for culminating and

) ) follow-up activities?

i 4,

19. encourage creativity in the learner?

20. enable pupi ls to achieve mastery of the central

objective? 47

NAME OF AUTHOR:

TITLE Of NITS:

EVALUAT-ED BY:

i

.DAT

SCORE: TOTAL OF RATING
t` -168-
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XVI.. PERSONNEL

A. ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION.OF THE HARLEM HIGH SCHOOL

AND ITS SUB-UNITS

While the chief, school administrator is ultimately responsible

for plant management, student control, community relations, instruc-

tional supervision, curriculum development and liaison with the Board

of Education, many of these duties will be delegated to sub-u lit person-

nel. Through this struttiotr, he will acquire additional time to give di-

rection and inspiration, to create a climate of inquiry among staff, to

open up channels Of communication between the community and the school,

and to set aside -definite hours to visit instructional areas. ----

Therefore, each of the 4 subunits will function upon the guid-

ance of a peremptory organ designated as the Administrative Council.

(see Figure 1).

B. NATURE'AND C_PON OF ADMINISTRATIVE COIL

The administrative Council Will consist of 14 members, 6 of

whom will have teaching assignments as well as administrative respon-

sibilities. While the teaching assignments will be flexible, they will be

nonetheless very real responsibilities.

,

The major role of the Administrati4 Council is twofold:.First,

the administrative functioning of the unit is the joint responsibility of the

Council. General unit administration, office supervision, general dis-

cipline will be the full-time function of one of the Council members. He may

be any member of the. Council selected on a rotating basis, (with tht.. excep-

' .180
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FIGURE 1
Administrative Organization of Harlem High School and Its Sub-Units

It

,,

. Chief School
Asministrator

ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

Community
Representatives

--)Staff
Representatiyes

0

1 18.1
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tion of student and parent representatives) or he may be a member of the

Council who is the Administrator per se. Secopd, major curriculurri

decisions, scheduling anCh programming will be joint function of all Council

members, who will be responsible(
iresponsible in part for establishing the policy under

which the curriculum is enacted.

Under the second part of the Council's responsibility is the corrdi-
'nation of the various disciplines or areas represented in the unit curricula.

All areas must be given adwquate xepresentation in the curriculum and la
opportunities for interdisciplinary coordination must be utilized, and if

necessary, created, to insure to maximum degree of unification of the

program around the overall objectives of the school.

This Council will consist of a unit administrator, a guidance super-

visor, two curriculum coordinators, two coordinators of Student government,

. two parent representatives and a council representative from each of six,

areas of curriculum: Arts, Humanities, Science, Vocational, Foregin

Language, Physical Education*.

These council representative (from the six areas of curriculum) will

divide their tim between council duties and teaching responsibilities, and

will be the equ' alent of Chairmen for their respective areas of disciplines.

While this council consists of 14 bodies, it relresents only 4 full-time

administrative po It does fullfill the responsibi es of Department

Chairman, therefore, the position of Department Chairman does not exist.

Since 6 of the council members will have

three full-time teaching spots are filled.'

reflect in inclusion of these 3 positions.

half-time teaching responsibilities,

The overall faculty requirementsr\
*These positions will be rotated,every two.(2) years. In addition this
structure provides staff members with guided administrative ex rience.
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Administrative Cbuncil

urriculum Coordinators

Parent Representatives (Parent's-Teacher's Association)

Unite Admiffistrator

2 Coordinators; of Student Government
......_

Hum aaities

Vocational

Arts

Sciences

Foreign Language
I'

Physical Education

Guidance Supervisor

...

Representatives flkom the 11 above areas will comprise ilfe

Administrative Council. The unit administrator will b liaison be-

tween the Chief School Administrator and the Administ five Council,

but the Council must make the basic decisions in their unit regarding

content areas, curriculum, ** and scheduling. While they cannot have

the final voice in finances, their radgement and recommendations will,

be highly respected.

N.---- Each "area chairman" has responsibility for the functioning of

his rea plus the responsibility for correlation between his area and all

'the are/. Decisions must be joint ones and representative of the --)

cooperation and correlation, in fact, interdependence of all. areas.

**Within the limitations of over-all school objectives.
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Scheduling is not fanction of the Council since the schedule for

the reed portion of the day is fixed by the curriculum, in terms of

major dicisions, and flexibly worked cut by each teaching team involved.

Scheduling for the Special portion of the school day is done by the indivi-

dual student.in consultation with teaching teams and counselors. Major

decisions about required portions of scheduled time are the prerogative

of the Council, and can differ for various programs and various levels,

as long ag minimal requirements are met. The .Council is, however,

responsible for content correlation, program interdisciplining, and

curricular functions and supervision.

C. PURPOSES OF ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

1. Plan details of curriculum and create intordictory units.

Work out initial scheduling and grouping, plan, teaching

arintheduling responsibilities. Prepare and it or locate'

materials needed for opening of 'school.

2. Conduct intensive workshops with grades 7 and 8 teachers

in present system to get movement towards a Harlem High

School curriculum-type. Join with teachers in detailed

unit planning for as many subject areas as possible.; pro-

vided released time for teachers to deklop units aud re-

sources by taking over classes for extended periods o

Prepare students for Harlem High School orientation.-

3, Also engage as uch as possible with teachers K-6 in de-

scribing the soy of high school education students are to

Ice prepared for: Conduct or plan (and find resource
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persons to conduct) workshops for K-6 teachers to

orient students towards a Harlem High School

curriculum.

D. INDIVIDUAL ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPERVISORY FUNCTIONS

Chief School Administrator..., The principal responsibilities

of the chief school administrator are to provide instructional leader-

ship through an awareness of the developments in the content fields,

to direct the over-all program to7suit the particular school and com-

munity objectives and.needs, to maintain constant communication with

the community, to reshape and restructure the organization for instruc-

tion to facilitate the application of progress in all content areas, to be -

the catalyst for necessary institutional change, to identify problems and

to involve staff, community, and students in decision, and to maintain

liaison with the Board 9f Education. His other duties are residual.

Unit Administrator. 4'he four (4) unit administrators are dir-

ectly respOible tok the chief school administrator, who will prescribe

their work through regular scheduled meetings within the established

framework of school policy. The unit adrninsistrators will exercise

judgement within the framework; they wci11 be encouraged to be creative

in completing their duties.

With respecto the teachers associates of their units,`the unit

administrators will take the lead:

1. In providing through meetings of their unit staff the

opportunity for:

-174 -
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(a) Learning of plans and developments of the -5

teaching teams in their unit.

(b) Learning of plans and developments in the

various total-school departments, all of which

will be represented on the staff of each sub-unit.

(c) Securing information about and interpretation of

school -wide objectives and policies.

With respect to their reationship with the chief school a dmin

str ato r , the unit administrator will:

1. See that-sChool plans and programs considered by central

ministration and the ward of Education will take into

account the characteristics and feelings of pupils and

partents in the specific- units.

The unit administrators must know the pupils and the opportunities

the total school,offers if the system is to succeed. Their functions,

additionally, will encompass student control (a student problems

committemay assist them with persistent b)havior problems) and

instructional supervision of their teaching staff.

Curriculum Coordinators. .T curriculum coordinators are

assigned to each unit. Each will work with One7gpalf of the nit, possibly,

bars.d upon equivalent "grade levels". Since the approach to curriculum

is interdi 'nary, it is the reponsiblity of the curriculum coordinators

to develop, write, and coordinate topics, ideas, themes, etc. , (that evol/td

prom classroom planning) around various disciplines. Likewise, they will

make suggestions and demonstrate to teaching staff, curriculum materials
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that might be adaptavle to individual students. In essence, they assume

the role of curriculum consultant and developers for their unit.

Secretarial and Clerical Staff. Seretarial and clerical staff

are assigned to each unit and to the chief school administrator. The

size of this staff should be adequate to secure the effective functioning

of the program. Since attendance procedures flow through each unit

office, clerical details of attendance are a daily task' of each unit

secretary. Furthermore, the unit secretary will have numerous en-

counters with students about attendance and other matters which con-

ceivably could be within the realm of the unit administrator. Her

handling of these details may conserve much of the unit administrator's

tin'ie. Hopefully the unit secretary will become an integral part of the

unit team.

School Aides. School aides will relieve the unit administrator of

routine tasks and will assist unit teachers. The aide will execute minor

administrative procedures, supervise halls, library- resource centers, or

do other jobs that_ he unit administrator deems will improve the organiza-

tion. Consideration will also be given. to specific expertise of various aides

as to its use in the program areas.

E. TEACHER'S WEEKLY WORK LOAD

Since the teaching day will bracket the ,hours of 8:00 A. M. to 4:00
P. M. and encompass of forty (40) hour week, additional compensation for
each staff member except the Unit. Administrators and Chief School Adminis-,

tator is expected. In addition, each teacher, is expected to attend and aid in

the supervision of evening events (Parents' Association, social, etc.) at
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various times.

The staff loads in Figure #2 are based upon twenty (20) minutes

modules of time and are predicated on,one-hundred and twenty (120)

modules of twnty (20) minutes. This is merely a guideline to view pro-

grammatic needs. Eleven (11):catagories of staff responsibility have

been defined in Figure land an over -all picture of the same teacher's

weekly schedule is illustrated in Figure 3. Note also in Figure 3 that

the teacher scheduled with a specific class for five (5) days at the same

time for a semester or a year. The patterning possibilities are limitless.

At this point in examining Figures 2 and 3 , note there are twenty-four

(24) modules in the school day, totaling one-hundred and twenty (120)

modules of responsibility in a five (5) day school sequence.

1. Supervised instruction. One Monday and Tuesday, this

teacher meets`` with groups (I-N) for twenty-four (24)

periods or eight (8) hours. On Wednesday and Thursday,

he meets with the same groups for sixteen (16) periods

or five (5) hours and twenty (20) minutes. His involve-

ment is With all one-hundred (100) students in various

size groupings. 'During the week, his total assignments

in this area is forty (40) periods (modules) or thirteen

(13) hours and twenty (20) minutes.

2. Large group instruction. This teacher has two (2) hours

and forty (40) minutes or eight (8) periods of large group

instruction per week. The forms that it may take may

vary (see Curriculum Planning-Large goup.instruction
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FIGURE II
AM,

COMPOSITE SAMPLE OF HUMANITIES TEACHER' WEEKLY

STAFF LOAD'---

4.

Number, of Modules

pgr week

S. I. (Supervised or class instruction) 40

L. . ( Large group instruction)

Lunch 15

XX (Unassigned) 15
R..

T (Remedial and/ or tutorial instruction 9

G (I. S.) tGuidance and supervision of independentstudy areas)
12

I. G. (Individual guidance) 3

C. P. (conference with parents) 3

. X. C. (Club and extra -class groups) 4

G. G. (Group guidance) 8

T. M. (Team meeting)

(f), (II), (IV), - Group differentiation

3

TOTALS 120

*Allfigures in twenty (20) minute-modules of time,

r
-178- 18..3
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Here he meets with all one-hundred (100) students
ar

in his team at one time. It includes grOups I through

N.

3. Lunch. The schedule provides one (1) hour each day,

periods fiteen (15), sixteen (16), and seventeen (17), for

lunch.

-&-.

4. . Unassigned. These periods provide the teacher will

the freedom to determine how to best utilize this up-

scheduled time. Conceivably, it may be used for plan-

ning with students and staff, evaluation, helping individual

students, etc. Iri the schedule, the time is evenly dis-

tributed each day (three (3) periods or one (1) hour), al-.

though the dfaribution during the day May vary (see Figure

2, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday). This, however;

may not always be the case. Weekly distribution of un-

assigned period s may be arranged unevenly over the days

of the week. There are a total of fifteen (15) unassigned

periods (modules) or five (5) unassigned hours each week.

5. Remedial and tutorial instruction. This teacher has

nine (9) periods or three (3) hours in remedial or tutorial

situations with studen from his team (Groups I-IV)

during the wee doesn't include the remediatiorr dine

spent by the teacher with students within the subject area

(see An Overview of the Harlem Nig. School,;,-Basic Skills

Development Program).

-180-
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6. Guidance and supervision of independent study. Twelve

(12) periods -or four (4) hours per week are provide for ,

this function. The teacher is responsible for supervis-

ing the independent study area in his, field, and function.:

ing as an independent study teacher - advisor, This 'function

is only with students from his team.

Individual guidance. During this time, the teacher will

meet with individual students to get to Idlow them better,

to lend support and action to pressing problems, and to

acuate programmatic counceling. The results of these

meetings will be shared with the counselor for follow-up,

if necessary. Individual guidance time.was scheduled for

period twenty-four. (24) on Wednesday and Thursday and

period twenty-three (23) on Tuesday. The total of one (1)

hour of three. (3) periods a week is spent by this teacher

in this capacity.

8. .Conference with parents. This teacher is available for one

(1) hour per week, usually (as is the case for the teacher

scheduled in Figure 2), the allotted time is divided into

a three (3) day period (Tuesday, period twenty-four (24);

Wednesday and Thursday and period twenty-three (23) on

Tuesday. The total of one (1) hour or three (3) periods a

Lweek is spent by this teacher in this capacity.

9. Clubs and extra -class groups. On Friday, periods- twenty.,

one (21) through twenty-four (24) four (4) periods or an hour

and twenty (20) minutes), this teacher can advise extra-class

192
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.
... ,

a

, .
..

. activities or instruct mini-courses that may evolve

from student interest in larger group activity.

10. Group guidance, Eight (8) periods, two (2) hours and

forty (40) minutes per week, are reserved for this im-

' portant function which will. be similar in structure to

the.counseling sessions described in the study com-

ponent, Psychology in the Curriculum. This teacher

meets with the four (4) student groups (the remainder

of the teaching team will also be present) on Friday..

Group I meets during periods one (1) and two (2),

Group II during periods four (4) and five (5), Group III

during periods ten (10) and eleven (11), and Group IV during

periods thirteen (13) and fourteen (14).

11. -Team meetings. Three (3) periods, (6, 7 and 8) weekly

or one (1) hour, are reserved for a team meeting on Friday.

This time is available for necessary communication and

planning with other,,staff members.

F, SELECTION

The selection of staff will be a critical element in the satisfactory

functioning of the school program. Two (2) principal categories of staff

will be needed: regular (licensed and assistant teachers) and supporting

(intern and resource or collaborating personnel). All applicants for

regularly licensed staff positions shall be volunteers selected jointly by the
-Chief School Administrator, an executi ve committee of parents, and the

711
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the personnel committee of the Committee for a Harlem High 'School

(as community representatives). T/achers shall be recruited from

any and all possible sources.

Teacher-assistants will be largely community residents who

have an adequate degree of expertise in a subject area to be of tangible
-,

use in the program. They will be employed as full-time staff members

any may be college students, licensed*para-professionals, parents, or

other community people in various vocations or professons. .Under the

direction of licensed personnel, they assume instructional responsibilities

with individual students and small groups. In independent instructional

aciivity, they may assist in compiling and developing topics and projects

for student investingation. Teaching assistants will be selected by the

Chief School Administrator in conhuncton with the Administrative Council.
,

Teacher interns are part of the supporting educational staff.

Interns are student teachers who will be drawn from local university

and independent programs who are required to teach in the high school

in conjunction with a university program. Attempts will also be made

to solicit prospective teacher interns from outside the local university

scene. Such colleges ias ortheastern and Antioch permit their students
.

to spend a semester or a year in full-time intership. Essentially, interns

will have the responsibility for assisting in curriculum development and

performing major instructional duties in independent, supervised, large
,

and small group instruction. In addition, certain class administrative
. ./.'"particulars will come under the aegis of these personnel.

to

19.4
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In order to enlist the diverse human potential within and out-
k

side the community, colliborating eachers will function as key instruc-

tional resources within the academic and occupational phases of die

educational program. They are paid specialists form the professional

and specialized fields who will be working with an individual or groups
4 _

of students on a part-time basis, generally witnin their own environ-

ment. They will be drawn upon to help within a study area, to extend

or enlarge a study 'area, to create new study areas, and to direct and

teach whole aspects or levels of the educational program.

Among the attributes expected in.teachers are (1) the ability

to work in a cooperative relationship with all staff members in planning

and teaching; (2) to have a flexible, creative approaCh in working with

students; (3) to have specialized knowledge and skill in both the subject

area.(mathematics, science, social studies, language arts, humanities,

or vocational-technical) and in remediation; (4) the ability to assume

respqnsibilities for individual and group 'student planning and guidance;
.,(5) to have skills in diagnosing and evaluating student needs and to utilize

this information in planning for each student; (6) the ability to confer with

educators, parents, community members and other visitors; (7) superior

skill in teaching ; (8) an intimate knowledge and understanding of contemp-

t orary governmental agencies, unions, social and professional agencies,
.

and industrial and business complex; (9) a skill in dealing with mann-Tde

environment; (10) a prior basiC work experience outside the, world of

education to meet economic needs; (11) an appreciation and knowledge of,

and a sensitivity to the "'life style" of the students and the community; (12)

a willingness to contribute time and energy to serving students and comm-

unity. 1'9 ;)
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Two additional categories of personnel ate essential to the

effective functioning of the school - foster teachers and counselor-

leaders.

Evidence of the value placed upOn education by the urban poor

is contradicting. A number of-studies have determined that the inner-

city place little value on education and educational accomplishment.

However, much of what is reported mirrors a specific focus which

may be deceiving. Deeper analysis indicates that many parents are

simbly not informed about the benefits derived from education and have
.

'experienced a considerable degree of alienation from the school. How

can these problems be eradicated?,

1

One approach suggested by Wilcox is that:

Local community residents functioning as foster teachers can

be employed and trained. These persons should operate out-

side the school, perhaps in a, storefront, and should be avail-

able to parents and others during non-school-hours. They can

train parents to support the'education of their children, put

them-in,contact with needed resources, and find ways to relate

community activities to the life of the school.

They become "teachers" outside the school and "foster parens"

1. Preston R. Wilcox, "The Community-.Centered School," The
Schoolhouse in the City, Alvin Toffler, editor, (New York:
Frederick A, Praeger, 1968), page 104.

19G
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within the school. An important part of their function is to

help individual students in their efforts to bridge the gap

between school and home, Naturally, they would expand a

maiority of their effOrts on those students or those situations

where their roles are not already being fulfilled by an interest.

ed parent foster teachers carry out community- parent

functions, being advocates olbehalf of the community, not the

school. There should be a minimum of one such person per

classroom

The Counselor-leader will meet each week with eight (8)

groups of twenty-five `(25) students for a total of sixteen

(16) hours in self-development sessions. His time 'beyond

this will be devoted to counseling individual students and

parents and encountering absentee students on the street
/*

to get acquainted with their basic problems and needs, to

understand them, to find for them as early'as possible, a

suitable framework or the continuation of studies (in their

same unit, in another unit, in a street academy, in work,

etc. ) and to identify and coordinate the spheres of the

ancillary services that mey be needed to alleviate these

problems.

G. PRE-SERVICE AND IN-SERVI E TRAINING

During the school year preceding the opening of the

permanent Harlem High School facility, selected teachers

-186-197



shall be scheduled for onl5r 1/2 day in their present school in

order to attend orientation and pre-service 'sessions at the Harlem

High Schpci.

Obviously, the questions of having, school personnel who

are trained especially for interacting with culturally different

adults and students i s paramount. It is now widelyrecognized

that teachers need special training for work in minority students.

Research studies have inditated the apathetic, uninformed

teachers have negatively affected the development of poor-inner

city youth. On the other hand, their middle class counterpart

has been much less affected by this type of personnel. Radical

reforms in techniques of instruction and approach, attitudes,

teacher preparation, selection, and recruitment must evolve to

give some semblance of programmatic success. For' example,

the Peace Corp., faced with the problem of training personnel

for working with culturally different populations, made changes

as a result of criticisms indicted by previous volunteers. They

moved from what was essentially traditional classroom programs

into field programs which attempted over a three (3) to four (4)

month period to recreate the conditions that the volunteers would
. . .

encounter in real-life experiences;

The pre-service training Program will seek to develop

an intensive training process which will involve the cooperatiOn

of community adults; institutions of higher education (possibly

the city university), centers privately operated by a profit or

-187-19 a
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non - profit organization (accredited by the State), interim school

staff, and other agencies.. This training program will be design-

ed to (1) acquaint the teacher with the thedretical background of
. _ ...."

working with inner-city youth, (2) acquaint the teacher with the

dynamics of social process, acculturation, and cross, cultural

contacts, (3) make the teacher aware of the cultural and class

assumptions. and/or prejudices which he or she possesses, (4)

thoroughly acquaint the teacher with the general history and cul-

ture of a minority group, (5) specifically acquaint the teacher

with the particular local population's history., culture, and pre-

sent situation, and (6) provide direct practical experience at
0 _

working with Minority adults and youth derived from the commu:-

nity population. -1
. ,

1

It is especially important to stress that the training pro-

gram will take place in the-local community and will-be under

the overall direction of the community wherever feasible and

will, at a minimum, involve at least co-direction by the local

com ity. Furthermore, the community will have a. major

part in the planning and implementation of-the program. With
-

such an approach, the training program should not only serve to
()

bring about close parent-teacher relationships and realistic

knowledge on the part of new staff, but it also should serve to

provide the community. with a concrete role in the exercise of

Dower relative Co the educational system .

Another dimension to this program evolves from the

-18819 ;3
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continuous need to maintain and develop a, cadre of effective

%, urban teachers. Toward this objective, it is necessary that

this program becomes 'a permanent institute for the develop-
_ --,

ment of prospective secondary school inner-city teachers.--

.
4'2

The interns in this program would be individuals (graduates

or undergraduates)- who ihave indicated an interest in a teach-
,

ing career in an urban area. They would be assigned to the

Harlem High Schooifor an entire schod year, where they would

teach under the supervision of an experienced staff. Part of .
_, ,

their time would also be devoted to work with social agencieS

and community groups active in the community.
-.

There will be a continuing program of in-service train- f,

-1-

n through department meetings, committee meetings, work-

shops, faculty meetings, et al.

.
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XVII

,

, a.

HARLEM HLGH SCHOOL AS A COMMUNITY EDUCATION AND
,

SERVICE CENTER

J

N....

A school if it is to function as a complete commu-

nity education and service center must provide outlets,

for local community governmental and agency programs.

It is essential the their develops a,cooperative function-
.,v

ing among institutions in the community toward social

urban renewal.. This involvement paves the way for a

change in community feeliiigs toward the schCol and, like-

wise, organizations and agencies will perceive an.new

relationship or role with the school. Through developing

programs and services, community residents, adults

and out-of-school youth, would be able 6 enhance theix

health (physical and mental), basic and continuing educa-

tion, occupational skills, economic viability, community

participation, et al.

Planning a center that will inculcate such a multi-

faceted program necessitates both the shared use of facili-

ties with the school and the incorporation of specific space

,design only for community use. For example, in the latter

category might be a satellite health unit, nursery and pre-

school space, an adult library, a social lounge with kitchen.

On the other hand, 'dual use might include the curricular

area space usually associated with the ield of adult educa-,

tion, occutional and apprentice training in committed

201
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community resource space, office of legal, welfare,

job placement and vocational counseling, casework

and personal counseling.

A. COMMUNITY AGENCIES, SERVICE PROGRAM

The community school must provide concrete sup-

portive service to families in an effort to mobilize active

participation. The family is the-primary social group

characterized by intimate association of its members. In

the planning and implementation of' services, not only the

child but also the parents must be considered. It is at this

s4condary level of implementation that most servicing agencies

and schools have fallen short. To achieve long lasting'objebt-

ives, active parental participation is basic and home must

be reinforced. Area residents must be provided with family

counseling; occupational information; legal counseling; cultural,

recreational and social experiences; basic home management

services, and any ot:ier assistance that may be needed.

Ida assessing the total picture, the trend of the Harlem

High Schcol will be to absorb as many services as compatible

into the organizational confines of the school itself, rather

thari' relying on a'diyersity of arrangements with agencies and

organizations outside the physical confines of the schoOl.

Therefore, the school will become a recognized community in

itself which will dispense the complexity of needed services and

specialized aid.

202
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Cooperation and coordination between the_school,

local government, and various public andprivate agencies

to 'community residents. The school will be expected to

provide this tentative list of agencies with space and regularly

schedule time in Harlein High School facilities:

1.

2,

3.

Neyi York Public Library

Community Law Offices

Harlem Hospital (Mental Health, Medica , and

Dental Satellite Unit)

4. City University of New York

5, IvGihattan Community College

6., New York City Department of. .Health

7. New York City Department of Parks, Recreation

and Cultural Affairs

8. Foster Teacher Services

9, New York Department of Social Service

10. Manpower and Career Developmept Agency

11. New York City Departrne9t of Rent and Housing

Maintenance

12. New York City Department of'Personnel

a* 13. New York City Employment Service

14. Youth Opportunity Center

15, C Open City-Urban League of Greater New Yoilc

16. Addiction Services Agency

17. 'Tenants, Rights Party

18. The Better Business Bureau 6f Harlem ..

-192- 20.3
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20. Harlem Alcoholic Neighborhood Development .1

21. Harlem Assertion of Rig lifs, Inc.

22. Operation Total 'Family .

I

B. ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

In order to cope with their economic,political, social'

I

. q

and personal needs, the adults and out-of-school youth in the
k . -

community must turn to various sources for the necessary,4x-
.

tra education. Adult and continuing education Must assure im-

proved occupational position and income and increasing social

and culturalcultural opportunities. It must proVide a Can ed sphere of

skilled,. communicative, and technical personnel pee ed in the

comm ity, Many of the adults and the out-of-school youth

res ing in the area are harripered by low-levels of educational

attainment and income, unernolOyrnent, and lack of occupational

skills necessary for upward mobility.. .

.
... Adult' education at the Harlem 1igh School will provide

a program of self-improvement which could included classes

in basic education,. recreation, cultural development, consumer

education, narcotics and alcohol addici4on, driver educ,ation,

and avocations. In addition, the grog am will train youth to

participate in study groups, disCussi n seminars, forum meet-
u

ings, and all types of organization me tings. This will prepare
\

a large number of young adults for leadership in organizations

and community activites. The school will provide the ,bridge.

204
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\\.1 Our respaniaEllity also will expand into the occupational

training of adults and out-of-school youth. The COmmunity

0

Resource Council would make available to community residents

collaborating teaching personnel in the areas of participa-

tion with, the day high school, (for example: communications ,

_banking, health career's', et al). It is expected that a variety

of day, night, and sInmer courses in these areas will be sche;

duled.

Adult education will also offer aprogram Of high school

credit and high school equivalency classes, and tutoring for

college preparation, whereby, adults and drop-out youth will
r,

be able to complete their requirements for a high school diplomair
or an equivalency certificate.

Continuing education will provide adults and out-pt-school

youth with the opportunity to acquire higher education. It is \
.

expected that the Harlem High School faculty will be fully utilized

by the City College of New York and Manhattan Community College

in conducting off-campus under-graduate, gr4uate, and continuing

education courses for area resiae and district teaching staff.

Since the adult education program must extend to include

the entire adult community, it must encompass the older segment

of the, community population who have reached or are near re-

tirement. Often they lack something to do, and may seek to en-,

large their circle of friends. The program will expand in this

205
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, , direction with the formation of a senior citizen; group.

The diagram on the following page attempts to place

into perspective the concept of the.Community Education

and Service. Center.

,
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CN/III.s, 'PRELIMINARY SPACE REQUIREMENTS

,

Total number of students --- 2, 000 ,

number-of students per unit -- 500
number of students per teaching team----100

--,,

ACADEMIC SPACE,

`134sic 'unit of the school is what is known as a "home base
school," a sub- unit of 500 students, hese units operate in
much the same way as the,traditional ' home r9pm", in that they
provide a basic orientation and starting point for the student,
This is,the unteWilfi Which the student would identify and feel
involved, thus breaking down the overwhelming feeling of anomie
that'is often imposed upon the large school.

, ..

Each "home base school" is to have the following facili-
ties:

6, 000 1 1. flexible group complexes. (2)--to house basic
academic courses, i, e. language art, math,
science and social studies. Each complex
would contain four (4) classrooms of 750
square feet each so arranged that the potent
ial varied groupings of students described
below may beLeasily achieved within minutes
vitiout taking students out of the area: The
complex would provide adjustment of the
following situations:

r

oe

a, '4 classrooms meeting Simultaneously
in separate standardsize classrobm;,

' b. the entire grog of students in a teach-
ing team--100--meeting for a lecture or
demonstration;

c, combinations of 2 or 3 classes meeting
together, while the remaining classes
meet independently: ,

d, small groups (5-I5"students),meeting at
the same time as larger g,rotips separated
from each other as well as from the.larger
groups.

208
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3, 000 2 library-resource center (1):--t0 house a small
library that would serve as an appendage to the
much More extensive central library. This-
center would also provide a facility for con-
ferences, independent study and small_group
instruction and stbrage. It be furnished
with carrels,-low bookshelves, files and
small lounge -like reading areas. It will not
be one continuous space but will be functionally
divided to provide a series of small; ,rather
intimate stiaces.

1; 500 \ 3: multi; -use room (1)--which could be used for
10;500 club meetings, classrooms, social activities

or whatever other activities, felt suitable by
students and staff, A ain, this space should
have the'potential to be divided, into a variety
of spaces.

These instructional spaces--:10, 500 square feet total- -
would provide the basic space needed in each home base school.
However, because of the highly specialized nature of many
high school courses, and therefore the need for rather expen-
sive and immobile equipment, it is not economically feasible,
nor would it be socially desir'able, to.duplicate all courses in
every unit. This is particularly true because of the small s

number of students in each unit,-

Therefore; in addition to the "home base schools",
stecialized resource centers will be provided for such act-
ivities aS'the arts and music, business, home'economics
and industrial arts, science and mathematics, vocational
studies; ete,,, These centers need not be thought of as
completedly teParate and autonomous entities, and they
are visualized Varly as a means of grouping like-
minded courses gether, These centers can be located .

within the various "home base schools", centralized into one
one facility, dispersed throughout the community or any
combination of the above, depending on space restrictions,
security considerations 'and yatious other factors.

Most of thA...kesource center wariTmake use of flex-
-ible-room complexes in which one continuous space equivalent
to two or more classrdoms is prov,ided. This space is to be
designed so that it can be divided into various room sizes
that would give theleacher the opportunity to take advantage
of various size groupings and would not frezze her into the

2'0
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traditional box like classroom. . This arrangement also
provides the opportunity for-many types of ecuatiorral
experience to take place within a rather small area.

B. INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND HOME ECONOMICS CENTER
. r c

-y

e

6, 7.50 1. flexible -industrial shop complex (1)--this-sf9ace
should be planned so thai' it constitutes one con.; . -
tinues space which can be used for a numb pr

.- of'different shops or classrooms. This complex
. would be able to accomodate up to nine different'

-, , spaces to be created within the overall space,
1 Doors shOuld be placed so that there is independ-

ent access-to each of the pdtential nine rooms.
Activities that could be ,housed in this space
include rnetial shop, electronics, gyabhics, 'i
drafting. I

3,000
9, /50

.

2, flexible home economics complex (1)-- like the
industrial shop complex, this complex should
be planned as a continuous space subdivided

s by sound-proof, easily cmovabletpartitions. 'It
should be able to accomodate 4 classrooms or
laboratory_ areas within the overall space. Act-
ivities that would occur in this complex include
food preparation, sewing, knitting and classes

- relating to consumer education, nutrition or
home cares

C. ARTS AND MUSIC CENTER
S

(1) art classrooms (2)--this space would provide
for lecture and discussion courses as opposed
to applied courses. The two classes should be
one continuous space that can be divided .into
two traditionally sized classes-, a lecture hall ,
accomodating 50 students, and/or a series of
small seminar or small group discussion areas.t,

41.
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3, 000 (2) art.studio (1)-- this space would house the
applied or practical art courses, Again,
this is to be ,one continuous space that can
be divided.into up to 4 different activity
spaces. Activities that can be housed in
this space include drawing, sculpture,
ceramics, pottery, etc;

1, 500 (3) orchestral room (1)-- this space would be
used as the practice area for the band,
orchestra or any smaller instrumental
groupings. It would also'be used for'instru-,
mental instruction.

.e...., ..,

1,-500 , (4) chbral room (1)-Lithis space would provide
(--

/,(fii . for voice instruction. this space, along
With the orchestral room, can also be used
for cl4ssroom instruction in music. The
space should be able to be divided, into two
traditionally sized classes, a lecture hall

0
. accomodating 50 students and/ or a series

of small semiarorsmall'group discussion
aiea, It should Je able,also to be divided
to accomodate'various size choral groupings.

D.i BUSINESS STUDIES CENTER

1,125 (1)

2, 250 (2)

1,125 (3)

business machines room (1)-- this space
would provide, for, the. instruction in the
use of various business machines, exclud-
ing typewriters. This space could also
be used as a practice room for these var-
ious machines when not being used as a
classroom.

Typewriting and transcription room, (2)
this space would provide for the instruction
in the use of the typewriter. It too, would
be used for 141actice rooms when not in class-
room use.

.
business classroom (1)-- this classroom would

4, 500 be used for instruction in bookkeeping, steno-
graphy and other business skills.
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E, LANGUAQE ARTS

750 (1) speech workshop (1)-- this -area would
incorporate various recording-_-nd,listr._
ening devises. It should be provided
with a movable wall that 'Would divided

, the space into two B75 sq. ft._ .upits.

A (2) language laboratory (1)-- this area
would provide fqr,-programmed in-
struction in the languageS. It would
be outfillecMith individual booths
equipeerwith_recording equipment.

2, 250' (3) language= arts classrooms (3)--these
3,.645 classrooms would provide space for

instruction in foreign-language, the
humaiiities and literature. This space
is envisiOned as _a flexible room complex
so- that it can be subdivided into a var-
iety of-spaces.. __-

F. MATH AND SCIENCE CENTER

2,190 (1) math lab and programmed in truction
center' (1)-- this area will be u
_various 'teaching machines, desk and
cons-61e calculators, data processing
machines and computers.

9, 730 -(2) scienee suites (2)-- two suitts,oneti
physical science, including physics
and chemistry, and ones for. biology.
The suite for biology should include
a project - preparation room, 2 labor-
atories and 2- demonstration rboms.
The suite for physical science shall
include a project-preparation room,.3
laboratories and 3 demonstration rooms.

3, 8D0 (3) science and math classrooms (6)--4 of
-15, /2U the classrooms are to be a flexible room

complex to allow a variety of student group-
ings. The other 2 classrooms are to
have inclined floors andle separated by
an operable wall which can be moved, to
form a science lecture hall.

93, 815
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XIX. A CONCEPT OF COMMIJNITY-PARTICIPATION

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION AND ITS APPLICATION

Community organization means different thing's to different

people at different times and in different conditions. In professional

literature it :s" (,ften viewed as a,rnoveinent, a process, a program,

or a method.

When community organization is viewed as a moyennent, it

becomes a basic outlook and cause to which people dedicate them-

selves for the advancement of those who live in ,different community,

settings. This outlook is based on the premise and belief that the

community had an inherent ability (potential) to progress in its values,

in its ability to meet challenges of progress. This ability will be un-

folded only if the people of the community develop relationships of co-

operation which result in identity of purpose and the will to promote the

solution of common needs.

As a process, community organization may be viewed as the

prog?ession of members of the community from non-participation to

participation in decisions regarding their common problem8, decisions

necessitated by their being residents of the same community.

In community organization viewed as a program, =the main

stress is placed upon many operations required to maintain and pro-

mote services in the community. And when community organization

is viewed as a method, it is thought mainly in terms of the short range
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objectives that are posed for Ourselves in the process of solving

common problems of the Community." All this, of course, has

to be seen within the framework, conventions and social-and

political aims in which our communities exist, develop and

function. r."

When we speak of a community, es*Pecially under our

spe-Cial circumstances, we think of 'a complex social system'

operating: on two planes:' the lOcal horizontal planes composed

of sub-systems, community groups and associations in continuous

interaction 'whosejurisdiction41 and function range is coextensive

with the boundaries of the commun and the non-loal vertical

plane which comprises an intricate'system of extra-community

factors (such as organs of government, political bodies, etc. ),

the focal point of who influence and authority is situated outside
,the local community and who exert considerable, and sometime

decisive, influence on the ability of the local community and pro-

mote the welfare Of its inhabitants.

In speaking of the local Diane, we think both of the local

Political representatives of all.the local voluntary groupings and

associations through which the citizens can express their needs

and channel their joint effortssin the economic, Social, cultural, or
political areas. Such pooling of efforts results frorii the realiza-

tion that the progress and welfare of any individual is closely bound

up with the progress of Other members of the community; and that

there is an ever-growing number of areas in which the individual

is forced more and more to have recourse to the help offered by the
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grdup or by the authorities in supplying needs to him, to his fam-

ily, or to that segment of the geographic-community in which.

the life of a given individual is centered.

If we try to define community development from this

point of view, we might say that community organization, strives

to increase the individual's realization of the interdependence be-
,

tween him and the others, and of his conviction that only through

contact and cooperation with other individuals can the supply of

certain needs be secured. Community organization aims to de-, a
velop collaborative attitudes and relations betweeen people whose

needs are similar; to'rnaie these needs joint (common) needs of

individuals of groups of individuals or various functional commu-,

pity groups.

On the local -horizontal plane these collaborative relation-

ships find expression in the organizational structure of committees,

'councils or such other modes as are adapted to the specific exigencies

arising from patterns of social interaction of the community. In this,

perhaps, lies the reason why so many people tend to visualize commu-

nity organization as primarily concerned with establishing'and work-

ing with committees or with multiplying the number of organizational

structures in the community. It is essential to emphasize that such

organizational structures as have to be set up in the community are

meant to be no more than a means in fostering the central purpose of

motivating individuals to develop collaborative relations between them-

selves, and in doing so move in the airecrion.of solving their needs and

problems.
2 1 5
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The dependence of the community on outside factors is

rathet pronounced and invariably leads to two parallel phenomena:

1. increasing expectations of the resident that extra

community factors will assume responsibility and

render the necessary assistance or proVide a ready

made solution to problems.

an increasing tendency on the part of the extra-

community factors to inter fere incommensuratelY,

to direct, and frequently to decide, in local aomn-k-
/
nity issues regardless of the aspirations of the

local groups or without asking them to join in the

decision process.

The pronounced dependence on outside factors and-their

tendency to dominate the local 'community throught policy, - making,

s"'approval or denial of budgetary allocations, etc., are bound to

slow down the pace of the process by which community leadership

may emerge and form and, be ready_ to initiate community activities /

and assume responsibility for them; a 'process which in turn would

speed up the proce8s of growth and tormatiOn of collective
. .

identity and of a broad functidral autonomy of the comm-unity.

Community prganization implies then a purposeful and con-

certed effort to strengthen the local factor and tO,encourage it to be

bold, to initiate, to plan) to direct, and,to assume growing responsi-

bility for the supply of local needs and to create and develop patterns

of cooperation between then hotizontal and vertical 'planes, thus bring-
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ing about a reduction o) dependence and strengthening the functional

autonomy of the community.

Comm-unit organization may thus be considered, to be a

method of deliberately causing more rapid social ciange and develop-
_

ing more active p rticipaticin by the groups on,the solution_of diffe-

rent community problems.

Of the many areas in Which community organization should

make a major contribution, community commitment is perhaps the

Single most important aspect.
_

v

Many individuals in the community tend to. be indifferent to
.

problems around them. Too many community residents are inclined

to abstain from community involvement, Or to avoid community en-
s.,

gagement. There is a tendency on the part of the. residents towaive

'too readily their rights as citizens o(the community and turn them

over to public officials. In taking this position, they are evading col-iv-flu-

unity responsibility, committment, and participation in the development

of their com unity and in the decisio'n making process.

The growth and strengthening of the feeling ofscommuny be-

longing and commitment is therefore one: of the central challenges .commu-
-t,

nity organization faces. "De7isolation" of the individual in the commu-

nity is a major task. However, this task refers not only to the individual,

but also to the tendency of "self-seclusion" of groups which the commu-

nity is composed. Inter-group contact, over and above economic and

service contacts, considerably increased and spread over all areas or-

community life, becomes the central task of community organization in
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in order to create the basis for successful community integration,
and development on the local level.

Our activities will be directed toward the development oft'

organizational structures, organization of Volunteer .activities and

creating opportunities for'leadership growth and citizen participation

as a means to chieve our central purpose. This purpose , is the

propagation of a social climate and of economic and educational

opportunities in whiCh the various structures and parts of the,coMmu-

nity will draw cider to-each other and facilitate the realization of
k

our central goal-the birth of an educationalinstitution.

DESCRIPTION. OF PLANNING, METHODS, AND PROCEDURES

Committe for a Harlem High School
2

The Committee for a Harlem High Scha61 is an incorporated
*

body of concerned cognized citizens and organizationsikiprest-

g a cross-section of the arlem community. The'organization grew

out of an urgent need for secondary schobl facilities in Harlem and there-

.fore, mobilized the ,community to support a proposal for a Harlem High

School as a result, $150, 000, was allocated in the 1969 New York City'

Capital Budget to plan for comprehensive high school facilities in Harlem.

Since Tune, 1971, the Committee through hired staff, has embarked

upon developing a feasibility study designed to analyze atternative sites,

educational programming, community organization and participation in

the planning process, exploration of sources of private funding, the de-
,
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velopment of capital programs, availability of land, questions of re-.

location, architectural design, early action programs in the .form of

interim school development, and other factors ;elated to the establish-

ment of an educational facility.

As components of the study are developed, they are' brought

before the membership of the Committee for Harlem High School to

.provide an arena.for discussion and debate. Decision making as to

its modification, ,acceptance, or disapproval is rendered within the

"committee structure.

The following are a list of community organizations involved

in the plan rocess:

1. Architect's Renewal Committee In Harlem

2. Harlem Congress of Racial Equalitl,

3. Harlem Teams for.Self-Help

4. Haryou-Act

5. Harlem Organizing Committee

6. We Care Youth Program

7. Presidents' Council

8. Youth Committee for a Harlem High School

9. Harlem Y. M. C. A.
_7

10. Community League of 143rd Street.

11, Harlem School Principals

12. New York State Senator's Office

`13. New York Urban Coalition

14. Harlem Commonwealth Council
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15. Harlem Backstreet Youth
, .

16. Tames Weldon Johnson Community Center

17. Model Cities

18. Bond, Johnson, & Ryder (Architects)

19. AFRAM Associates, Inc.

20. Morris Park Senior-Citizens
.,,

21. Harlem Committee for Self-Defense

22. New York Urban League

23. East Harlem- Tenant's Council

24. Association of Black Sodial Workers

25. Community District School Board #5

26. Franldin Improvement Program Committee, Inc.

27. Pathway Enterprises, Inc,

*12 811k Neighborhood Bqards

29. Harlem Preparatory School

A,

30. Patient's Advisory Committe of Harlem Hospital

31. Harlem Hospital
.. ...

32. Board of Education City of New York, Division
,.

of High School

33. United Block Association

34. United FederatiOn of Black Community Organizations

,

COMMUNITY RESOURCES COUNCIL

L

el

An effective educational program requires not only the support,

but the adtive participation of all sector's of the community.

It
To promote the cooperation and -involvement of the total commu-
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unity for meeting urban educational needs a staff team had taken the

responsibility of contacting and soliciting the cooperation of many

viable community resources which could be involved with the high

school. This is continuous, ongoing process. They have met and

will continue to meet with representatives from business and industry,

and with professional, cultural and community organizations.

A Community Resources Council will. be established to

.coordinate community participation in the high school program,..and

Significantly, iri public education. We anticipate that most of the

resources will be functioning in instructional capacities, within the

high school and will contribute`equipment, materials, idinde, and
01

other services. The use of these external human resources outside

the traditional educational framework will increase student interest,

motivation, at skills.

,
It is expected that the participants will put together a Community

Resource Workshop, under the aegis of the Committee for a Harlem

High School, in which their positions, techniques, innovation, materials

and school organization could be presented for discussion and the shar-

ing of ideas to the total community. The execution of such an operation

would have implications for planning exemplary programs in the commu-

unity resource area for the high school and would produce and develop

the technologies especially designed for facilitating student's learning,

The following is a partial listing.of committment and potent-
.

ial committment by within and outside the community.

* 1. Harlem Hospital
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i2. W. O. R. T.
M

* 3.. Teleprompter Ca le T. V;

* 4. Dance Theater of Ha em, Inc.

*5. Operation: Helping Hand

.. * 6. Manpower and Career Devel

/ (City of New York)

tie

r

ment Agency

* 7. Human Resources Development Ins tute

( A F of L and C. I. 0. )

* 8. Equitable Life Assurance Society of the 'ited States .

* 9. Joint Apprenticeship Program

r

Is.

* 10.

*
11.

Chamba Productions, Inc. (Film Center).

Community Film Workshop Council, Inc...

* 12. New York Amsterdam News

\\_
* 13. Manhattan Community College .

* 14. City College of New York

* 15. Architects' Renewal Committee in Harlem

* 16. Nyumba Ya Sanalt,(Black House of Light-Art Media)

* 17. Black Tempo (Creative Writing)
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* 18: Olatunji's Center of African Culture (Dance,

Language's, Music and Theatre)

* 19. Haryou-Act, Inc..

* 20. Harlem Commonwealth Council (Data Processing)

* 21. Studio "B" , Inc. (Photographic Studio, Graphic Design,

Public Relations)

* 22. New York Hardware and Maintenance co. (Plumbing,

Sales and Service of Appliances, Electrical Supples,

Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning)

* 23. ComMunity Law Office (Urban, Tenant, and Landlor

Welfare, Consumer,- and Juvenile Law)

* ,24. Open Channel

* 25; Black Representatives Organization

* 26. (Students of Columbia University) Carver Federal

Saving and loan AssOciation

* 27. Public Relations Enterprises, Inc..

* 28. Dennis Flagg Advertising Design and Visual Commu-

nications

29. Freedom National Bank of New York

30. B. S. B. Construction Co.
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31. .Chavis Floor Covering

32.- Commonweath Office Furniture and Equipment

33. Parris and Buirowes, Inc. (Home Improvement)

34 4.quaruis Service *stew (Fire and Auto-Insurande,,

Income Tax Servite)

35. United Mutual Life Insurance Co.

36, Continental Stay Glow (Painting, Plastering, Interior

Decorating) f

37, Able Stationery

38. Harlem Stationery- Printing Co.

39. Crisis Publishing

40. McLaurin Realty Co.

.

41. 'Empire Signs

Christian's 'Fe, V, and Radio Service

COMMUNITY SURVEY

Several .strategies have been and will be employed to elicit a

community climate which would accept and support Quality education.

The staff Community-Public Relations Coordinator and several part-
,

J ,

time community organizers will organiZe and coordinate a sufvey of

oponions, attitudes and ideas from all segments pf the local population
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in order to better ascertain community knowledge, interest and feel-.

ings concerning gaility secondary education in Harlem and conversel,

to make them aware of the Committee's efforts in this regard., Young

people from the NeighborhOol Youth Corps and other Harlem based

Youth Organizations will conduct the survey under the direction and

supervision of the Committee staff.
-7`

A sample of the questionnaire and the letter to the residents

follows:

Dear Parents,

Your son or daughter will be attending a High School outside of

Harlem: The committee for a Harlem High School is now involved in re-

cruiting High School students for its interim High School complex.

We would like to determine at this point whether or not you son

or dqughter is interested in attending thhis High School complex.

Our school would be accredited by the Board of Education. Harlem

High School Studnets who attend would receive full credit for their partici-

pation in it.

In other words, this would become the kind, of quality education

experience that We have talked about for so many years in this community.

At this point we need the opinion of parents in the community about

their desire to involve their young people in this new educational experience.

Will you please fill out the attached questionnaire and return it. It
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is important that we have your opinion because it will aid in gearing

this' school to meet unmet needs of your son or daughter.

.

1.

QUESTIONNAIRE

. . .

If your son or daughter had an opportunity to attend a

quality High School in Hairlern::would you be interested

in registering them for participation?

.
2. Do you feel that a High School that will concern itself.,

with the kinds of problems that most of the young people
, ..

who are attending High 'School outside of this community

are faced with is important to this community? Why?

-10

3. It has been doctunented that most of,, Harlem's High School

students are failures in existing city High School whether

they are academic, vocational or specialized. Would you

like to see a Harlem high school complex that begins to

deal with a more specialized approach to education?

4. The Harlem High School committee.is concerned about

preparing students not only for college entry, but also

preparing them for-today's and tomorrow world of work.

What are your opinions about this kind df a comprehensive

educational operation?

5. The committmis now in search of locations for the High

School complex. If you have any suggestions regarding

possible s please indicate.
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6. Where, is your son or daughter currently attending High

School?

7. Are you satisfied with the progress that they are making?

Why? Please explain.

8. Please indicate where contact people from the committee

can get in touch with you regarding our follow up.

We appreciate your cooperation in ,this effort.

1.

2.'

3.

4,

rt

5.

6,

7.
V

8.
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OTHER STRATEGIES

Thb Committee staff has contacted and accepted numerous

speaking engagements throughout Central Harlem and its pre11;heral

areas. Initial Contacts have been made with Community School

DistrictS'# 3, 4, 5, and 6.

The following procedures were and will continued to be pur-

sued within each district:

1. Conference with either the District Superintendant or

the Deputy Superintendant to orient them about the

Harlem School Project. At this time, an explanation

was dispensed concerning our desire to establish an

effective relationship with the district and possible

feeder schools in the district. Materials on

educational programming along with summaries of

these components were left to be studied.

2. A presentation before the Community Board for approval

of specific proposOs which would list and define the re-

lationship we would want to establish with the district.

3. Meeting with the Principals, Guidance Counselors, and
4./

Parent Association Presidents of feeder schools to re-

view and discuss the educational program of the Harlem

High School.

4. Presentation and discussion with parents and students to

enlist their support along with the objective of formaulating
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a list of prospecti've candidates and involving patents

and students in the planning component. This con-

ceivably would take-the form of a small cadre of
01"

students becoming involved in interim facility deyelop-

ment with the Committee and its staff during the Spring

1972 for course credit in their present school and the .

possibV utilization of parents and students during the

Summer of 1972 in a Curriculum Development Work-

shop.

Additional speaking engagements will be solicited throughout

the community at educational conferences, church, civic, business,

social and various other community groups and organizations.

PLANNING CONFERENCE

As a result of preliminary planning for the establishment of

a Harlem High-School, a Planning Conference of three days, sponsored

by the Committee for a Harlem High School, Architects; Itenewal 'CoMm-

ittee in Harlem, and Educational Facilities Laboratory, will convene

during February 1972. The goal of the confe'rence is to develop in more

detail the conceptual bases for a Harlem High School as a platform for

final and more refined recommendations. More than fifteen participants

have been selected. who, as representatives have of public, independent

hools, educational organizations, and various segments of the commu-

nity will serve as resources to other conference members . The other

confer nce members will included parents and parent organizations; junior

high sch 1, high school, and university students; Harlem High School
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committee members; community supertntendants_deputies, and board

members from the local districts and surrounding districts; local ad?

ministrators and teachers; and other community residents.

follows:

A tentative outline of the majOr areas and topics for discussicin

1. Harlem High School as a Dispersed High School

(a) educational options permitted with,dispersion

(b) educational goals of a Harlem High School

(c) Staffing patterns

(d) communication among units and facilities re-

quirements

(e) . a day in the life of (a student, a staff person)

2. Harlem High School as a Community Service Center

(a) inventory of available resources

(b) scope envisioned for community service

(c) implications for facilities planning

(d) assignment of responsibility for parts and whole

Harlem High School Phase I (Interim School)

(a) clarify jurisdicitionlor the physical facility

(b) develop education program

(c) . staffing requirements and patterns

(d) desirable physical renovations

(e) necessary physical renovations

023
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\ ,

(f) target schedule

(g) number of students
T

The following, is a trial, sample agenda and schedule:
lt

AGENDA

Conference Theme: "A New Direction in Education- the Harlem High School" t ,
.

Day Time Everit

Feb. /22nd 9:00- 9:30 'Registration

9:00-10:15 Keynote Speaker

10:15-11:45 Presentation by Committee for a Harlem High

school and discussion

12:00-11:00 Lunch

"Feb. 23rd

q

.1 0

1:00- 3:00 Presentation and disc,ussion of various

models of high school innovation in N. Y. C.

Harlem High School as a Dispersed School:" --1

Presentation and,discussion of various models

of dispersed schools.

3:00- 5:00

. .

9:00-10:30 Harlem High School as a Community Center

Complex: Presentation and discussion of con-

cept and varoius models.

10:45 - 12:00 Presentation of Phase b-Interim School

12:00- 1:00 Lunch
,

3:00 PresentEition of Renovation Possibilities
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for Phase I-Interim School',
3:30-5:00 Working session focused on four areas -of

,concern relating to Harlem High School:

9:00-1:00

9:00-1:00

1:00-2:00

2100-5:00*

(1) Harlem High School as a Dis-

- cerSed

(4 Harlem High School as a Commu-

nity Center Complex

(3) Curriculum Developement

(4) Renovation of 1. H.' S. 139 -;

Continuation bf Workshops

Lunch

Presentation of Pioposals and Recommendations

of Workshops.

Closing Remarks

_n32
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STAFF- PARENT -STUDENT WORKSHOP (CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT)

In plannipg and aeparinefor the opeaitig of the pilot school

an eight (8) week summer workshop involving representatives of the

Committee for a Harlem High Scipol, the regular and supporting tea-

ching staff, the administrator, the media director, the student planner' s,

the parents and the curriculum consultants is proposed.

The following describes the steps and means for implementing_this

goal:

(1) The administrator of the school, consultants in

curriculum, and resource people frOm the Comm-'

ittee will plan and prepare for the Workshop.

(2) Orientation sessions will be carried on by the ad-

ministrator and the resource people from the Comm-

ittee to help the pilot school staff, students, andipar-

ents become aware of the scliobl'S philosophy and

activities for a person-oriented 'curriculum.

(3) Consultants will be called upon to aid the staff, stud-

erit,planners and parents in preparing and developing

individual content materials for each subject. Materials

to be used with technolOgiCal equipment will be prepared

under the direction _of the media director.

(4) Teaching staff and student planners from the workshop

will plan, prepare, and carry on a pre-school opening

session. Materials produced by the staff, Parent and
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(5)

H.

Student Workshop participantsrill be tried and revised

during this session.

Parents will be involved with the total school staff during

the first four (4) weeks of the workshop in de'veloping re-'

sources inits. Students .planners will be involved for the

entire eight (8) weeks. An optional stipend will be paid

to attending parents and students planners., Parents will

also participate in an orientation and discussion prOgram

which will help them discover ways in which they maybe-,
come a vital part in the pilot program.

-223-
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XX CHORONOLOGICAL REPORT CONCERNING . .

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE HARLEM HIGH SCHOOL

The following Ha of dates and events has been prepared

to ills trate the amount of time and the type of evolvement that have

been incporated into the planning of the Harlem High School.

Date Event

6)28/71 Organization of staff to. conduct feasibility. Feasibility
study began.

7/8/71 - Visit to Tohn Dewey High School, Ilrooklyn, N. Y. to
observe and assess the program.

7/14/71 Early Action Sub-Committee meeting.

Harlem Preparatory School, New York, N. Y. Discussion
with Edward Carpenter, Headmaster, concerning educa-
tion' programming, funding, and organization at'Harlern
Prep.

Committee for a Harlem High School meeting. Initial
"Design for a Harlem High School" submitted to the
Committee 'as a skeletal framework to work from.

7/15/71 Meeting wit aul Cleveland, News-Editor WOR, T, V,
Discussion on he utilization of the channel as a
community resource in the high school program.

7/19/71 - Conference with Carroll Fowler, Vocational Educational
Consultant for N. Y. C. Junior High School. -Elicited con-
tacts and resources for planning vocational-technical
programs.

a

7/20/71 - Meeting with Joseph Mack, Attorney,-at-law. Discussion
of utilization as communityinstructional resource in
Urban Law. COmmitment indicated.
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Date Event

7/22/71 WCR2T. V. , Channel 9. Discussed with' John Murray,
Vice-President use of WOR.T, facilities as a
community instructional resource.

7/23/71 New York State Council of the Arts. Meeting with
Donald Harper, Director, to follow up previously
submitted proposal.

7/28/71 - Board of Education, Philadelphia, Pa. Meeting with
Dr. Gene Earthman, Director, Division of Planning.

- Final feasibility study outline developed Submitted at
the meeting of the Committee for a Harlem High School.

7/29/71 - Pennsylvania Advancement School, Philadelphia, Pa.
(Dr, Thomas Minter). Visit to observe and discuss
education program.

7/30/71 - Harlem' Hospital (Dr. Jean Smith). Discussion of
utilization as community instructional and space +

resource. Commitment made to develop Health'
Careers Program.

.1

8/5/71 e - Meeting with Abdullah Az/. (Nytimba Ya Sanaa- Black
House of Light), Exploration of use as community
instructional and space resource in Creathf Arts.
Commiti'nent made.

8/10/71 - NET Training School (Patricia Carrington, Assistant
Director). Commitment made to train advance students.

8/11/71 - Community Film Workshop Council, Meeting with
Cilff Frazier, Director, to discuss use as community
instructional resource in media.

- Meeting of Committee for a Harlem High School.

8/12/71 -* Letter from John Murray, Vice--President, WOR. T.'V.
oledging resource in Media.
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8/25/71 - Meeting of Committee for a Harlem High Schbol

8/27/71 - Bryant Rollins, Executiyd Editor, New York Amster-
dam News; discussed use as community instructional

resource.

- Cliff Frazier, Director; Community Film Workshop
Council; discussed the possibility of a Harlem Media
Center.

8/30/71 WNDT. T. V. Channel 13. Meeting with Ellis Haislip,
Producer, "Soul ".

- Meeting with St. ClairBourne, Director, Chamba Produc
tions to disucss use as a community instructional re-
source in film making.,

.
_ i

8/31/71 - Teleprompter Cable T. V_ . disciissed with Charlotte Schiff,
As'siStant to President, as a community instructional,
equipment, and job placement resource,

- Meeting with Samuel Williams, Principal, P. S.. 13 6,
Manhattan. Established relationship with feeder school./

9/1/71 - Herbert Bienstock, Regional Director, 'Department of
Labor; assessed N. Y. C. emplbyment projections for

educational programming component of study.

\ ,

9/2/71 - Black Tempo. Discussion of use with Charles Gordon,
Editor, as a community instructional resource in creative
writing. Commitment de. i

-9/3/71

9/7/71 - Proposal sent to Teleprompter Cable T. V. for equip-
Ment, instructional specialists, and job placement.

- Charlotte Schiff, assistant to President, Teleprompter
Cable T. V. ; discussion on submitting proposal.

9/8/71 - Letter from St', Claif Bourne,Director, Chamba Produc-
tions pledging participation as a training resource in
the technical, writing, and research aspects film.

.
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Date Event

9/10/71 - Cliff Frazier, Director, Community Film Workshop
Council:ALI-tiler discussion on formulation of Harlem
Media Center.

- Ecbnomic Development Corporation" Meeting with
Mr, ,Flom to explore vocatiorial-te ical component
of the feasibility study.

9/14/71 - Olatunjils, Center of African Culture: discussed With
Michael Olatunji, Director, use as, a community
instructional and space resource id area of dance,
theater; language, and music, Commitment made.

- WABC T.V. , Channel 7; Meeting with Charles Hobson
of "Like It Is".

9/15/.71 Committee for a Harlem High School meeting.

9/16/71 - New York State Department of Education,..Albany, N. Y,
Visitation:

(1) Arts and-Humanities Division (Dr. Vivian Anderson,
Director-Presented a proposal)

(2) Title III Division

(3) Urbaraducation Division

(4) CommunicatiOns Division

(5) Vocational Education Division

(6) Project Redesign

9/21/71 - Letter from Manpower and Career Development Agency
Pledging participation.

9/23/71 - Letter from Human Resources Development Institute
. (AF of L and CIO) Commitment to participate in pro-

ject.

- Letter from Dance Theatre of Harlem c mmitting their,
use a community instructional, space, and scholar-
ship resource,

9/29/71 - Interview by Community News Service.
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Date , Event

r
9/23/71 - Committee for a Harlem High School meeting,

9/30/71 - Meeting with William Kerlew, Principal, P. S, 207,
Manhattan,

10/4/71 - Meeting with Samuel Williams, Principal. P, S, 136,
Manhattan.

A

- Dance Theatre of Harlem; discussed with Mrs, Plimpton
their letter cf.commitment.

- Harlem Teams for Self-Help; discussed with Lillian
Nixon, Educational Director, vocational educational
component.

- Ee'tter from Joint Apprenticeship Program (Building
,Trades) pledging participation ,

- Press Conference at L H. S.' 139, 140 West 140.Street.

- Interview by TeleprOmpter Cable T. V. News Service,

- WNEW T. V.', Channel 5; discussion with Charlotte
Morris use as an instructional and space resource,

10/1g/71 -I Letter from Equitable Life Assurance Society of the
U. S. pledging participation,

- Committee for a Harlem High School meeting,

10/15/71 ' Teleprompter Cable T.. V. viewpd proposal as favorable,

- Isaiah Robinson, President, Board of Education City of
New York; discussed progress of the study.

10/19/ 71 - Meeting at Automation House with "Open Channel".
Commited equipment, instructional staff, and space to
a Harlem Media Center.

10/22/71 - Letter-from Community Film Workshop Council pledging
equipment and instructional staff.

2 3
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Date Event

10/27/71 Committee for a Harlem High School meeting.

ill 4/ 71 - Meeting with committee for CoMprehensive
Educational (Park East High School).

11/9/71 - Public Education Assoieation. Frances Low
pledged curriculum development support.

11/10/71 - Committee for a Harlem High School meeting,

11/11/71 - New York Amsterdam News, Bryant Rollins
committed instructional resources in the news-
paper media.

11/1F/71 - Progress Report submitted to Board of Education
Clty of N. Y. , Office of School Buildings, Bureau
of esign,

11/17/71

11/19/71

- Visit to Store Front Learning Center, Roxbury, Mass. ,
and Copley. Square 1-ligh School, Boston, Mass, to
assess their educational program.

-e City College, Dr, Frank Brown, Division of Urban
Education; discussed role city college can play in
Harlem High School development.

11/23/71 - Board of Education City of N. Y. , High School Division;
discussed planned educational programming and policies
with lames Boffman, Superintendant, Manhattan Academic
High schools.

c--

11/24/71 - Meeting with Educational Facilities Laboratory (Alan
Green and Ben.; Graves); Architect's Renewal Committee
in Harlem; Committee for a Harlem High School; Bond,
Ryder Associates, Architects

12/2/71 - Community Film Workshop Council; discussion continued
around establishment of Harlem Media Center.

- Early Action Sub-Committee meeting.

12/ 6/71 - Letters sent out to 51 community business soliciting
cooperation in

. 2 .10
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Date Ev-en i

4N,.... .1

4

/
12/ 6/71

12/8/71

12/9/71 -

12/14/71

12/16/71

-
12/17/71

(1) developing a part-time on going job deielop-
tnenr operation wherby students could apprentice
with pay,

(2) engaging students in a part-time program in
their area of interest

- Joint meeting among Bond, Ryder & Associates,
(Architects), Architects Renewal Comi-nittee in Harlem,
and Committee fora Harlem High School.

- Community Film Workshop Council, Meeting with
Cliff Frazier, Director.

- Committee for a Harlem High School meeting.

Center for Urbln Education; discussion with Dr, Sylvester
King, Program Director, components of the feasibility
study.

- Early Action Sub-Committee Meeting,

Board of Education City of N. Y. High School Division,
discussion with lames Boffman, Superintendant of Man-
hattan Academic High School, on planned educational

programming and policy,

- Progress Report submitted to Board of Education city of
N. Y. , Office of School Buildings, Bureau of Design,

_ mmunity District 46: disuccsed with lames Roberts,
Deputy Community Superintendant educational planning
components of the feasibility study and the possibility
of presentations to the District Board and the adminis-
trators, parents; students, and guidance personnel of
feeder schools.

Meeting with Lionel McMurren, Principal, P, S. 10,

Manhattan to establish feeder school relationship.

Studio "Bs representative (photography) pledged space
and instruction as community resource in r ponse to
our communication of 12/6/71 .

. 12/20/71 - Community District #3; meeting with Deputy Supefinten-
dant Home (see reasons established in Meeting at Comm-
unity District # 6 on 12/17/71),- 241
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Dates , Event'

12/20/71 - Community District 3 4; meeting with Deputy Superinten-
dant Pemberton (see reasons established- in meeting at
Community District # 6 on 12/17/71.

- New York Hardware and Maintenance Co. responded
to communication of 12/6/71 as conimupity instruc-
tional resource and as a source of part-stime employ-

ment for students. .

N
12/28/71 - Meeting with Community Superintendant Olin Mc Barnette

of District# 5, Discussion of organization plat: for in-
volving District # 5 feeder schools.

1/ 4/ 72 - Incorporation papers for the Committee for a larlem
High School received.

1/5/72 - Committee for a Harlem High School meeting.

1/10/72 - Joint meeting among Committee for Harlem High School,
Architects' Renewal Committee in Harlem, Educational

Facilities Laboratory, and Bond, Ryder & Associates
(architects) to begin planning for a conference,

1/11/72 - Board of Education City of N. Y. , Office of School
Buildings, Bureau of Design, discussion with Mr. Paletta
(architect) and Mr. Anglum (engineer).

1/21/72 - Board of Education City of N. Y. High richool Division;
discussion with .lames Boffman, Superintendant of Man-

, hattan Academic High Schools, on planning educational
programming and policy.

1/13/72

- Conference Planning CoMmittee meeting.
,.

- Planning for survey of community attitudes and opinions

1/14/72 - Fofd Foundation Auditorium. Conference on the use of
community resources. * .

- Meeting with City College Committee to continue tligcuss-
ing the role the College can play in the Harlem High School.

,,

1/17/72 - Teleprompter Cable T. V. , discussion with
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10iEe Event

1/17/72 Charlotte Schiff, around resubmitting proposal which
would, in addition to previo sly accepted components,
Made assessible a c for production material
from the Harlem Egh School and Media Center. Pro-

,. posal to be resubmitted.

1/19/72 1

1/20/72

1/25/72

- Phase I of the feasibility study completed includes:
..keD

1, Educational Programming

2, Background Data

3, Prliminary Site Concepts and Alternatives

4, Possible Site Selection Alternatives and area
Boundaries.

Model of Community Participation

6. quantitative Space Requirments

- 'Interview by Bernard Jackson, host for, "New York Urban
League Presents", Heard-on radio stations WWRL, ?WLIB
and WFUV.

- Community District #6; discussioi wit Dr. Haas,
Community Superiiitendant of District 6, concerning
the planning of the Harlem High School.

1/26/72 - .Interview by Teleprompter T. V. News Service.

- Meeting with George Manley, Principal, 1. H. S.
143, Manhattan. Discussed presentations to be
made to parents and students about the Harlem,
High School concept.

/27/72

- Committee for a Harlem High School meeting.

Carver- Federal Savings Bank; discussion with Richard
Gieen concerning use of bank as an instructional re-

source. Commitment made.

2/2/ 72 - Meeting with Community Board #6, to dicuss Harlem
High School concept and to seek permission for entree

Into the District schools. Permission granted.
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Date Event

2/3/Z2 Discussion with Mr. McCoy, Principal, 1. H. S. 120,
Manhattan, about procedures of making a presenta-
tion to students- and 'parents. Mr. McCoy will make,
arrangements.

'Meeting with Educational Facilities Laboratory
around Planning/Conference. Educational Facilities
Laboratory agreed to pay consultants for Planning
Conference.

Presentation made to Urban LeagUe Advisory Board.

2/4/72, - Mr. Bernstein, Principal, 1. H. S. 45, Manhattan.
Discussed procedures' in marling presentations to
parents and students.

- Planning meeting to discuss community survey.
Established boundaries and personnel to be enlisted
to conduct survey, 4

2/7/7.2 Mr. B. Brown, Principal, PS 201, Manhattan, Discussed
procedures foi organizing parent support for Harlem
High School. Presentations to be made to parents and
students.

Planning Committee meeting to plan for Planning Con-
, fererice.

2/8/72 - Meeting with Sam Williams, Principal, and Mrs. Richards,
P. A. President, of PS 136, Manhattan. Discussed sup-

port by .parents. Presentations to be made to parents
and students. ,

2/9/72
.

- Meeting with Lionel McMurren, Principal, and P. A.

Exective Board Member. Discussed support by parents.

- Mr.. Massaria, Principal, 1. H. S, 52, Manhattan., Discussed
making presentation to parents and students School will
make arrangements.

- Manhattan High School. Principals Conference. Presenta-
. tion and discussion of Harlem High School concept.

7 Committee for d Harlem' High School meeting.
a

2/10111/72 - Visit to Office of Education, Washington, D. C;
solicit information and funding. Placed on Request
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2/10-11/72 - for Proposal list. Contacts made at following offices.

1. Division of Educational Personnel (Teacher
and Counselor Institutes).

2, Teacher Corps.

3: Research Analysis and Allocation Staff,
Bureau of Research. (Support research
on improvement of education at all levels
and in all subjects. Support development
and demonstration of educational materials,
processes, and organizational arrangements
at all levels. They suggested we make a
presentation to the Bureau in April 1972).

4, Division of Higher Education Research (Sup-
port research on_educational uses of televis-
ion,. radio, motion pictures and other media.

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
(Bureau suggested we submit proposal by
September 1972).

Bureau of Special Edu6tion.

Bureau of Experimentql Programs.

2/15/72 - Mrs. Sylvia Lawrence, Principal,` T. H. S. 143, Manhattan'.
Discussion on parental support of the project . School
will provide the mechanis,m for making presentations to
parents and students. Mr, D. Tippitt, Principal, and
Mrs. L. Johnson, P. A. .Executive Board, of I. H. S. 164,
Manhattan. Established procedure for presentations to
Parents and students and mechanism for parental support.

2/ 16/72 - Board of Education City of N. Y. , High School Division;
discussion-with Tames Boffman, Superintendant of
Manhattan Academic High School, on educational pro-
gramming components.

2/22-24/72 Planning Conference involving consultants (Dr. S. King,
Program Director, Center of Urban Education; Ben
Graves, Project Director, EduCational Facilities Labora-

tories; Max Bond, Architect, Bond, Ryder Associates;
Robert Mayer, Architect, Mayer and Schiff; Evans Clinchy,

Eduthtional Planning Associates;,Patrick Mogen, President
Human Services*Corporation,--iiic; community residents;
committee me bers; parents; Community Board members;
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Date Event
7

2/22-24/72 - community public educators; representatives from,
Harlem Preparatory School, John Dewey High School, -
Park E.astligh School, and Haaren High School; repre-
sentativei from community organization; students;
representatives from N. Y. City High School Division
and Planning Commidsion. .
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XXI. FURTHER STUDIES NEEDED IN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING

Continued Development of:

A. Basic Skills Development Progi.am

B. Occupational Education:
...

. (1) Student Non-Ptofit Corporation, concept
%

(2)/ Media Program

(3) , Other possible programs
c (

C. More specific course outlines in subject areas

D. Adult Continuing Education

Possible programs With City College of NeP York,

Teacher's College of Columbia-z,University and

Manhattan Community COUege:

Residential Component o the Harlem High-School

Graduation Requirements
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